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This publicationcontains records of 266 wells, 45 test wells, 36 drillers'
logs and 312 chemical analyses of water obtained from the wells.
In 19-35, a memorandum on the ground water in Galhoun County, Texas, together
with records of wells, drillers' logs, and water analyses, and a map showing
location of wells, by John T. Lonsdale, was released in photostatie form by the
United States Department, of the Interior, Geological Survey in cooperation with
the Texas Board of Water Engineers and Engineering Experiment Station of Agri-
cultural and Mechanical College of Texas. Only a few photostat copies were
released for distribution.
On January 3, 1940 the Work Projects Administration started a more .complete
inventory supplemented by a program of test hole drilling, sponsored by the State
Board of Water Engineers in cooperationwith the Federal Geological Survey,with
Carl 3. Johnson as project supervisor. The field work was completed in August
1940.
Mr? Lonsdale's memorandum is included in this release. Nearly all of the
wells observed by Mr. Lonsdalo were revisited byMr. Johnson and changes in
water levels were recorded and additional water samples were obtained for more
complete analyses* The map has been revised but the wells observed by Mr.
Lonsdale retain the same numbers as were shown on the original map*
The analyses were made by chemists employed on Work Projects Administration
Project No. 17276 under tho direction of Dr. S. P. Schoch, Director of the Bureau
of Industrial Chemistry, University of Texas, and E. W. Lohr, Chemist of the
Quality of Water Division of the Federal Geological Survey. The Bureau of Indus-
trial Chemistry furnished laboratory space and equipment. The analyses in this
release are tabulated in parts per million. -A number of these analyses are also
given in milligram, equivalents per liter for the convenience of those vho prefer
this form of expressing the quality of water.
This release was typed by typists employed on Work Projects Administration
Project No. 17276.
The records serve as a guide to land owners, welldrillers and others who
need information regarding wells, the depth to ground, water in different parts
of the county, and the quality and chemical character of water yielded by the
wells. They afford a "basis for the more intensive investigation that is now
being carried on by the State Board of Water Engineers in cooperation with the
Federal Geological Survey.
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Ground water in Calhoun County, Texas
Ety John T. Lonsdale
Introduction
The brief report that follows is based chiefly on a study of records of wells
in Calhoun County obtained in June, July, and August, 1934, for the most part
by the writer, but in part by J f C, Cumley, junior engineer in the United States
Geological Survey under an appointment by the Administrator of Public "works.
Older published data relating to the geology and occurrence of ground water in the
county given by Taylor Vand Deusoen £/ together with unpublished information ob-
tained by Deussen .3/have also been consulted. Most of the well data that have
been obtained are given in the accompanying tables. The location of the wells is
shown on the accompanying map, each well being given a number that corresponds
to the number assigned to it in the tables. The data in the tables relating to
the chemical character of the well waters were determined from tests and partial
analyses in the Water Resources laboratory of the Geological Survey at Washington,
I). C. (See pages 51, and 52).
General description of Calhoun County
Calhoun County borders on the Gulf of Mexico and is approximately midway be-^
tween Corpus Christi and Freeport, It has an area of about 560 square miles, of
which bays and lagoons comprise approximately one-half. It includes all of Mata-
gorda Island, an offshore bar that has an area of approximately 50 square miles.
The county is part of a region of" considerable historic interest, some of the
important events in Texas history having occurred here, Indianola, destroyed by a
hurricane in 1876, was the port of entry for many of the earlier immigrants to
Texas, and was an important coast town for many years. Port Lavaca, the county
seatj v/as shelled by United States gunboats during the Civil War.
In 1930 the county had a population of 5,385, and Port Lavaca, the county
seat and largest town, had 1,367. The smaller towns are: Seadrift, Port O'Connor,
Long Mott, Green Lake, Eeyser, Olivia, and Karney. Approximately three-fourths of
the mainland part of the county is devoted to ranching. The remainder is farmed,
the chief crop being cotton, Matagorda Island is used only for ranching. An
important seafood industry centers around Port Lavaca, Port O'Connor, and Seadrift.
Topography and drainage
The surface of the county slopes southeastward toward the Gulf, northern
parts of the country having altitudes of about 45 feet. Along the coast, in some
places, there is a wave-cut cliff 18 to 22 feet high, but in others the slope is
gradual. The area landward from the top of the wave-cut cliff at the same ele-
vation or higher forms the Beaumont terrace. Other less distinct terraces exist i:
the area. Guadaiupe River, which forms the western boundary of the county, and
Laraca River are the principal streams. A part of the land between these streams
has very poor natural drainage and is artificially drained by an extensive canal
system.
1/ Taylor, T. U., Underground waters of the Coastal Plain of Texas: U. S. Geol
Survey Water-Supply Paper 190, 1907,
2/ Deussen, Alexander, Geology of the Coastal plain of Texas west of Brazos River
U, S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 126, 1924.--
o/ Deussen, Alexander, Unpublished well datak in the files of the U. S. Geological
Survey at Washington, D, C, obtained in: k9j£r 9
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Rainfall
According to records of the United States Weather Bureau the average rainfall
at Lavaca during 14 years (1901-1913, and 1926) amounted to 36.16 inches, of which
about 25 inches occurred during April to October, inclusive.
Geology
The geologic formations exposed at the surface in Calhoun County are; the Beau
mont clay (Quaternary), and Recent stream, and terrace deposits. The Beaumont con-
sists of deltaic deposits of yellowish, bluish, gray, and pink clays with subordi-
nate amounts of yellowish and bluish sands. Its outcrop area includes most of the
northern and central parts of the county. It has its maximum thickness near the
coast but even there probably does not exceed 250 feet. The Beaumont is underlain
by the Lissie formation (Quaternary) and the Lissie in turn is underlain by the
Goliad (Pliocene) sand. These formations are exposed in Victoria and Jackson
Counties 'which adjoin Calhoun County on the north and are reached by wells at
various depths throughout the county. They consist of sands and gravels with
interbedded clays and probably have a combined thickness of at least 1,500 feet,
decent river and coastal alluvium deposits extend far up the Guadalupe River and,
together with wind blown sand occupy an extensive belt along the coast.
"The exposed and unexposed formations dip to the southeast at very low angles,
The beds .in the Beaumont clay probably have a dip that is not much greater than the
slope of the present land surface, but underlying beds have a somewhat steeper dip.
Although considerable drilling for oil has been carried on in the area, there is
no -authentic report of abnormal subsurface structural conditions.
Water-bearing sands and gravels and well development
The entire county is underlain by ?/ater-bearing beds of sand and gravel in
the Beaumont clay, Lissie formation, and Goliad sand and in parts of it the sands
in Recent deposits also carry water. Generally, in a given area several water-
bearing beds, ranging in depth from a few feet to several hundred feet, are
encountered by wells, Well drilling in the county has been controlled by the
quality and quantity of water desired for a given use. Domestic farm wells require
only a small supply but the water must be potable. Ranch wells for large herds
of stock require larger supplies, but a greater range in quality is permissible.
The type of well development in parts of the county has also been largely determined
by local drilling conditions. Wells throughout the county either have a flow
or the water levels in them are within a few feet of the surface.
Seventy-three flowing wells were visited representing, it is estimated, about
80 percent of the flowing wells cf the county. The reported depths of these wells
(see tables of well records) are as follows: five less than 300 feet; twenty-four
between 300 and 400 feet; twenty-three between 400 and 600 feet; nineteen between
600 and 900 feet; two more than 900 feet. The static levels in the flowing wells
were found to range from a fraction of a foot to about 19 feet above the surface.
Based on measurements made in the course of the investigation, or reliable records
of measurement by the owner or other persons, the discharge of the wells in
gallons a minute is as follows: twenty-six less than 10; thirty-two from 10 to 20;
four, more than 20; one (No. 56) 50. It is estimated that the total flow of all
the wells visited amounts to approximately 700 gallons a minute.
. Flowing wells could probably be obtained in all parts of the county by drilling
to a sufficient depth. Areas in which flowing wells are most common are as follows:
(i) The northwestern part of the county where the Goliad sand is a source of
artesian water; (2) the peninsula between Lavaca Bay and Caranacahua Bay; (3) the
area east of Caranacahua Bay; (4) the southern part of the county, south of a line
between Port Lavaca and Seadrift* The north-central part of the county does not
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have flowing wells partly because the surface is somewhat high so that wells
shallower than 500 feet will not flow, and partly because the area is a farming
one in which small wells are adequate for domestic supply and a few head of stock,
and therefore no particular need has thus far developed for putting down deep wells
The well water is used principally for domestic purposes and for watering
stock. The public supplies of Port Lavaca and Port O'Connor are from wells. A
few small gardens are irrigated and several cotton gins are supplied from wells.
Well-drilling methods
The deeper wells and many of the shallow ones have been drilled with rotary
outfits capable of drilling to depths of approximately 1,000 feet, the principal
difficulty encountered in the deeper drilling being to keep the drill stem free in
the soft poorly consolidated formations that underlie the area. As in many Texas
localities, one or two drillers have put down most of the deeper wells and the
methods used in drilling and completing the wells is a result of their individual
experience. Many shallow bored wells have been put down by the property owners
themselves. In such wells 2 to 3 inch casing is generally used and in many
instances the pump cylinder is placed above the ground and rests on the end of the
casing.
Galvanized iron casing is used in practically ail the cased wells, since it
resists corrosion better than other types. In the deeper wells it is usual to set
8 to 20 feet of screen in the water sand, but in many of the shallow wells no
screen is used and the open end of the casing is sot in the sand. There are com-
paratively few dug wells in the county. .
Quality of well waters
The water from most of the wells of the county are comparatively highly mine-
ralized, waters with a distinct saline taste being common. The chloride content
and hardness of the water in different localities and at different depths, however,
vary within fairly wide limits whereas the bicarbonate remains fairly constant.
The quality of the water in individual areas is briefly discussed in the pages
following.
Ground water in individual areas
(See map and tables of well records, drillers' logs, and analyses)
Heyser. - The upland part of this area is underlain by a thin cover of Beau-
mont clay beneath which the Lissie and G-oliad sands are encountered. The lowland
part in the valley of the Guadalupe River is underlain hy Recent deposits.
Records of 21 wells, including 2 oil tests, were obtained in the area. The water
wells range in depth from 45 feet to 928 feet, and those that are more than 400
feet have a flow. In the shallow wells the water levels are from 25 to 50 feet
below the surface. The deepest wells draw from sands that are more than 700 feet
below the surface, although they penetrate water-bearing sands at shallower depths.
In \Z of the 13 deep wells from which samples were taken, the waters contain chlo-
ride ranging from 310 to 482 parts per million; hardness,from 45 to 120, and bi-
carbonate from 298 to 408, The water from one.deep well (No, 11) contains 1,090
parts per million of chloride. The water from the 3 shallow wells Nos, 1, 2, and
21 average somewhat lower in chloride and much higher in hardness than that from
the deep wells.
Kamey, - The wells that are deeper than 250 feet in this area probably derive
water from the Lissie-Goliad sands, and the shallower wells from sands in the
Beaumont, Thirteen water wells, ranging from 21 to 630 feet in depth, were visited
in the area. One flowing well (No, 36, 630 feet deep) was found. The water level
in the nonflowing wells ranges from 12 to 26 feet beneath the surface. The water
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from most of the wells is highly mineralized. Wells 30 and 31$ 250 feet deep«>
yield water that is fresher and softer than that from the other wells visited in
the district c The water from the flowing well is so salty that it could be classed
as almost a brine,,
Olivia.- Twenty-six wells were visited in this district of which 225 ranging
in depth from 262 to 620 feet, have a flow o Very few shallow wells have been used
in the area since it was demonstrated, about 1908,, that good artesian water could
be obtained at fairly shallow depths „ Of the two deep wells that do not have a
flow one is on relatively high ground and the other is finished in a comparatively
shallow sand at 203 feet 0 Well 71 was found to have the highest artesian head
of any of the wells visited in this vicinity, the water in it rising to about 27
feet above sea level. Well 56 flows at 19 feet above the well mouthy but the well
is located only slightly above tide level „ It is reported that the artesian head
has dropped about 2 feet and the yield of the wells declined since the first well
was drilled in 1907» The water from the flowing wells in this area averages fresh-
er and softer than the water from any group of wells in the county „
Green Lake,- The depths of the 17 water wells visited in this area are as
follows? 10 from 35 to 90 feet; 6 from 216 to 268 feet; one 580 feeto The waters
from the shallow wells contain chloride ranging from 50 to 930 parts per million,
and hardness ranging from 270 to 1,000 parts per million, while those from the
deeper group contain chloride ranging from 650 to 1,090 parts per million, and
hardness from 360 to 550 parts per million „ The water from the 580-foot well has
2,380 parts of chloride and 1,000 parts of hardness.
Port Lavaca o°° The depths of 23 of the 25 water wells visited in this area
are as follows t 7 from 20 to 60 feet; 13 from 203 to 375 feet, and 2 between 800
and 900 feet „ Three of the wells that are only a few feet above tide level have
a flow 0 In much of this area all the sands that have been exploited contain water
that is highly mineralized „ The freshest and softest water sampled in the area
comes from wells that are several miles west of Port Lavaca 0:
Magnolia Beacho~o ~ The wells visited in this area range in depth from 150 to
802 feeto 'k part of the wells have a flow and the water levels in all but one of
the nonflowing wells is less.than 15 feet beneath the surface. Without exception.
the wells that were sampled yield water of poor quality„ The chloride content
ranges from 690 to 2,350 parts per million;hardness from 140 to 950, and bicarbo
nate from 290 to 536 „
S'eadrift o- Of the 26 wells that were visited in the Seadrift area 12 are
less than 100 feet in depth*, and 13 are between 200 and 3&5 -feeto Ten of the
deeper wells have a flow. Most of the wells yield water that is highly mineralized
A few wells less than 100 feet deep in deposits of alluvial and wind-blown sands
of Recent age yield water that is comparatively fresh and soft.
Port 0? Connor„- The wells visited in this area range in depth from 20 feet
to 625 feet, and 18 of them have a flow» Nearly all the wells yield water that is
comparatively salty, the water from well 220 being the freshest.
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Records of wells in Calhoun County, Texas
(All wells are drilled unless otherwise noted in "Remarks" column)
i- j
'
i ." j ! ';■ jHeightf of.
No« iDistance j Owner Driller i Date jDepth;Diam-jmeasuring
i from I i j com-; of ;eter ; point
j Port I I i pie- iwell i of i above
| Lavaca j i j ted j(.ft.) iwell ; ground
I ; ; i__ J Kin.): (ft.) a/1115 miles r H. T. Marshall j' R. Snyder " ; 1927 f ~65~; W\ ~~6.0
jwest i ; | ; i
! ! I ; ; ; \ 1,1.
2 \iAk miles j J. G. Cook" "j J. G. Cook !1933 j 561 3^l oTo
:WeSt : I : : :
I j ; ') j j- I" 1.6
3;14i miles j pThT Welder*" ~T~G» H.Tailght'er" H1922~ 740; "§Jf 575
;W6St : j i. I. ■: :
d/ " 4:13 mileg j doT j do". TT9221 8271 2^j --




4 " ■ ""o.C
jwest ;_ i i !__ | \ .





i___ ; I j^ j ;
d/ 51 do. j do. i '-- : Old ; 900^_ 2ji o'-O "?
i^^ 8!134 miles j" do. '~~ ; E*. C. Slwood j 1928; 845; 2^! ~T)To
rWe_St j [ _J : ; j
a/ 9;14 miles i do. ; -'-' j Old j 700^ ~Z T 0.0 "
Jwest j . ; [ ; . j
d/ 101 do, j doT" ~1 G. H. Laughter | — ; 880^ 2jT "o".o
mM \ , i _«.__^ »—, " . i;, ■ . . " , . " i
d/ il;15f; miles ; do. j E. T. Elwood j 1928 j 490; 2 j
"
0.0
jwest j j j ; ; _J
d/ 12 ;13f"miles : do." ;B. T. Powell and ! — ; 758j 2 j ~
L!!®^ j _. . j G-. H. Laughter j : i |_
d/ 13113 miles | do." f B. F. Powell | 1916; SB2j 2|; "-~
jwest
i
; j . |__ _J j j
d/ 14 jllfmiles | do, jB. T, Powell and j~- j 88lj 2j| oVo~
iwest | ; G-. H. Laughter j i J ;
d/ 15]li| miles I do. j do. j 1915j 928; 2|; O*.O
jwest^ _;__ j___ ! ; :_ j_
d7'l6jloi miles T do. j 'b. ¥. Powell j 1916 j 874;'" 2.;
jwest ___J ; >____ ; j ; j
0/ 171ICf miles; j
"
do. | 'ZZ | Old : 900^ 2 ; oTc
jwest _ ___j ; J_ j j__
d/ 18;8T~mTles j do."" T "-- j Old i 900+ 2^l 0.0 ;
Jwest ; I __j I ; :
d/ 19 jlo| miles" j do. T Southwest Oil j"1934; 6,230 l13" —
jwest __j j Corporation j \ j j
d/ 20:11*"miles j
~* do". : do.
"
I 1934; 6,468; —.
iwest j j ; j j
J
a/ Measuring point/was usually top of casing, top of pipe clamp or top of well curb.
b/ G, cylinder; T, turbine; H, hand; W, windmill; A, air lift; cf, centrifugal*; E,
electric; G-, gas; S, steam* Number indicates horsepower.
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See "Logs of W. P. A. test wells" for all records of test wells
j Water level i ! :
No* -DepthiDate of iPump ; Use j Remarks
jbelow-measure-; and i of :
ineasur- ment;power ;water;
ling-point ; b/ ; c/ ;
>VIt..J j : : :
|
_
1> 50 iJiily 23, j G,W \ D,S ICased to bottom# Reported dependable supply.'
j j1954j1954 i j i "■
'
I52.1!May 15,1 j ;
j ,119401 1940 ; I j _
2: 27 :July 23,1Of,E, j D,l ; Cased to bottom. Irrigates lawn and ir-acre garden,
i ;1954 :- i \ iReported yield, 5 gallons a minute in May, 1940 "
j 29.91May 15,; j j
I ;1940 j ; j
3 j+lo^ IJuly 16,;Flows; D,S | Cased to bottom. Flow 7 gallons a minute in July,
j
"' j1954j 1954 j | I 1934, and May, 1940. Temperature 80° F. in July, 1934.
|+ 2^May 15,; \ \ See log.
>
_ [ ,- 1940 \ \ _ [ __„
45
-- T1934 jFlows;" S ; . . ."~. "~ ■ . '■' 1 '
5j 25t. I ®/ i St ; Ind j Cased with 274 feet of blank pipe, and 30 feet of
| j 1934 I ! ; screen. Used for drilling oil test* See log.
6 )+ls^)+15^ j July 12, [Flows; S j Flow 15 gallons a minute; temperature 78"° Fin July,
\ i1934 ]__ i i 1954. Another water-bearing,bed at 558 feet. See
i
log;
7 j:+5 IJuly 13,;Flows; S ": Reported flow, 15+ gallons a minute in July, 1934.
I
t
\ 1954 ; j !
Bi+2ol I do< 'ISlowsj S ; Flow 38 gallons a minute in July, 1934. Casing: 825
j I ; i j feet of blank pipe and 20 feet of screen. Temperature
9;+3+_ I do. IFlows; S j Flow one gallon a \ 82j:° Fin July, 1954. See log.
j j \ j j minute in July, 1954. _-__^ j
10:+10^_ j do. IFlows; S i Flpw 10 gallons a minute; temperature 76° Fin July,
I j j [_ j 1954 1 G-as reported at 864 feet. See log.
lii+2 I do. ;Flows; S ; Gas reported at 423 feet. See log.
12| — ; ~- ;Flows; S i Reported flow, 10^_ gallons a minute in 1934. Gas re-
I i ; ; ; ported at 758 feet. See log.
13.; -- j — IFlowsj S ; Flowed in 1934. See log.
I4i+10^_ :July 18,; Flows; S ; Flow 10 gallons a minute;' temperature 81° Fin July,\ i1954 I \ \ 1954. See log,
15:.+l.o^ i do. ;Flows: S : Flow 12 gallons a minute; temperature 81° Fin July,




— ;Flows; S ; Flowed in 1934. See log, \ log.
17[+8^ _'I July 18,;Floras! S ;' Flow 10 gallons a mlnut7Tn Ju1~1934. "
J ; 1954 " ; j jist+lß^ \ do. j Flows; S j Flow 15 gallons a minute in July, 1934.
19]
— \ — T~^ i N I Oil"test. "See log. ' '""
201 -- I — ; None ! E \ D6. ' . ■
c/ D, domestic; "S, stock; I, irrigation; Ind, industrial; P, public; N, not used.
a/ No water sample collected for analysis.
c/ Water level reported.
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.Record5..."of.'.sells- in Calhouii County-~Continued
; j j ;~ I i" jHeight of
No. ;Distance : Owner i Driller ;Date jDepth;Diam~ jmeasuring
: from \ \ ] com- i of ;eter ; point
; Port j , I ; pie- iwell jof \ above
; Lavaca " . \ Ited ;(ft.)lwell i ground
I L_ I 1 ■ Kin.) I (ft,) sJ
21: llf'miles: J. F, Clark" j -- 'i 1934 ; 45: 4 ; Q.O
iwest j j ;!."""!
22i 12 miles"! R. B. Roof ; JY M.' OfNeil ; 1920; 701 ~\ oT9
L _L. » „ i... i .jm < j ...
23: iBjmiles jHumble 'Oil"& Refining j Wilfred Brown .; 1937:1,082; 8s: cf.O
;_west_ _j . Co? _ j. , i [ I !__" 24:'7f miles :J- W» MeKamey Ist". .": W. 3. Shell j 1939i 200^ 8 ; 1~.4
_; west ; , _____j ; I - i L
25;"8 miles
"
i CS. Boyd ; J. M. O'Neil : 1931; 65; 4:' "*1.2
|_west _ __^ i__ [ j__ ;__„_
"26:9"miles" jW. S.~ McKamey Est-
"




: -west__ __ : i__ ; I !___ _j_
d/ 27; 7f miles' [ R»" K. "Hollen j "Frank "kisiah \ 1930 : "'3O:
'
5 .;. " 0.0
"
;nortliwastj^ j : ; ; J
d? 28! miles | Mrs. W. W. Wilson j ;— 1 27; 2f; Q.O~_ [northwest: j ■. | __J
'rU' 29: 6 'miles I
'
'j.E. Drusac




j northwest;^ ___„ ; L ; _j \
d/ 30l 6f""miles ; J. W« McKamey I J. W." McKamey ;1907: 25»: 2 j
west ! ; i^^ tm^_ i: f . i
- : ; j
31: 7^ miles \ do. ] W. S» Shell :1914; 250: 2!~ 6,0
_Lji£st^ j _. [_ : : ; ;
d/ 32' 7'rniles
"
; L* J. "Foster" ; J. M. O'Neil
"
;1928; 70: 4^: 0,0
iwest _j : __j !_ J :




T W, E. Shelf"*" : -- : 3 j —
iwest i_ j \ j I ;
d/ 34| sflnlles ;
" do,"
~
j L. J. Foster I — : 30;" 2 j 0.0
Inorthwestj __: :










60: 4 p o^o
d/ 36;
~
do. i E. R\ Adams | L, Patterson ;1934: 630; 6 \ 0.0.
d/ 371 dTT T~ doT" i Mills, Bennett ; 1934: 6,521; 13-; ~~^- '
i _J : Production Co, : ! : 5/8;
38; 4^ miles j Six Mile School j L. Peterson j 1917; 21; 2 I ~070
Inorthwest ; I ; : ; :
d/ 39|4imilesTj J. ATElder | -^ ;19i5; *24i 24:.; 0-.0





; E. H. HengstT I 1932? 24i lf| o*o
:northyest \ \ : I : :
41: 6 miles j J. Pecena j -- ~T~1938; 30i ~~ .0-0.
; northwest j ; : ; ; ;
42!% miles ; W. J. Cervenka ; W. J. Cervenka ] 19341 40~^ 2"JT~ 0.0
;northwest ; ! - j ; .;
43|3f miles i W. F. Holloman
'
|W« F. Holloman ]"*192o1~""~24^ if: #7o
m
j northwest; ; ;;::..-
44;. 2 miles ; Texas Natural Gas \ D.. Fv Rowlins"' r"TT~l~"""45~j gJT "C~."o
i
[northwest: Co. _J ; : ; ;
6
I Water level ! I i
No.;Depth;Date of jPump i Use i Remarks
Ibelow;measure- I and i of j
jiiieasure- ment :power:-water!
iing point ; b/ I c/ ■;j(ft..)j ; i i ;
21i 30,5: Ju1y 18,; C,W ; D,S IReported dependable supply.
: J1954 j I j
j 23,8|May 15, j i i
_J J1940 \ I j
22: 22.2:Mar. 19, j C,G,i D,S ;Cased to bottom.
I 119401 1940 ; 5 \ I
23;+25 jMay 15,]T,St,.j Ind :Cased with 1,022 feet of blank~Bf-inch pipe and 60
~
[_ ;194Q : 50' : i feet of 5-^--inch, screen. Supplies water for refinery.
24; 2,B;Apr. 15,; C,W j D,S ;Cased to bottomt Reported strong supply. ;" See log*
i 11940 ; I \ | 2__
25; 13.8;May 21,; C,W ; D,S ;Reported dependable supply.
; :1940 ; ; j
26 151W 1 3̂4 ! C'W ! S Cased t0 bottom._ I 171 :""' 1940 \ , ; ,' I~27 !20 \ej 1934 : C ,W j S ;
"28"T~19 l ;e/"i934~T -,X j D^S~] '
~ -
29 jlB iJune 22, i C,W ; D,S 1Cased with S8 feet of blank pipe and 12 feet of screen.
I ;1954 j j IOther water-bearingbeds at 21 and 40 feet. Tempera-
30 i
— I ".-- ' ! -,H I D,S i \ ture 75° Fin June, 1934.
TTFTs le/.1934 ; C,W " j. D,S: jCased to bottom.
'
il4 i 1940 J j j
____^"32 ; 19.5;Juiy 4, j C,¥ IS I'Do,
: ;1954 \ I I
55 i — : — 1 C,W ; S :Yield 8 gallons a minute; temperature 73° Fin 1934.
34; 26 IJuly 4, ; C,W | S ;Cased to bottom. Yield 5 gallons a minute; temperature
\ J1954 j ; =75° Fin July, 1954. "North Well,"
35 124 j do. ; C,W j S !Yield 3 gallons a minute; temperature 73° Fin July,: J i \ 11954.1 1954.
'" "
36 + o.9;Aug. 7, ;St ; Ind !Cased with 610 feet of blank pipe, and 20 feet of
\ ;1954 ; i ;screen. Used for drilling oil test. See log.
57 j — ; — ;None I N :oil test* See log.
38 ;18 ;June 22, j C,W i P jCased to bottom. Supplies water for school.
I 11934 j j j
!*"l8 \ oj \ j j
j J1940 j ; \ |~39"; 20 IJune 82, \ -,H I D,S ";Dug well,I :1954 1 : ,J.. '"
40 j2O i c/ |C ,W " D,S ;Cased to bottom.j 11940 j
'
j i
41 j22 ■"; of- j C,H \ D,S ; Do,
i :1940; j I \ ,
42 jlB j iA I C,H : D,S : Do.
j ;1940 I \ \ ;
43 j 5 ; e/, ! C,H ; D.S ; Do.
I J1940 \ \ \
44 jlB j q/ ■ i C,W ; Ind ;Cased to bottom. Used for cooling purposes.
j j1940j1940 I 1 ■ m
7




" ""^"^ ! 1 r"
—
-" P"' f : iHeight of
No. | Owner ! Driller ;Date iDepth :Diam-jmeasuring
j from I 1 j com- \ of. ;eter j point
; Port !.. . I iple-iwell iof \ above
i Lavaca i : ;ted ;(ft») -well i ground
j \ I I i [(in.)I (ft.) a/
45 ;3f miles j City of Port Lavaca "j Layne-Texas !1934 ; 244; 10] 0.0
jwest I,-.in , ■ iiJ,.,, i■■iP,0* . i id L [ -.I-
46:4^ miles j"* L Frank G-erryk
'TF.J. Gerryk
""
i 1933 ;~35 i 2 i 0.0
jwest !
M a_ | c nii ; ; i i47:2^ miles ;
"" "
T. E. Cook^^ I J.- M. Newlin
*





I ; ; j
48iIf miles f* Mrs. B. Wilson f*
—
11932; 30! lij 0.0
jwest I _ | . j .„ i . j . :. . I ±X
49iIf miles [ S.'V. Bouquet ":E. V. Bouquet ;"- j 29; lj-i'
; southwestJ ; I I : J50;2f miles j W. F. Holloman |X« M» O'Neil "1T938 : 300^_" l|; ~0.0
isouthwest j
t
! [ j ; i
i
a/ 51:4 miles I J. H. Tucker jV. E. Damstrom ;'1914i 335; 2 ! OrO
;northeast I ; _! i^_ "; I
d/ 52;7 miles iMrs. C. T. Traylor
'
j do. 11917; 445; 2 j 0.0
jnortheast j i . | i i __J
0/ 53 |7f miles ; do,
'
H do. ' ; 1917 ; 345 ! 2 \ 0.3
;east i ; I ; \ \
54:'l#|'miles : Arvid Swenson .'; do". ' ; 1929 1 365 j 2 \ "~0 .0
:northeast ; , i j j i .!







:northeast !■ I ; ; ; ;
; i j I j ! ! 1.3
56|13f miles t ' W. 'R. Sells ' '; do. \ 1909: ' 262; TH 0.0





I1926; 470 ; 2~T 0".3 -
;northeast j . | I | ; i .
d/ 58illmiles ;' Mrs.'B. Samuelson ~T" do, ' |1904i601 4~1 0.0
:northeast ; j i _i __^ [
59;lit miles] Gustof Swenson : do.
""
I 1908 ; 380; 2 : 0.0
" east ; ; ; : ; \
d/ 60i12-|- miles j Lenn'iFPeterson ~T~ ~To7"" ;1920T :218; 2 ; 0,0
;east " _J , i J " L__
61J13 miles ; Rose, Sample & ) do. j1910 \ 345; 2 j 0,0:east ; Drushel . i ; ; ; :
6g;llf miles '; R. T. DamsTrom ! do.
"
V1918: 480 ; 2~T oT~
least I ; ; ; : :S« ; : : ; : :
I___J J II ! , 1
8
'''■ level^ \ \ \
Wo ♥;.Depth1 Date of i'Puiup i Use ; Remarks
\ below ;measure-; and \of :
:ivieasur- ment; power water;
!ing point \ b/ ! c/ \
,...... .;,.A. ,.U'J,'■ ! ; : .
45; 14.0;Jan. 5,1 T,S, I P iCased to bottom. Reported yield, 140 gallons a
_J j 1940 |_ 5_ [ jminute with 14 feet drawdown* Supplies water to city.
46; 13 i ej i C,H |D,S iCased to bottom. \ A similar -well is 50 feet away._
i \ 1940 \ \ __j
'
_^ J
47: 13. \ Tf. ["cTT |D,S \ Do.___j \ 194Q j 1,. , | ."48|~ 12.0:May 20,; C,W ;D,S i Do.
___j 119401 1940 i \ i ; _
49; 10 ; c/ i C,H I S ;Cased to bottom* Reported fails in drought.I LiM2_ _J L_ I : r—
50! 27."siApr. 5,j C,W [D,S iCased to bottom.
J1940
i \ ; I w
51j+ 8 ;June 22, jPlots'; S !Cased with ""325 feet of blank pipe "and"12 feet of
"
_j ;1954 !___ i iscreen. Temperature Qo2_^^_flo^i 10 gallons a minute
52;+ 7 j-June 25,j?10ws j S ;Cased with 323 feet of blank \in June,1954/ 'See log*
_Uisl— -J j i pipe and 12 feet of screen. Temperature ?7°~ F; flow"~53:+"5" ; do." ;Flows'j S !Cased with 333 \l6 gallons a minute...in...June.._l9js4*
i i I ■ i ■ ifeet of blank pipe and 12 feet of screen. Temperature
___j__ [__ \ ; J7B° F; flowi 20 gallons a minute in June, 1934. Other
54;+ 2 ;June 20, jFlows :D,S ;Cased with \water-bearing beds at 60 and 215__.feet_«
I L1934Ll934 :: = 357 fes"b of> tlank pipe and 8 feet of screen. Flow:
1+
'o.splprT 9.., i j IJune, 1934, 2 gallons a minute; April, 1940, 4 gallons
; 11940 J ; [a minute* Temperature 77° Fin1934. See logf
551 2.6 iJune 20,| C,W : Ind jCased with 16 feet of blank 4-inch pipe; 377 feet of
j^ ;1954 j__ ; jblank 2-inch pipe and 8 feet of screen. Supplies
j 6.5!Apr.. 9,1 i iwater for gin. See log.
■i I [1940 j \ i ; \"56;+19 ;June 20, jFlows ! S iCased with 254 feet of blank pipe and 8 feet "of screen.
t \ 1954 I j jFlow: June, 1934, 50 gallons a minute; April, 1940, 10
;■*: 4 iApr. 9,; \ ; gallons a minute. Temperature 76° Yin June, 1934.
! U^iL \ L _J .
57 ;+ 8 !June 20, jFlows :D,S !Cased with 458 feet of blank pipe and 8 feet of screen.
[ [1934 ; i ;Flow: June, 1934, 20+_ gallons a minute; April, 1940,
!+ 4 iApr. 9,.i ; i8gallons a minute. Temperature 76°F in June, 1934.
j j1940 l_ j jSee log. __
58! 13 ;June 22,; -,H: ;D,S i Cased to bottom.
i ;1934 j :____J
59;+ 3.s"|July 30 ?Jc,H Td,S jFlnw: 1908, 12 gallons a minute; July, 1934, 3~gallons
j J1954 I i !a minute. Stopped flowing in 1935.
; 1.3 iApr,_ 9,j j j
j ;1940 < | | I
60 i 5 iJune 20, j C,W ;D,S iCased with 210 feet of blank pipe and 8 feet of screen.
j ;1934 \ \ j Temperature 74° F in June, 1934. See__logj:
61;+ 4 :June 22, ;Flows ;D,P ;Cased with 333 feet of blank pipe and 12 feet of screen
11954 _j ; ;Other water-bearing beds at 60 and 215 feet. Flow: 10
;+ 4 iApr. 9, \ ] Igallons a minute in June, 1934 and April, 1940. Tern-
; 11940 J : jperature 77° F in June, 1954. Supplies water for 30
62;+ s+_ IJune 20, iFlows ID'S jCased with 468 feet of blank pipe \ tourist cabins.
; ;1954 i ; iand 12 feet of screen. Flow: June, 1934, 5 gallons
;+ 3 iApr. 9, \ \ ;a minute; April, 1940, 8 gallons a minute. Tempera-
i 11940 . J j Iture 75° F in June, 1954. Seei log.
"9.
i
Records of wells in Calhoun County--Continued
'





2To. iDistance ; Owner ! Driller ;Date ;Depth;Diam- Imeasuring
1 from ! j i com-; of ;eter i point
; Port i . I iple-iwell ; of ; above
] Lavaea \ ■ I \ ted ;{ft.) jwell j ground\ L____ L _ , ""; I j. j(fof) j, (ft.) a/
63;11 miles I C, J. Damstrom : V. S. Daifistrom j1914 i 330; 2 j 6-0
east i i : i ; i
eillOf milesT "V. E. Daistrom ~1 dTi ['1912 ; 370 : 2 : STo
jeast j : ! j i i
65i10i miles; CE. Dilwo'rtlh "1 : doj i 392; 2H ~Q~.0
5 east : ; i ; : i
d/ ,66:10f milesI do. ~T" ~^o^
"
[19171 345 ; 2 i 0.0
ieast i | !".-|.i
d/"67 "!10^~miie7j '
'
T r~^ ! 1917 i 365"i 2~1 TjTo
:east i j . : i J i
0/ 68;111 miles! do. ; do, j 1917 i 42fi 2 ; 0-C
;east j__ __ [ \ i ; [






■ \ 1917; 480: 2i 0-0
jeast ! i ; I I ;
70 ;14" rnilesl Carancahua Club j R..'M«. Snodgrass ; 1926 ; ~512; sj] 0.0
;east ; j " ; ; ;
71116 miles' j G. F.^Stovail"" ! G. P. Barnett "*1922 j 62f ■ 2~1 ~C~o"~
ieast j ; i i ; ; .
72~^ dcT "1 SI Campo Colony 1 'do.
' '
; 1922; 566; 2~j oTo
73|16i milesjMrs. Charles Schicke | "doT !
'
; 1915 j 560; "2 '; oTo*~
"east ; j Mill
d/ 74.; "do^ j G-, F> Stovall i
'
do. |1924 i 560; 2- i "^
75 ;18" miles j B. W. Trull j J.. H.'Powell ]19151 330; 2 j o!-O
iirast i [__ __ | ; : ;
d/ 76 flOf niilesl Mrs. C.~T. Traylor j j7 W. Young I1910 j 55T 7 I 6^o
jeast i \ \ '■ \
77 ;10 miles | C. Peterson j Victor B. Damstrom \ 1917 i 500+] 2~"j ■ o"^*O
;east [ ■ __J : ! :, - \




|1919 j 24^1 2 : 0«"0
;east ; L_ i i ; "
79 illmiles ! do. { do. j 1926 j 80.! "~T*l 1.2
;east j ! j j |
10
j Water level _ _ i i F
No.iDepth[Date of [Pump I Use j Remarks
:below:measure- i and. I of j
"measure merit jpower :water ;
iing point j b/ ■ c/ j
i7f+.) ■. \ . . i [
63 !+ 4 ;July 50, iFlowsj D,S ; Cased with 372 feet of "blank pipe and 8 feet of screen.
j ;1954 [ ! j-Flow: July, 1934, 5 gallons a minute; April, 1940, 10+__
;+ 3 ;Apr. 9, i ; igallons a minute.j J1940 j- . ■-.; :_
64;+ 4 [June 20 j :Flows: D,S j Cased with 360 feet of" blank pipe and 10 feet of -
" :1934 ; : : screen. Flow: 1912, 18 gallons a minute; June, 1934,
i+ 4 iApr. 9, I .! ;5 gallons a minute; April, 1940, 15 gallons a minute.
_J ;1940 j j i Temperature 75§° F.in June, 1934.
65;+ 7
"
:June 20, ;Flows] D abased with 384 feet of blank pipe and 12 feet of
: :1954 _J j i screen. Flow: 1915, 25 gallons a minute; June, 1934,
\f 3 iApr. 9, ; I \ 3+_ gallons a minute; April, 1940, 10 gallons a minute.
[ 11940 j j ISee log.
66:+ 3.s;June 25, iFlows i S :Cased with 333 feet of blank pipe and 12 feet of
;1934 ,; ; i screen. Another water-bearing bed at 60 feet. In
: I ___j [_ : June, 1954, temperature 79° F; f10w,,8 gallons a minute.
67;+ 4 . j do. iFlows: D,S jCased with 353 feet of blank pipe and 12 feet of
__j ! : : ; screen. In June, 1954, f10w,6 gallons a minute; tem-
68;+ 6 j do. ;Flows; S I Cased with 40S feet of blank pipe and \ perature 30° F.
i I';, j j Jl2 feet of screen. In June, 1934, flow,15 gallons a
69 i+ 7 j do. jElowsj S !Cased with 323 feet of \ minute; temperature 79° F.
i ; .: ;blank pipe and 12 feet of screen. Other water-bearing
\ __J ! j ;beds at 60 and 450 feet. Temperature 77° F; flow,20
7QH-20 . j1926 . .jFlowsj D,P ; Cased with 494 feet"'-, gallons a minute in June, 1954.
!■+ 8 iJune 21, j : ;of blank pipe and IS feet of screen. Another water-
L,. :1934 j j ibearing bed at 320 feet. Flo?;: 1926, 30 gallons a
;+; + 3 iApr, 10, j j j minute; June, 1934, 18 gallons a minute; April. 1940,
; :1940 l I 110 gallons a minute. Temperature 77° Fin June, 1934.
711 +12.3 ;Jime 21,iFlows; D,S ; Cased with \Supplies water for 10 tourist cabins.
j J1954 i i ; 600 feet of blank pipe and 20 feet of screen. June,
;+12 |Apr. 10, j ; : 1934 f10w,15 gallons a minute; temperature 80° F.
j" ,J1940 \__ _j J
72;+13 (June 21, ;Flows ;D,S,Pi- Cased with 544 feet of blank,pipe and 22 feet of
[^ :1954 ; i j screen. Other water-bearingbeds at 140 and 330 feet
;+ 3 ;Apr. 10, i iJune, 1934, f10w, 55 gallons a minute; temperature 80°
:i:
i
;1940 ' : .__ jF.
t
Supplies water for 15 tourist cabins.
73:+13+_ ;June 21, ;Flows \ D,S jCased with 540 feet of blank pipe and 20 feet of
I :1954 j i i screen. Flow: June, 1934, 15 gallons a minute; April,
j+ 3 iApr. 10, j j 11940, 10 gallons a minute.
\ 119401 1940 j ! I
74:
— i -- iFlows i s" j Cased with 540 feet of blank pipe and 20 feet of
; \ \ ■: : screen. Flowed in 1934. _^"75:+ B+_ iJune 21, :Flovjs : S ; Cased with 315 feet of blank pipe and 15 feet of
: ;1954 | j ;screen. Flow: June, 1954 and April, 1940_^_5 gallons a
76: 2 iJuly 50, j G,W : S jOriginally flowed* V minute*
I _ J1954 [ J ; __





78i 3 ; e_/ ; C,W ; D,S- \ Cased to bottom. Supplies water for house and 150
j J1940. I \ ;headi of cattle.
79! 20,3 :Apr. 9, j C,W | D,S : Cased" to bott'ofe- Supplies water for 50 head of cattle.
L il?SP___: _L \
11___ _ Records of wells in Calhoun County"—Continued ;
i [ { { | [ jHeight of
Nc. iDistance J Owner i Driller ;Date sDepthi-Diam- Imeasuring
. ! from i 1 icom-! of ieter ; point
I Fort * I iple- jwell I of ; above
!Lavaca j ; ited ;(ft«);weil j ground
L I I j | -(in.) j (ft.) a/
30 ;13j miles : W. R. Sells jVictor E. Damstrom [1909; 400^_ 2 ; 0.0
:east \ I ; V " i
81illmiles ; A, 'A. Swenson j do.:
~"
;1932 ; 590; 3iV ; 0,9
;east ; . ; ; j j ■ i
82 :10 miles i E, Wilson j do. [1925 j' 390; '2 ; O.t)
;east ; ; i I ; ;
83;3j miles ; E. B. Thompson : "J. M. orNeil0rNeil ;1929 ; 200^_ 2 ;
*
0-0
;southwest \ ; __J j [ \
84;3f miles iJ. V, Koenig~Est. : dof' ;1926 ; 270^ If; 0.0
-southwest ; \ [
i
; i !
85;4 miles ; Mrs. A. Carter j do, 11926; 305? lji' 0~0
;southwest i i__ ;__ |_ _J J
86 fl2j miles : Green Lake Loan &~ ; M. Salzer
~
;1926 | 70; 4~ '; 2.1
[west ; Security Co* ; \ ; i__ I
87 j&g miles '~\ do." | do. |19i0j' 75; "^*j ~0.0 ?
Iwest ; ; : , j i ;
i i I I I I I 0,6
0/ 88;lljmiles :F. L. Fredericks ; R. Snyder ;1926 i 72; 4j; ~0-0~~
: sbuthvjest ; . j ; [_ i | _




d/~9oll2j^iiiles ; 'T, P» 'Traylor | M. Salzer j1930i 75! 4 j oTo :
;southwest ; ; ; ; ; ;
d/ 91;Himiles j Green Lake Gin Co. ; ~"doi ' ' ;T92T| 73^ SJT~ 575"
j southwest ; i ; ; ; ;
92;11miles I C. L. Fredericks 1 ;1914 j W: 4 ; 0,0 .
; southwest ; i i : ■ i
! i I ; ; ; ; 1.8
93;9^ miles j Green Lake Loan & i M» Salzer ; — ■' 35; 5 ; 0.0
i southwest ; Security Co. ] !!;'....!
I ; ! ! ■ ..! i ! 2.3
d/ 94;11|miles j do^ | J. M. OTNeiT0TNeiT 11928:
'
265i4 j i;7I
Isouthwest ; |_^ j j \ i
d/ 95 j10%"miles; H. J. Harm
"
i L. Weaver " ;1928; 72; 4ff "o.t
j southwest ; J j ; [ ;
a/ 96:12j miles i P. R,"'Austin Est". j —Campbell J1919: 90; 4~~^ o~'b; southwest j I ;=:■■";
""
97i9f miles i J. J, Welder j do. 1 19141 r~62i 6~"^ TT.O
; southwest ; i | j ;
c./ 981 8 miles ;Moreman Community Gin ; .J> M.' 'o'Neil "71988! §68i 2 ! ---""; southwest :_ \ | ; ; ; |
12
i Water level j ; i
No. :Depth jDate of [Pump ; Use j Remarks
jbelow;measure- ; and i of i
imeasur- ment ipower !water!
!ing point ; "b/ ! c/ I
;\r,v.'Li I i i . - ~ , -
80! I*2;Apr. 9,1 C,W j D,S |.Cased to bottom. Flowed until 1935.
! .1,1940 J [ : _ .
81 j 3.9;Apr. 10,; C,W I D,S iCased with 576 feet of blank pipe and 14 feet of_ __J ;1940 ; j :screen. Originally flowed*
82;+ 2 ;Apr. 9~,"^Flow's] D,S jCased with 382 feet of blank pipe and' 8 feet.of screen.
| ;194Q j j |Flow,B April, 1940.
83 : 23 I ■©/
"
I C,W ;D,S ICased to bottom.
~~
j J1940 ;_ ] J* 84?" 3 1 c/ j D,S' jCased to bottom. Originall^ flowed.I :,194p „ , ; i j_
85! 26 ; c/- j C,W j D,S iCased to bottom.
"
L__iiJ4i}__ J L \ -
86; 48,2-Mar. 19,! C,W ;D,S I Do—
j L±i^2._ L. i ;
87! 5 U'lily 2:5, \ C,W ! D,S ; Do.
! _^i2^&L L i " \;~22.7;Apr. 16,! \ \I !j.940 j I i__ ;"""38; 32.2! July 23,j C,¥ !D,S \ ' Do.





INone ! N ;oii test. See log.




< ! j [_
91 j 32.5; July 2-0,! C,G,! D,S,|Cased to bottom. Supplies water for gin and five
! !1934 : 2 ! Ind ihouses.
| 42,3i'Mar. 14, ! ! j
[ I1940 J !____J , „92*! 56 !July 23, !'C,W "J D,S j Cased to bottom.
~
! j 1934 I ! j .
j 28.2!Mar. 19,1 ! j
___J I1940 _J [___ j
93^ 21 ;July 23,! C,H !D,S ! Do.
j
'
I1934 I j I'
! 24.9! Apr. 24, ! ! \
j j 1940 ! : j .
94] 38.6jMar. 14, I C,W i
'
D,S jCased with 255 -feet of blank pipe and 10 feet of
I !1940 ! _j jscreen. Supplies water for 25 cabins during cotton
95; 23.3! July 20, j C,W ! D,S 1Cased to "bottom. \ season* "
___J |1934 ! ! [_
'
961 29 !July 20,! C,W j 1^,3 1~
~"
Do.
L_ .11934 ; ! I
j 33.2;Mar. 14, j j ;
J Li^L I \ i ,
97; 20 iJuiy 20,] C,?f ! S \ Do.| ! 1954 ; ! j
j 19.7! Apr. 19, j ! !
j jJL2^o_ J_ __! I
98; 19 '; e7 pTJI Id,S,l|Cased" with "262 feet of blank "pipe and "6 feet of
i ! 1954 ; ; ;screen. ____„_ __^-
13
Records of -wells in Calhoun County— Continued
■
' f ■■ ■ I [Height of
No. iDistance I Owner j Driller ;Date |Depth fDiam-;measuring
;:: from i ■ ; icom- ;of Jeter j point
i Port i ;* iple-iwell !of : above
I Lavaca ; i j ted .:(ft.) Iwell \ groundJ I I j I j(in.)j (ft.)a/'99 i?-g- miles P Doyle Moreman 'i" J. M. O'Neil j 1928 i 265; 2 ;
:southwest; \ \ ] \ I
d/100":"8~miies ;"" F« 'C
~
Thomas \ ~"doT~: "Jl^oT*~sSol " --_ :"southwest ; L r__^___ L : 1 j
a/101111 miles ; ~~T.' A. McDonald \'
"
do,
' j 1928 f 225 j 2 j
-southwest : j! _*L_ _J i id/102 j9±'iniies"l Mrs." L."Marsh
* ? "' do, 71927; ' 265 ;.2 ; 0,0
:SOUtll i :. ; : I
d/10? fl2Fliiile*s~!""DT"L7McDonald EstTT
"
" 'KoZ " i1928TT167"""I'\
' —
;southwest ; ; i__ ; _^ j_
10* f dp.,
"
■ Calhoun County \
'
F. B. Campbell j1959 : 226? 4;" ""o>*
T05i"fi3*lrTjriis'~: Fohn~Trilery "IT
'
dol ;1925^ 51l 4 ; 0.0
IsouthwestI j__ j j ; .:,
106 ;12-| miles:' 'h7T:. 'Sonneman "i H.~t7 Sonneman i1910 j 115 j 6; ' o*o




' X' ~Jt.ll. O'Keil " !1926 : ' 210 j 4 V ".O'
j_soat:lrwest- _?
|




109 kriniles ; A,-E. McDonaia 7 &0~. ' !19291 92'! 1-J: 0,0
;sou.thwest
r
; . [ ; _; j j
110: do, : C. Fox" :
'
do." j1930 f 807 l^T °'°
111j^JI
'
miles IAlex Livingston EsU ;.' do.
"'"
'"']1901 : "20T 2~\ 0.0
l^Qst ] U j i i J
112 ;5£ miles ; Charles Brett j' do-."
"
\ 1932"! 220 j ~3~ii oTb"
i \ \ \ \ \ I I<6
113-[5- miles 1 L.. " J, Fosier " ] W, S. Shell \ 1914 \ 240 i 2fi —
jwest i_ i_ ; ; j ;
114:3f miles ;'"" A. B, McDonald !>'. S, Spe'igel j1912-i 60! S%j ! OTO
inorthwest j \ ■ i i | jI ! r { 1 - 1 1. ■0*s




J.H. Lee "1930*1 30~T ij] "^
InorthwestJ : ■ !" J j \ ;
116 \"% miles j J, At Martin \'J.M. Newlin !1916 i 48= 4 \ 0.0
iwest I |_ !_ __j _j i"~117 iFFmiles ;" A. *Y. Smith ']''■" do«
"'
I1906 i 30+. 2 | 0.0
:west : [■ _J _ J j i_"1.18 ;4| miles' ! L. J. Foster " j ' J>■ "M* o'Neii :'19301 201[ 2 I 0.0
iwesf ; : I
'
■ \ \ i\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 1,2
14
Jlater^evei_ j j i
No. iDept.h-;Date of iPump i Use : Remarks
Ibelow imeasure-;i easure- ; and ; of i
imeasur- ment ipoweriwater j
iing point I b/ i c/ \
j{ft.)j j ' j j ,
99 i 18+ j c/ i C,W j D,S ;Cased with 259 feet of blank pipe and six feet of
; ;1954 i j : screen. Supplies water for house and 100 head of
I 19+ : c/ I : ; cattle.X J1940 _J | !
100 f 15+71 of" j C7i j S ;Cased with 570 feet of blank pipe and 10 feet of
i =1954 : jj3_creen. Anather water-bearing bed at 265 feet. _____
101 j 15+_ ; <§/■
*
i C,W i D,S jCased with 219 feet of blank pipe and 6 .feet of
I ;1954 ; I j screen*
102 H 8 jJuly 6, ! C,W Td,S ;Cased with" 259 feet of blank pipe and 6 feet of
! j1954 _j I : screen.
!18! 18 117 ! ! !
J '1940 j ]__ j
103 I 22^ i c/
"
; C,W j D,3 jCased with 60 feet of 4-inch and 150 feet of 2-inch
__j ;19'34 | _J__ ;blank pipe and 6 feet of screen. .Another -water-bear-
104] 16£" j c/
'
I o,f [ PHCased -to bqttoifi*'Supplies /Ja^i?M..sj^§ll-l2®ijL~
j
""'
J1940 j J Iwater for "Long Mott" School,
""
'2~105; 18«0;Mar. 11, f C,W j D,S iCased to bottom.
! _11940 ; : , ,;106*'; 13^ T e7~
'
\ C,W ; D,S :Cased with 75 feet of 6-inch and 40 feet of 4-inch
j LLxi~2 L- —-1 :^;.^-9- :̂. u,."P.ipQ* „
107 i.23+_ I c/ i C,S, i Ind iCased with'190 feet oT"blank pipe and 20 feet of
'
J i |194^ I 2 : ;screen. Supplies water for gin.
108 !16+ ; c/ i C,W !■ D,S :Ca.sed to bottom.L_JL|IML L | j , a
109 ; 23^ j e/. ;C,b :D,S i Do.I [__ 1194^ [__ i j
110 j 26+_ j e/.
~
j C,W. ! S I
"
""'Do^
___!__ 1194^ 1 i i j
111 !13 jJuly 23,. I c;h"; D,S : Do.
\ _ J1934 ;_ _J_ _J __ '_ _' -
112 I 13.5 iJune 25,
' i"c ,,T,V ID,S ! Do". "
I 11954 J j |I16.7 :Apr. 11, j j |
I J1940 J., , : . j .
113 j — j — ■ : cc 5 '^ ! S [Cased to bottom. Other water-bearing beds at 25 and
J j j : j6O feet.
114 |12,3 1June 23, ;C,¥ j S iCased to bottom,
i 11954 j j j
j 13.8 ;Apr. 11, ; i j
I J1940 J J \_




J1934 j ; \
'
116 j 15.5 [July 23, |C,W j D,S j Do.
; !1934 I" I J
117 ;20i : c? IC,W' j D,S j Do^
"
j J1940 i j__ j
iiS !121 j 17 j C-,W"I D,S jCased with 195 feet of blank pipe and'6feet "of
; 11954 _ : j jscreen* .
f10.5 Apr* 11, I j j
i :1940 : J | ___ _____
15
Records of wells in Calhoun County
—
Continued
: : ; \ \ \ iHeight of
No# jDistance I Owner Driller :Date ;Depth;Diam^;measuring
; from j i : com- \ of ;eter ; point
j Port ; I j pie- iwell iof : above
! Lavaca : j ■ ted I(ft.) ':well I ground
I j j i j j(in.)i (ftpa/
119 j3|- miles i Mrs. E. Runk j J. M. O'Neil' :1932 : 203; "3 ; 0.0
; » : j : : : j
d/120;3| miles : E. F. Kupatt ! E. F. Kupatt :19321 28J & ;
'
0.0
jyest^ _j ' [ I ; i |
d/I2lj2 miles' j W, A, Shofner ; -- ' ~ ! 1914 i'233: 2 ; ' T-.
:west ; I _j i j ■ __
122 ;5f miles f do.
' j W, F. Kupatt ' i1914 ; 51; 4 j O.t
:SOUthwest i : i : ; : .
: : I ill! °* 9
d/123; 3 miles 'j " W, P. Bracher
'
j J. M. O'Keil"' r1934:r 1934: "240: 3*l oT'O
'"
;southwest : j
' _J \ : i__
a/124;In Port j City *f Port Lavaca ; do,
~^"
; 1928 i 276; 6 !
'
o^o
\Lavaca [ } ! _j ; | __
a/125: do, ;■ do. j Layne-Texas CoT"
'
;192S i 8747 — ] ~~~
3/126i do."" ;Ice, Light & P«wer " ilce/ i.ight & Power"j 1908; 265 : 4 j
"~~^-~~
""_ I !..„ Co. J _Go, _. ! i :_
d/127; do. :""
'
Smith"Bros. " i J. k'."''if'Neil i 1927 \ 350: 2 \ 0.0
d/128: do^ I S.
'
C. TiSdale i ' ':1930 i 245 : 2'\ oTo
d/129i2f mile^
'
j A, F,' Mickle i W. E.
'
Shell !19191 2561 Z \ '~-
: southwest i \ i i ; J
4/130!.1;mile Oblate Fathers
'
: J* M. ofNeil0 fNeil :1929; 375*1 sfi 7j7c
isoutheast: J i_ ; j j
d/13111| miles ; M.~P. & IT. Rylander | W. S. Shell P1922i 133: 2~1 "5"."f
!south j j : : ; ;
d/132i"2 miles
"
\ J", M. Mickle
*~
; doT ~"fT§0?1 134: -2 \ 5~."f
; south ; j : : ; j
d/133j2f miles ; Mrs. W. W» Y/ilson I A. Rendori Q932 ; 36a! 2~T —
;south ; ! i j \
d/134il mile jX, M. Newlin. et al ; World Oil Co. j193313,0051 lH\ -- 1
jnorthvjest : : i : j j
135:6f miles ! J. M. Martin ) J. M. Newlin
""
i 1922 \ 15JT 4 i TVs'"_
<
_ isouthwest : ; ; .) \ \
136;7f miles' j " R. C. Woods I ~R. C, Wrods"
'
j 1935 j 4Ti "Ti E"9~~
;southwest ; __ ; ■ ; : ;
13? 19^ miles j Green Lake Loan"&
"
| J. C.""Williams 70 : 4~T 0*15"
Isouthwest ; Security Co. j I ! ; i
I3S!10f miles: G. A. Krause I A. Weaver ': 1926: 60: '~~4j|: ~0.0
:southwest j i_^ ; ; : :
139112 -miles i L. R. Coward ; "3-.Castle f 19341 TO1 lji 0.8
:southwest ;
|
j \ I \ I
140 :4|t miles I H. Thomas. 1 j7~M7~0"fNeil
'
: 1932*1 360: ijj "0.0
:southwest : I ; i i ":141;5j mile's : E. Hamilton" "7 JT B. Shre"ate~*r j 19381 70; iJP o*o_.__. Isouthwestj ; : : ; ;
142 ;5j miles j .C D. Fenner ~T~ -, ""I 19OCH^'
'
60+ 2 i 0.0
: south !_____ I ; ; : :
16
j Water level \ ; I
No> jDepthjDate of iPunp i Use j Remarks
Ibelow:measure- i and I of i
jmeasur- rnent ;power;water j
ring point j b/ " " c/ ;!(ft.)i ; i '" I
119 I 8 iJune 23, IC,H j D,S jCased with 130 feet of blank pipe and 15 feet of
j _ ;1964 '" : Iscreen. Other water-bearing beds at 15 and 60 feet.
; 12.7;Apr. 11, ! ; ;
\ 11940 I j \ ,
120 !19~":june 23, : C,¥ j D,S fCased to bottom".
[ [1934 [_ [__
it J _
121 } 6+ F£7 I c",T'I~; D~S I\ ;1934 I j [__ i
122: 23.3jJuly 6, !C,¥ : D,S ICased to bottom."
j i1954i 1954 \ \ j|24.2:Apr. 19, j j j
J 12940 j__ __J I
123 j 7 ;July 24, j C,7J j D,S ;Cased with 234 feet of blank pipe and 6 feet of screen.
J ;1954 j__ J lAn^^old "yvell reworked* _ (
124 j 7 ;Juiy 30, ;A,3, j P ~;CasecL with 246 feet" of"6-inch and 5 feet of 4pinch
__j j!934 j 15 ; jblank nipe and. 25 feet of screen. Supplies 'water for
125 !
— j — JTone j N ;Abandoned i. Salt-water from " \City of Port Lavaca.
j :____ j \ ;:sand at 801 feet* See log* ]
126 ; BIT s/ \ N ;Abandoned*.] J1934 [ I j
127 ;+l4 jJuiy 30, :Fiows j D.l iGased with 330 feet of "blank pipe and"2o feef^of
; - ti§34 [__ _i_ I.screen» Flow,15 i a minute July, 1954.
128;+ 5 f do. pPlows-j D,I jCased with 239 feet of blank pipe and 6 feet "of
; j _ j__ _j Iscreen.
129; 7+71i7
"
: c » ¥ !D»I=;
'"
j _;1934_ i \ |
130 | 3 iJuly 30, j -,G, j D I'Cased with 365'feet of blanlF pipe and" 10 feet of
: i.2^24 ;-- i : screen.
131I 9 iAug. 19,'j C ,11 j S jCased with 125 feet of blank pipe and. 8 feet of
I ]_1_934r ; i :screen. Saltwater. 0ther watcr->bearing beds at 20
132 j 9 I do. ;'— i'N i
" -----
\_and 100 feet._
133 j+ 5^ j e/~~ flows' i S ;Cased with 354 feet of -blank pipe and 6 feet of
J UJ34 L 1.... Jf.creen\ lo;^infi ifi 1954.134; — j .._ j^one j N IOil test. See "log.""
135 ! 17.9 :AprT 19, : C,W iD,S \ Cased to bottom.
j. '.11940 j :___ J |t136; 16.4 j do. "|C,W !D,S j Do.
137 ; 17.0 j do. T"cT^rT"D7s~l*"" 3o^ .
IM\ 30^ ie/ Tc~jf~r^g~] Do 7
; j j j
159 j 56.0 iMar, 14, j C,S, ID,S I Do,
j J1940 \ 1/3 L_____J ,
?.40 | 19j_ i c/ j G,W■ j D,S j
'
Do.
I 11940 _J | \
141!14+_ : e/. ; C,H ; D : Do.j 11940 ; - [ \ -
142 I12+, j c/ i C,E ;D,S ; Do.
___J J1940 : ; i t
17
Records of wells in Calhoun Count:/'—.Continued
\ \ ' \ \ : ; jHeight of
No. ; Distance I Owner i Driller ;Date ;DepthjDiam-- imeasur ing
j from i \ ;com- \of ;eter I point
I Port \ j iple-iwell'j of I above
"- Lavaca :- : ;ted ;(ft.)!well i ground
I \ j ; j '; (in>) I (ft.)a/
143; 5-§ miles j C. V, Hartman iJ.Ml O'Neil ;1931; 300+ 2 I 0.0
isouth i ::_>_i i_____ _J_______j " L
144!6 miles j W. D. Stevens '\ do. [1937 | 370; Ifj 0.0
j SOUth : \ J : j J145; &J- miles '; C- W. Hartman' ; do. '11320 ; 300^ 1-g-j 0.0
:south ! [_ __ >_ j
d/146;-6f miles 1 F. :G* Thomas ;The Texas Co.' :1930;5,956j 13-;
—
~"
|southwest J i \ j 3/8 j
d/147; 5f miles j F. Jaster ;M. Landcraft ;1925 \ 344! 2 ; 0.0
;south ; ; i ; j ;
d/14B;4j miles i J. R. Garner "':J. M.' o'Neii : j192-7 | 228; 2~1 5T6^
i south ; i .. j i ] i
d/149; 3t miles '1 J, E. Briggs T^ -^ """ IOld \ 802i" 2~~! "*"5Ti5
;SOUth j . j - : I ; . :
d/150;5i miles ; A, L. Hehag la. Raymarjc & ; ;1926; 296; 2 \ 0-0
j south j ; M«_ Landcraft ; ] ' \ ;
d/l5l;8-.iiiiles [ Temple Lumber Co*
"
j !■', M. O'NeiT ;1927 i 313; 4.; 0.0
: south I : I ; i ;
i | \ \ \ \ i -. iir4
d/I^2;5 miles ! C. P©ck
"^~"'1 '~^^ ' -;01d : -"- '; 3!' o".0
Southeast j ; i__ i i [d/153:6t miles | O, E, &C' Cole ;"j. M. O'Neil ;1920 j 365; 2 j o^o
;southeast ; \ ; i \ \d/154;7 miles ; C. M. Foster \ do. ;1922; 185': 2 | 0,0
i southeast j ; ; J^ J
d/155;8f miles \ aTd. Gibson ! H.Allen' ;1924 j 150; "2 \ 0.0
: south r J i \ i ;d_/156:8f mile* j "brain &"Rich . iJ. B, Watkins ;1924; 366; 4 ; 0.0
isouth ; "




' ' 1 — . ;1924~T 24C~1 2fl ~0«0
hsouth \ ____, i. ; ; ; |d/158:_Ji"miles ; L. J. Foster 1 W. E. Shell :1924f 240; 2 i
j SOUth I : r_J \ : I
d/159]9| miles j do. r; H. Allen' ;1909 ; 700; 3 j CO
i south j j : ; ; |__
d/160;8t miles 1 do. '; -- jOiLd "1 300+_ 3 j o^o
j southeast ; \ ; \ ■
d/161;9f miles' -: Bayside Beach Co. !J.M. O'Neil ;1926 ; 3651 '2 ! 0-0
isoutheast : J = : - ; . j162j8j- miles i W. D. Stevens ; do. ;1935: 350_ ifl 0-0
-south j __J , | ._ \
163;7f miles ! Dr. D. W, Lucky " ; do. ;1939 i 360; If] 0-0
south . ; ■ ": I
j ____^ t
a/ Measuring point was usually top of casing, top of pipe clamp or top of well curb.
b/ C, cylinder; Cf, centrifugal; T, turbine; H, hand; W, windmill; A, air lift;
33, electric; G-, gasoline; St, steam. Number indicates horsepower*
"IS-
No. [Depth -Date of jPump IUse j Remarks
jtxelow jmeasure-i and j of |
imeasur- ment [power;water;





i . . .
1.43; 13+ ; e/' i C,W : D,S ;Cased to bottom._J ".L1.?4.0 ~J .y J J .. _„_
144: 25+_ ; c/ \ O\W" l" S ; Do.i 11940I 1940 j ! i
145! -I7"£~l |7 T'cTFi S j Do,
' " "
_J ;1940 I j I
146; ~~ ; --- JNone j N ;oil test. See log.
147 I■18+_ j c/ '"i
'
G -,W "!■ D,S |Casad
'
with S3B feet;of blank ■pipe and 6 feet of
! jJ:9S4 ! ; ;screen.r iB+ i "~i7~~ : i !;^_Jlj_l94o^ [__j L .
148: 13+7! '©/. i G,W : D,S :Cased with. 222 feet oF'blank pipe and 6 feet of~~
j :I^3£»_ i I !screen*
!. 13+^1 c/ | : j jI . Imo j L.___j ; „ . .149;+" 2+ IAug. 11,iFlows! S ::Flow J2+ gallons a minute August, 1934*i i1954 , 1 j I H_^ .'150; 4 lJuly 5,i C,H I D,S iCased with 292 feet of blank pipe and. 4 feet of
J i1934 I ; i screenjr
151is.3:July 6,i C,W \ S \ Cased with 40 feet of 4-inch and 265 feet of 2-inch
; Li23^ ,.; - i jblank pipe and 6 feet of screen*
i 6.2;Marr2l,| I j
. . j j 1940 j j [
152: 12.8;July 3,i C,H ; S \I jj^34 |___ __j !_
__^
153i+ 4^_ : do. j C,f j D,S :Cased"with 359 feet of blank pipe and 6 feet of screen.
i ; j | ; Flow,7 gallons a jtiinute^Ju^ly, _.lp^,4,*
1541 12£ j c/ ; C,W : D,S \ Cased with 175"feet of blank pipe and 10 "fee t of
m
; LL£?4 __J [__ i screen. m
155; 12+ joT ! C,W j S !Temperature 7o|° FTn'1934.
___] ""J1954 I I J | _^ .
156;+ 1 ;July 3,1 C,W j S 1Temperature 76° F irTjuly, 1934.
\ J X954b J j ;^_ „„__
157: 12 : do. I C,w7 S [Temperature 77° Fin'July, 1934.
lE8~; 12+_ 1 *eT~ "I 'c'^¥"l *S [Temperature 7&|° Fin 1934.
|
j !1934 [_ _J j
159;"+ 2 !July 3,|Flows; S : Temperature'7B° Fin July, 1934,
: _ J 1 L _"
160 ;+"""*! I do. j. C,W ! S j '
161 ;+ 3 j. dp- j-Flows j S iCased with 355 feet of blank pipe and 10 feet of
\ i i_ _ L : screen^ Flow, 5 i a minute July, 1934.
162: "22+ 1 ej \ C-,W I S iCased to" bottom".
: "II9^° L L j . ~\63; 17+_ ; do, i "c7l ! D,S j . Do.
c/ D. domestic; S, stock; I, irrigation; Ind, industrial; P, public; N, not used.
d/ Mo water sample collected for analysis.
e/' Water level reported.
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t Records of wells in Calhoun County—Continued, , ; , , ._ , , , : «-* ; ; ; jHeight Of
No« ;Distance | Owner j Driller ;Date ;Depth jDiam- imeasuring
I from I I ;com- ;of ;eter ; point
i Part .: I iple- jwell ;of \ above
i Lavaca ; ; ited i(ft.) well Iground
I j __ j i I Kin.) ; (ft.)a/
164:9 miles' ; Robert Streeter ißobert Streeter 1939 j 70 \ 4 ! 1.1
;south j ; \ ; ; ;
165i8|miles ; 0. P* Roemer
""
i J* M. O'Neil ;1912; 330 j 2 ; 0.0
i south ": , i ; j j ;
166: do* : D. C« Roemer ) do. ;1910i 300; 1-J-; oTf
167"; dot ! OV P. Roemer j doi H~1920 ; 335 \
~
°♥♥'"*"
168; 9| miles | Dr* F* Roemer ;P. L. Campbell i1925; 75 i 3~1 oTo
! south ■ i ; : i ;
169; 9 miles ! 0. Roemer ~"P B. Newland ' 119391 1939 j 70"1 2~~] oT5^
:southwest j : i j ; i
170;10j miles ;0. R. Doworacziyk \ J. M, ofNeil0 fNeil i— i' 275 = 4 ; ITa
; ; "! i 1 ; ;Height of
No. ;Distance j Owner i Driller :Date ]Depth ;Diam-imeasuring
: from ; ; ■ !Qcm-mI of ieter i point
;Seadrift | i ;pie-jwell ! of j above
I ; j ; ted i(ft.) iwell i ground
, ; L , J j i in'} '■ ft^^/
171j4f miles ; W* 't>* Stevens '|W. D. Stevens
" j— j 29; 5-: 0.0
Inorthwest ! ! ; ; ; 3/16;
; I I j \ : 1 0.0
d/172;3j- miles ; Noel Walker
'
V" Noel Walker ;1928; 'S2 j 4?1 OTO
:north ■ ; ; \ \ \ \
\ \ \ \ \ ; I l-i
a/173;4 miles ""J TV. A> McDonald f J. M. ofNeil0 fNeil ; 1928; 240 \ ' %i%i 0~-0
;north ; i ; j . \ ; \
d/174:3 miles ; f* Roemer j J. Roemer
"
■ 1932; 15; ■6 i 0-0
; northwest ; . \ . __j ; ; 1
d/175;2x miles T" 'do. j do. ;1894;;1894; 90; 4 ; 0.0
jnorthwest j . ; j ; j :
0/176;2 miles ; Isabella Walker j
~
]— ; 59; 4 | 0-0
;north ; | _____^ __j | \ \ ■
177;3j miles f" L. R-. Johnson jP, B-. Campbell ;1928; 75; 4 ; 0-0 j
inortheast ; ; ; ; | \
i I I i 1 ; i 0.0
d/178j2i mile's' \M, G. Cloudt Est* f ! ;— i 68; 6 ; 0-0
inorthwest j , j ; i ] I .
d/179?4f miles j Scott F. Taylor I J. M/ "O'Neil ; 1928; 273; 4 ; 0.1
;east ; _J ; | i I
0/180!7f miles IP. R. Austin Est, j do. :1927; 309; 2 \ 0.0
;east .; : ; \ ;
d/181! In f R- Ryan iP. B. Campbell '; 1932; 78; SJT 0.0
;Seadrift ■ i i j \ j
d/iB2i do. ;John Dierlam, Hotel I ¥. E. Shell ; 1914; 320; 3 j 0.0
I I LaFitt-e [_ ( ,I ; i i
a/ Measuring point was usually top of casing, top of pipe clamp or top of well curb,
b/ C, cylinder; Cf, centrifugal; T, turbine; li, hand; W, windmill; A, air lift;E, electric; G, gasoline; St, steam* Number indicates horsepower.
20
j ;Water level. ! | !
No. iDepth:Date of Pump ; Use j Remarks
ibelowimeasure- i and ! of j
jmeasur- ment !water!
iing point j b/ i c/ :Uft.)= I ; I. " j m
164! 13.7 iApr. 8,-j C,f- : S :: Cased to bottom.[ [1940 __ J | _j
165!14+ ;"~e7 j C,¥ I D } S ;
"""
Do.
i [1940 __J j_ j
|
___
166 ; 15^_ i £T~ i C,W~; D,S ! Do.L__Jls4o L_ _J J _ ,
167] 12^ | |7 IC,W j 'JS j
"
Do._ : _ 1194:0 j I j
158 ;+; + o.s;Mar. SO, :Flowsi D,S ;Cased to "bottom.
j iI94Q j C,li : ; '
169 I 18+_ j c/ !C,W i S i D"bT
j J1940 i I |
170 j 6.QjMar. 20, \ G,W 1 D,S 1
"
Do.
___j H?MI ; I _j „ __
i Water level^ ; i ;
No. ;Depth;Date of ;Pump j Use : " Remarks
:below I;measure- i and ; of \
imeasur- ment jpo?;er:water;
ilngiIng point I b/ i c/ jUft.)r | ; I
171! 21*5iJuly 6,1 C,W j D,S iCased to bottom^
j 119541 1954 j j I
; 21,6;Mar. 11, i j j
: S.S.l940... ; [ I :
172! 20 !July 20, | C,W : D,S j
I !1954 _i ; j
I 21.6iMar. 8, j I :
[ \ 1940 i j [
173; 14.6;Ju1y 20, j C,W T D,S :Cased with 20 feet of and 214 feet of 2-inch
i j1954 [__ _j_ !blank pipe ana 6 feet of screen.
174; 14 :Juiy 6, : C,w"; S i
" ' '
j j 1954 ; \ ___i_
175! 16 j do, . \ C,HT'~D,S j
176! 18.5:' do. ; C,W ! D,S ;
~~ ' ~
rFH~I6 j"July 6>6 > |G>^' T'W^S ]"Ca'sed^bo~bottora. "^ "^
! i1954 j I !
-J_ _JjJ4Q4Q L \ L—- .178; 20~' !July 6,:! G,f i DjS ;
-j 1-1954 j [ j „„__ .
179! 2 jJuly 27, j G-,W j D~s";Cased with 20 feet of 4-inch and 243 feet of~'2-^inch
! L~i?si: I j ,'! blank pipe and 10 feet of screen. .
130!+ 0.3;July 10, i"c,W ; s";Cased with 301 feet "of "blank pipe and 8 feet of screen.
_J !1954 j ! !Known as "Buzzard" we13U
181; 16 !July 6,; C,E,: S i Cased to bottom. Temperature 76-|° "F^in July, 1934.
\ !1954 j — ; \__^^ " [
182:+ 0.51 do. : 0,3,; D j
"
0/' D, domestic* S, stock; I, irrigation; Ind. industrial; P. public; N, not used.
d/ No water sample collected for analysis.
c/ Water level reported.
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Records of wells in Calnoun County-^Continued
I
' |
' -' ; " ''] ■ ; P ;Height of
No. jDistance I Owner i Driller pDate jDepth jDiaia-imeasuring
I from i j ;com~ |of ;eter j point
iSeadrift i i ;ple-;well \ of ; above
; j " ited Kft.) [well ■ ground
i [ : [_ I !(in.)j fftOa/
183:In j City of Seadrift i
—
J1912! 360^ 4 i 0-0\ Seadrift i \ \ \ j id/IS4]2JWiles j John'Gates j W. E~. Shell 11913 ; 65; 6-1 CO
least I j I■ I . i
| I I I | ! \ 1-2
"TeßTsf miles ;Missouri Pacific R.R. ; J. M, O'Neil 11934i 201 j
~
0 ?0
\ east ; \__ __ J ; | id/186;2 miles i A. L« G-aines i" A. L. Games"" ;1926 ; 24: 2 | STo
i
;southeast ; j . ; \ \ \T7l&7]^t miles i J. J. Welder j a. H. Laughter j— : 477 ! 2^\ 0-0;southeast j i ;" j I . :
el/lOS; do. ! do. j — "" Toid■ : *60^ ifp 0-0
189'j4i miles ; do.
~
J. M. o'Neil 11926!1 926! 265; 2\ ' "oTo^
Isoutheast; ; ; ; ; ;
190i3f miles : do. j do. :19341 92; e""^ b,n
isoutheast ; ; . ; ; ;
I j ! I I j " . ; 1.0
d/191|4f milies \ do. ' j G-T" H. Laughter I— ; ' 334"1 §£] oTo
;southeast j I j i ; ;
192;4 miles j do. j do. ;1923j 325 f 2f; oTo
;south : i ; ; ;
d/193;5j miles"] do. ' | J.M. '00 TNeil :1924 ; 286^ 2p oTo
; southeast; j ____„ | \ i id/194t8j- miles ; do, : &~- H. Laughter 11921 1923 j 327; 2f: 0.0
; southeast ; i i ; ; ;
d/i9si 6^ miles ; do. ; J. M. oTNeii;0 TNeii; ' :1926; 350; ■ 2 ; "cTTo
jsoutheast ; ; j ! | |
196|7i miles : do. j do.'- :1926; 325; 2 : 'ITTo
; southeast ; \ j ; \ i
197; 6|- miles ! do, : do.
"
;1959; 30; 4 : 2~.1
;east |_ ; j-
' \ \", ; j
198; 5 miles ; do. ; do. ;19381 51; 4: ' 2.3
\ southeast ; |
'
| ; ; ;




11939 j BdH 6~1 3To
j .southeast; \ : \ \ \
200;2f miles j City of Seadrift r.Sprigel & Richardson ;1939 j 86H 6 ■ 0.0
; southeast ;
r
i ; ; |. i
201| 1| miles } 'A. E. Nulliers ■: A. S. Nuliiers ;1939; 22^ lj! ' o*.~o
j southeast ; ; ; ; j ;
202; In
' j A« Howes \ Vh EEc"c SkelT "1925; 360; 2~\ r 0.5ISeadrift ; j ; j ! ;
203; x mile j George Bindewald } — Livingston |1914 i' 300^_ 4 V 1-1
;west ;
|
| j i : ' ]
204; 2 miles j -J. P. Hardy ;'
'
J. P, Hardy :1915; 46; 4 : 0-0
;northwest: < : j ; ;
22
L Water level i : i
No* iDepthpate of IPump : Use j Remarks
I"below i and I of I
imeasur- ment ipower iwater;
i ing point j b/ ; c/ ":I (ft.) j LJU J _, :
183; 14 iJuly 6, i C,W ; D,S ;
184TT6 [July 27,Tc,W \ D,S :Cased t~bottom.
'
j J1954 v -j j i
j 9.liMar. 6,1 j \
; :1940 i J ;
t
185; 6^ ; c/ 1 -G,W1 S ;Cased with 170 feet of blank pipe and 10 feet of
i 11954 | ■ iscreen. Known as "Lela Pens" well.
186; 11+ i q/ ; C } W ; D,S ;
j J1954 I \ |
187; +o/s:July 9, \ C a.W i S iSee log.; |1954 ; : j
188; 20 "T dc, ;C^W : Si
189T+4~n c/ '} C ,W~l S~~ i-Casedi -Cased with 250 feet of blank pipe and 15 feet of""
; ;1954 i ; screen.
! 0«0 iMar. 8, ; \ ;
: 11940 j j j
190; 28 TiJuly 9, \ C,W ; D ; Cased to "bottom. Known as "Ranch House" well.
j J1954 i ; \
; 36 ;Feb. 20, ! | ;
j :1940 j ; j ,
191; +4^ ; c/ ;Fiows;: S ; Flcvjed salty water in"1934. Known as "Vat" well.I |1954 j ; ISee log.
192; +o.s jJuly 9,\ C,W j S i Cased with 315 feet of blank pipe and 10 feet of
; ;1954 ; ; i screen. Known as "Mosquito Point" well. See log.
I o.o iMar. 8, 1 j I .
i ;1940 j I I
195; +2 jJuly 9, jFldwsi S ; Cased with 276 feet of blank pipe and 10 feet of
; ;1954 j : i screen. Flowed salty water in July, 1954*
194; +2 I do. i C,W i S : See log.
195: +2 j do*^ 1Flows] S rcTsed with 34cTfeet of blank pipe and 10 feet of
; ! \ ; screen. F10w.5 gallons a minute, July, 1954*
196; +2 ; do. iFlowsi S ; Cased with 305 feet of blank pipe and 20 feet of
; i j I j screen. Another water-bearing bed at 260 feet. Known
197 i 20.0;Mar. BJC ,W ; S^ : Cased to bottom. Known as \as "Cane Pond" well.
; J1940 i ; i "Steel Mill" well.
198; 15.2; do. j C,W ; S i Cased to bottom, known as "Cut-off" well*
199; 15.01 do. ;St- i Ind iCased to bottom"! Yield 90 gallons a minute. Used for
j i \ : ;drilling oil test*
200; ISF j ej ;Cf,E,i P ; Cased top 70-| feet. Yield 48 gallons a"minute from
;
'"
1940 ; 2 I ; gravel> Supplies water for City of Seadrift»
201; s^_ i c/ j G ,ll \ D,S i Cased to bottom.
I ;1940 i ; I
202; 10.2|Feb. 24, | C,W j" I) \ Cased with 340 feet of blank pipe and 20 feet of
; ■ 1940 I 1 ; screen.203; 11.2;Mar. 6,; C,W I D,S i Cased' to bottom.
I ;1949 I ; i
204; 25^ I ej \ C ,W : D,S i Do.
I ;1940 I j \
23
Records of wells in Calhoun County—^Continued
I \ I i 1 ; ■ Height of
No. ! Owner j Driller jDatelDepth iDiam-i measuring
; from '■ I icorn-; of jeter : point
iSeadrift I I :ple-iwell \of j above
; i ; ited ;(ft.) well ; ground
j _ \ j I j |(inQ| TftQa/
205 11f miles 1 E, P. Hardman' ~\ S. P. Hardman ;1912; 46 j 4 j
~
0-0
j northwest ; ; _[____ i. i i
d/206T8| miles ; San Antonio Loan'& I' J. M. O'Neil ;1925; 422;" 2\' oTo
;east i Trust Co. [ : ! i \
207 j13 miles ; "do. j do. ;1934; 550 j 2! 0.0
;east ; \ i \ \
'd/20S;i4i miles :" do* I do. J1934;' 5561 2*^ oTo
j east j . j !"■';"
209
l;''l6j miles i do^ ! do-. ■ TT9iB^ ?o*9i 2 I 0.0
!east i j " i : :
d/210j15j miles"; ' do, j ' do.. ;1934; 26~1 2 i 0.0
ieast i |_ i I _J |___
211|15-|miles j do". j
"
do.
' ' :;1928! 560 i
'
2"; 0,0
;east ; ; \ \ \ \
212 jlB "miles ']
"^ do^ : doT
'
119231 530 \ 21- o^o
ieast ; : j i i \
d/213] do^ i do^ r~"~¥T"s7^hell 1 1901; 494; —.! oTo
214|16i miles j
'
\ J. mT O'Neil j 1934; 571 j" 2 i 0.0
ieast : \ \ \ \ ;
215*;In Port iCity of Port"O'Connor : ¥. S. Shell '|"19i0i 6301 ~4~1 0~-0





do# |__ | j^q: T^n
'
0.0






27218; dcTl j Mrs. W« -Pickett iG-eprge Wallington 119321 27 \ 2 \ 0.0
d/219; dcv 1 Thomas Reagan T J, M. C^Neil" f1332l 3161 "~0.0
220i dew T M.. "F. Muniseh j M, F. Munsch ;1934; 150; ~IJ oTo
; : \ \ ' 1 1 ■ j'
'
1-0
*d/221;19 miles ; C. E. Fisher j J.M. orNell0rNeIl :1928^ 226; 2 ; —
■111 1 |east i ; ; : j__ J
d/222-18f
'
miles i United States Coast \ do. ;1934; 301; "2~ f~ "oTo_
<
; east ___J Guard ; j [ i \
d/223|10|"miles: W. £ Moody
'
Continental Oil Co. j1934| " 419: 7 i "CO_ ;east ; ' ;
|
j ; " i.
24
\ t Water level i ; |
No. [Depth*;Date of i Pump ; Use ; Remarks ■ ■
;below;measure- and ; of I
;:iieasur~ menti power; water;
iing point j b/ " c/ ii(ft.)= 1 I ' j
N205; 18.5;Mar. B,j C,W i S j Cased to bottom,
j i1940 j \ \ :206f+0.3'July 10,; Flows; S' ICased with 402 feet and 20 feet of screen. Known as
j \ 1954 j ; ; "Coloma" well.
207 i +6+_ i c/ j Flows; D,S iCased with 534 feet of blank pipe and 16 feet of'"
j i1934 j j ; screen. Flow, 15 gallons a minute in 1934; 10 gallons
; j \ \ ;a minute March, 1940, Temperature 77° F in 1934.208; +9+_ ; e/~~ j Flows; S ;Cased with 538 feet of \. Known as "Double Dam" well. ■
I : 1934 i | -blank pipe and 18 feet of
'
screen. Flow, 20+_ gallons
i j j I ; a minute_ in 1954. Known as "John Wood" well* .See log.
209 ! +4^ I a/ ;Flows! S~; Cased' with 689 feet of blank pipe and 20 feeT ofI " : 1934 I ! ; screen. Temperature 77° Fin 1934. Flow, 6 gallons
! : ; i "j a minute in 1954. and in March 1940- Known as "New210~; 6^_ i &ji \ C.W I Si \ Powder Horn" well.
: _ :1 ___>J |__ : '
211 I +6^_ 1 g/ . ; Flows: '. S ;Cased with 540 feet of blank pipe and 10 feet
; I19&4: ! j lof screen. Flow, B^_ gallons a minute in 1934; 5 gal-
j i j : j lons a minute in March, 1940» Temperature 77° F in
212; +1.5; July 10,; Flows! D,S jCased with 520 feet \ 1954. Known as "Griffin" well,
i i1934 : j ;of blank pipe and 10 feet of screen. Flow, 3+_ gallons
\ \ \ j ''■■ a minute in July, 1934: 5 gallons a minute in March,
213 i +6^ ; c/ ; Flows; N ;
' '\ 1940. Known as "Broad Bayou" well.
j ; 1954 j \ ; ■ ' "_
214 ; ; qJ I Flows; S \ Cased with 561 feet of blank pipe/ and 10 feet of
;" ;1934 ! ; Iscreen. Temperature 79° F in 1934. Flow, 80j_ gallons;
; ; i : ;a minute in 1954; 5 gallons a minute March, 1940 f
215 ; +6.5: c/ 1Flows; P iCased with 590 \ Known as "Boggy Bayou" well. See log.i_ J1954- : I feet of blank pipe and 20 .feet of screen. Flow, 15
! +6.5; ej I ! |gallons a minute in 1934; 50 gallons a minute February
j j1940 j ] 11940. Supplies water for City of Port O'Connor.
216 ; 1.5; c/ i None ! N ; Water-bearing bed at 110 feet.I j1954 ; \ ; ;
217 j
— ; — j None j N ;Water-bearing bed at 630 feet.
218 ; 2 Tjuly 27,; C,W i D,S ;
" ~
I ;1954 j ! i____
219 ;+5" :July 27,; Flows; Ind jCased with 302 feet of blank pipe"and 14 feet of
i j1954 I I Iscreen- Temperature 76° Fin March, 1934* F10w,15
;+6.o;Mar. 4,; i ;gallons a minute July, 1934. Used for cooling purposes
; [1940 j I ;by ice plant. _;
220 ! 0 IJuly 27,; C,a,i 'DjS.iCased to bottom. ■ See log.
'
j ;1954 | 1 j j
j 12.0:Feb. 23,: ! . \ .
I =1943 i J [221T-- 1"— " ; Flews; D ;Cased with 22@ feet'of blank pipe and £ feet of
: I j \ : screen. Flow, 5 gallons a minute July, 1954.
222 j+2j_ ;Aug. 14,:Flcwsi
'
D ;Cased with 291 feet of blank pipe and 10 feet of
; ;1954; 1954 I 0 ,^M ;screen. Flow, 1gallon a minute August, 1954.
223 I 12+_ ; c/ i St \ Ind iUsed for drilling oil test.




Records of wells in Qaliioun County— -Continued
: i ! !'I' ; IHeight of"
No. -.Distance j Owner I Driller IDate ;DepthIDiam-jmeasuring
\ from I ; icom-; of ;eter I point
jSeadrift i I ;pie-iwell i of I above
I i j Ited l(ft-t) jwell I ground
I | j i ; ■ Kin.) I (ft.)a/
224i10f miles : W. L. Moody 'j M. Landcraft 11954; 449; '2 ■ CO
least j I I I I
225 jl2fjI2f miles : do.
'
;J. M. O'fNeil 11924 ; 625 \ T~\ C~o
least i ;
'
| . ";■ I :
226;13 miles ■■;"




ieast ; j I : j :
~227;15 miles ; San Antonio Loan & ';
'
do. i
— I 540 : 2j-'i 0"0
jeast I Trust Co. ; j ; ; i
228 j14
'miles T" ~W. L. "Moody 1 do". ! \1924 ; 530 \ 3f] o".O
ieast ; | \ \ \ \.




11924 i 535 \ T~\ oTo
least j ! i I i______ ___
, _^ - pL93o'j 20^ 2 ] 0.0
;east \ ; \ ; : :
231116-J miles ; San' Antonio Loan & j A. Nutt ;1936; 25; 2 ; 0.0
least I Trust Co. I I I ; I
d/232;18| miles ;United States Coast \M. F, Munsch 11939. j 495: '2 ;
""
0»0
ieast ; Guard ; \ "I I j
233i1S miles | Dan Bremer \E. A. Munsch |1939 j 240";
~-
0^"0~~
-east I ; : ; [ ! r
234j18j miles \ E. A. Munsch \ do. |1939"\ 230; 2. I CO
least i I ; ; : :
235j1n Port | Sidney Albrecht jH» F, Munsch
'
;193S i 140 j 1-J- 1 o^o
jO'Connor : ; I ; I j
236: do, j Thomas Reagan
'
j do. :1932 ;. 150; 2 | 0.0
23? il6jmiles ; S;an Antonio Loan & T. Nutt ;1939"; 22 ;' 2 ; 0-0
\east i Trust Co. i |_ ;_ \
238;14 miles j
"
do. .) -McMastsrs & ;1940 ;1,180 i 2% \
~
0.0
least I I Pomeroy \ \ ; \
239 1ibj" miles j do. j — ;1938; 25; 2 }
least i , \ I I I ';
240 110t miles I do. '!' 11937 j 25 i 2 j
—
least i i___ I \ I i"2411 do. j W. L. Moody I — 11933; 22; Z \ "~-~
242 :?| miles ; San Antonio Loan & j A. Nutt
'
11937.1 25~1 r 2 \ ..—_ jeast \ Trust Co. _^ I I I j I"
243 56 miles j G-. Durham j G. Durham 11932 i 25: IJT" O.o"
♥east I
___^
j j I | j





j _ : : '■
26
i Water level I ; !
No. iDepthißate of ;Pump j Use j Remarks
;below:measure-; and j of i
imeasur- meritIpower iwater ;
iing point " b/ I c/ ■:\(tt.)\ J I j . .
224; +3 ;Aug. 14,iFlows i S ;Cased to bottom. F10w ,5 gallons a minute August, 1934;
j i1954 i I :7 gallons a minute March, 1940.
| +2 iMar. 4,; j |
\ J1940 j \ | i
225: +2^_ iAug. 14,i Flows: S iCased with 615 feet of blank pipe and 10 feet of
| -1934 j j Iscreen. Temperature 78° F. in August, 1934. Flew. 5
I I j ■ ;' jgallens a minute August , 1954 and March, 1940. Known
226: +4^ i do, ;Flows j S iCased to bottom. Tempera- \as "Little Brush" well,
: ■ j ; | iture 78° F. in August, 1934. Flew, B^_ gallons a
: i | I ":minute August, 1954; 9 gallons a minute March. 1940.
227: +6_^ i July 10,; Flews; S iCased to bottom. Tempera- \ Known as "Queen" well.
j
"
i1934 I | Iture 78° F. in July, 1954. Flow, 10 gallons a minute
; \ __j i 111 1 July, 1954 and March, 1940. Known as "Stevenson" well.
228: +4^_ : July 13,;FlewsI S j Cased with 505 feet of blank pipe and 25 feet "of ;
■ :1954: 1954 j i ;screen. Temperature 78° F. in July, 1934. Flow, 35;
i +4 ;Mar. 4,| ; jgallons a minute originally; 10 gallons a minute July,
; i 1940 i I 11954; 20 gallons a minute March, 1940. Known as "Big"
229; +s+_ j c/ j Flows; S ;Cased to bottom. Temperature 79° F. in 1934. \ well.
; ■ 1954 ! i IFlow, 15^_ gallons a minute in 1954; 8 gallons a minute
j +5 ;Mar, 4,; j ;March, 1940.
I : 1940 I j \230; s^_ I c/ j C,W \ D ;S ICased to bottom.
I : 1954 ; | I
|
231^ 3' j c/ ■ j C,W j D,S ! Do.
___j i 1940 _j !
232| +7 ;Feb, 24,; Flows! d' ;Cased with 475 feet of blank pipe and 20 feet of
: 1940 i iscreen. Flow, 7 gallons a minute February, 1940.
-___ : [ 4___ j jSupplies water for Coast Guard Station.233 j 5 : %l \ C,G,; D,S ;Cased with £50 feet of blank pipe and 10 feet of
j i .1940 _: s__J j screen. Originally flowed,
234. 10 i c/- ; C,E,-| D ? S :Cased with screen point on"bottom.
: ;1940 : 1 ; | _____„235 j 1 j c/ : G_,S._; D ;Cased with 155 feet and"5 feet of screen. Reported_— \ 11940 I 4: I ;yield, 15 gallons a minute.
236 1 6 j ±1 I C.Gjj.Djlnd;Cased with 140 feet and 1(5 feet of screen^ Supplies
j j 1940 ; 25 : ;water for ice plant* Originally flowed.-37; 5 : c/ j C ? W ! D,S :Cased to bottom*. ? !
i I194 C:
' ; 1
838 j +2 \ ¥ f°' 14 '| Flows: D,S ;Cased with 1,140 feet of blank pipe In~d 40 feet of
-.
— i j I^4o ; J Iscreen. Flew, 5 gallons a minute in February, 1940.39 j ; ; C,W ; S iCased with screen point on bottom. ~ \ See log.
24J J — : — ; C,W ; D,sl Do^ ' ~ '
2411 — j « \ C,W : D,S ; Do^ " "
242 1
— j ~ \ C,W \~T~J Do^ ' Z —
243 j 6 I J/~ ; C,W ; S | SF. ~~
j j 1940 i -: I244] S I W ; D,S ; dF;
— — ,
; i 1940 ; I \
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Records of wells ,i.n Calhoun County—Continued
j I ; ; \ \ .:Height of
No. IDistance | Owner I Driller \ Date ;DepthiDiam-imeasuring
" from ; \ ;coitir; of ieter \ point
;Seadrift j \ \ pie-Iwell ! of j above
i I ! j ted jtf't.) iwe11 i ground
j J . I I j i(in.)j (ft.)a/245l5j"miies ! J, J. Dalehite 1 L. Woolridge ;1939 ; 22; 2 | 0.0
; east ; . i__ \ ? i 1246; 4-f miles | A. L. Chauder j A. L. Chauder ;1939 i 22; ~2 j 0.0
; east j I \ j J ;247;4i: miles \ J* J. Welder ; J. M, O'Neil
'
j 1936; 75; 4'; 2.6*
: east ; | J ___ ; j _ [ __
248;5 miles i J. J, Dalehite i L. Woolridge i 1939 ; 24; 2 ; 0.0
; east _ |__ _J I l_ _
249; do. "j M. E. Lee
' ''
\ "U. S. Lee ;1935 i 22; l^j
"
0.0
250T"3 miles '; L. Woolridge : W. S. ;19121 70"i 4 : 1,6
; east i __^_^_1 I \ i ; J25i;24 miles " j A. B. Clark 1 W. T, Denner ' \ '"— \'2si 2 ; 0-8
ieast ; ; '■. = ; ■ J
252j -do. P Go'ffVlst, 1 — |1926; 24; !J| 0.0
~~2EF\ 1mile ;. Thomas Dowdy ; David Williams \ 1925j 65j 4|
'
~0.9
!east J | j I I j
254iIn j City of Seadrift i W* S. Shell
'
j 1922] 312; 0-0
;Seadrift . \ \ ; , ; _; !255;f mile j Clarence Barton ' ; Clarence Barton' ] 1934i65; 4 i oio*
inortheast ; ; j \ ; .j
256: 2 miles | A. Makay ; 'A, Makay : 1902 j 54; 4 ;
—
]
;north I ! ; j " j.
257p|"miles' IW. V, Holloman \ A. Li Newley ! 1930 i Q5; 2 ; 0-0
;north [_ ; ' \_ J |___
258;4 miles |"T. A.^Mcbonald rT.A.'McDonald f!" -T j 78; 4;
"
2.0
inorth L__^ J ; I L ' ;
259! 3 miles "'; G-". L. Smith
' "'
; G* L. Smith ;1940: 54;~ 3!' 1.1
;north | ; : i ;"*
260;4x miles i Mrs. S. McCowan T --Campbell ; 1920: 50! 4 i 0.0
________; northeast I i____ ; j ; |
261:4xmiles' : Paul Boone ;
'
Paul Boone i 1938; 78; 4 : 0-0
;northeast \ ___J .. i '. . \262;iflniles ; Charles Dierlam . \ Charles Dierlam j 1933\ 10l 30 ; 1.7
: southeast . ;
i
; \_ ___J j j
263;ljmiles P Walter files "*; — ~"T" j —; '— ; '—
; southeast ; J _^ ; I. : !'264; do. ; do. ; — ' i — ; 20; --' \
~265;2 miles i W. J.^Bro^nell j -,-
'
: 19131
' ?I\ —.; — ;
I southeast ! \ . j , ;. [__ i _
266;'1n i City of Seadrift i Laj^ne-Texas Co.- ' ;1936; 361; 10 | ""—
:C!-^ari-r.l -P+- : '■ : : :. ucdU4. -t.x v ■ : : . j.
a/ Measuring point was usually top of casing, top of pipe clamp or top of well curb.
d/ C, cylinder; Cf, centrifugal; T, turbine; H, hand; W, windmill; A, air lift;-





No- iDepth:Date of iPump ; Use i Remarks
ibeloTA;:measure-; and ! of i
imeasur- men'tipower!tsater!
!ing Doint ; b/ : c/ i
j(ft,): J j j
245 ; 7. i c/ ; C,W : S ;Cased with screen point on bottom.\ ; 1940 I I !
246! 6 i c/ : C,¥ : D,S \ Cased with screen point on bottom. Reported supply
j___ ! 1940 ; | j fails in drought t _____ _
247'i16.2;Mar. 8,! C,W j S i Cased to bottom.
J [ 1940 ! _____ j
248: 7 ! c/ j C,W j S !Cased with screen point on bottom.I 1 1940 ! | i "
249 i 6 : ©/ j C,W ! D,S ! Do.
j j 1940 j | I <
Bsoj 9.8;Mar. 6,; C,W j D,S ;Cased to bottom*
: \ 1940 j j j \
251 j 6.0! do. i C,W"; D,S ! Do.
' '
.
252! 5 ! ef ! C,W ! D,S ICased with screen point on bottom*
j ! 1940 I L_J
253; 12.9!Mar. 6J C,W j D,S ! Cased to bottom.
: ; 1940 ! j \
254: 16 !Feb. 24,; C,W j S ; Cased with'302 feet of blank pipe and 10 feet of
| ! 1940 \ ': j screen.
255! 13,5;Mar. 6,i C,W ! S i Cased to bottom.
!
' " ! 1940 \ j j
256! 13 j* c/ ; C,¥ j D,S ! Do.
j j 1940 ! i j
'
257! 20 .; o/ ! C,W \ D,S ; Cased to bottom. Supplies water for seven houses in
! ; 1940 ! ! ! cotton season.
258; 18..0iMar. 8,: C,W ! S i Cased to bottom.
j \ 1940 ! j \__
259 !18.0! Mar. 19,: C,W;'D?S! Do.
j ! 1940 j L__J ,
260i22 i c/
'
! C,W j D.B ! Do.
! ] 1940 ! !
'
!
261! 17 ; e/\ ! C,W ! S ! Do.; ■ 1940 : ! !
262! 8,0! June 7,;None ! D,S ; Dug well cased with oil barrels.






— r — ! Well 2"d4 is 150 feet south.
264! — ! -- i B,H ; S ;No casing used.
265 i
— ; ~' ; C,H j D,S j ' Do^l , ' ' "
266: 3 ; e_/ ; T,3,i . P i Reported 23 feet drawdown pumping 92 gallons a minute,
j. ; 1936 ! 10 ! ! September, 1956. See log and casing record.
6/ D, domestic; S, stock; I, irrigation; Ind, industrial; P, public; N, not used,
d/ No water sample collected for analysis.
c/ Water level reported.
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Table of Drillers' Logs, Calhoun County, Texas
Thickness De/pth Thickness Depth
t _ /feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
Driller's log of well 3 DriUe-s log of -0.1 .b-Continued
(P. H. felder Owner. ) |^h^ ' £"^t,lo -v _.-, m o o Sand------------ XO 310j±Lacj£ soil -----<"""--"<£ d. .p., - c* -,-,<?
imite and yellow clay 3S3S *> 1^ " " [I * g*




White clay SO 10 **&* olue cla^
" 335
Sand
-- - - -20 150 Sand XC ??U5
Yellow clay and boulders
---
10 iSo fd,and *T°" cla7 55 too~ , 7 ,n ,7P, 7P Sand 10 410Sand------------ -10 1/0 t, .. _ i,_ii0::1!7: - 8 S Sr.c!ai:::::::::^ Ssteals; ;,;a;a"cia/-: - 25 fuo " :;::::■::ig U§oDoarse sand ---"""- -- 20 2bQ . _, . X o7k Harrow streal^s sand andBlue clay --.-.»"--""--I9d7^>
Sarc]. "-- - 10 285 clay 55 515





20 3^5 Good sand ,10,10 §60
Blue and yellow clay 2p 3UO Re<i and white clay 45
'
bOS
Sand " ""-. * PO 360 fine blue sand 20 o?5
Blue clay and boulders
-- - - 10 370 itQ d red clay 95 720
Sand --^ * -- " 10 330 Sand - 5 725, . White and blue clay 35 760Slue clay 20 UOO clay , .^ gOOg00
Red and yellow clay
- -- - - 30 4JO pine sand _ 5 m^
White and yellow clay 100 s}-05}-0 Q uaadVi I -20 527Hard and soft blue strealns - UO SSO Voarse " , " f r
Pine blue sand -10 590 Driller's lo^ of 5
Blue and yellof clay 110 700 f ! ~"
Red clay and boulders
-- - -
10 710 '(p, g% Welder Owner) ■ ,
Red and blue dry 10 720 soil -"- -- 5 5
Sand and gravel % some gas
-- - 20 740__ j^hite clay and pebbles - - -IS ?3
White clay, sheets fine sr.nd-10 33Driller's log of "ell k Clay and sand,broken 12 U5
" ■ " . Yellow clay 10 55
(?. H. Welder Owner) Light gray sugar sand
- - - 11 66
Soil 2 2 (fellow clay --r -56 122
Yellow clay _-- - - --- lU l6 Sharp coarse white sand -- - 9 131
Sand Ik 30 I Yellow clay . 21 152
Yellow clay 70 100 j Sand -r 16 168
Sand -10" 110 I Sand, clay,and boulders 22 190
Blue clay 10 120 Jine sand - -- 10 200
Sand - 10 130 Yellow clay and rock 5 205
Yellow clay ~- -- -- -- 5 Coarse gray sand, water - - 2.4 229
Sand »- -10 145 White clay -*_ - - 11 240
Yellow clay 10 155 ! Sand 3
Sand
_ - -, 20 175 | Clay and boulders (lime) -- 28 274
Blue clay




Blue clay --- --- __- 15 215 Driller's log of well 6
Sand - 35 250
£S !X5:;:::::;:! X5:;:::::;: 30 |8 \ &h; welder' ! (Continued on next page)
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QJr>jle 'oi' Brillo.-"s"' Ltv.s,^Calhoun County— Continued
Thickness Depth j | Thickness Der.th
(feet) (feet)I \ (feet) (feet)
! j
Driller's lor of -roll 6-Contizmsa Driller's 10~ of rrsll
Soil 2 I 2 ! !Clay -1 ! 205
Bed clay - ~ -IS j 20 j jSand - 13 | 218
Sand 24 I >"& | 6 ' | 224
Red clay 76 i 120 j JBrovm shale 11 j 235
Sand "-- ISO 300 \ bine ssnd -5 I 240
White, clay 18 j 310 | jßliie clay - 18 i 2§S
Clay and rock - 12 ! \ iSand -._ - - 15 J 273
Sand - - 10 3^o ! jWhite clay -7 j 2SO
Clay 1? TO j and gravel IS 29S
Sand 3S I %0 I play -- - 2 300
Clay 20 | 4.10 ! ISand . 3 | 30S
Rock and sand -- - ___ _ pq I U3O j jßed and blue clay -■-.--« 14 322
day 20 ! 1150 i jSand « 5 | 327
Sand 10 j U6O | iHard clay -68 j 395
Soft clay - 30 |- tj-OQ | iSand - ~ - - > . J I 402
Hard rock
-------- 3 i 4Q3 j Red clay - - ~ - ____31 j 1133
Dark sand
- -- -.'.*- ---27 ! !~':;>0! ~':;> 0 | jSand and rock - - -- - - 5 " 43S
Clay and rock 20 | SUO j jOlay - 22 | 4bO
Good sand IS | 55^; JGorrse sand -- ~- ? j kbl
Brown sand - ----- -__72 hr;ohr;0 I JKixed clay - - - - -- - ,28 j 495
Sand --22 ! 612 |
' |sand and rock 7 | hO2
C3 ay ---- _--- _ - 12 1 624 i {Hard clay -~- - - - 3 5^5siid „____- 16 i 6^40 1 jSand - "--.- 2 | 507
Clay - - S ! 643 I iClay - - - - 3 ! s^o
q.vr r]
_
„_.___ 10 ! kp;S i -Sand -- - - - ----- -13 j 52^
Bs?-k bro^?n clay - - 62 | 720 I l^hite and "blue clay 1/5 j oQS
Sand rock -_"---_-- S I72SS ;Sand and rock " " 12 I 10
tm^.^ 0..,.^ ill i 7):^ I [White and blue clay 70 ! 780
_. , _.-.,._ ' r. : Sand -" -- - ,10 l- l°,oC±ay, rocK, and sand -~ - 53 ! 795 I \Z. 1 I
Hard black and white clay - 60 I S^ l !ited shale *-~-~ O |
Clay and rock 30 ! 535 j |Sazid " " L_sis
Rod clay
--
____-_- 6 ! SQI i I
Gas sand -.- 22 I 913 1 | 01
_ .-- ,' _" .__ rt i !(?. K. Welder Owner)Driller's log of well 3 ■"____, _ 1 (Yellow clay - - - - ----- 50
(?. H. Welder Ovmer) ! Sand ' ~ 10 | feo
Sa-nd „_______-_-- P 2 I iStreaks yellow clay and
Ciay in i IP I ! sand -'
"
162 22.2
Sa^d _„ 17 ! o^i [Blue and brown clay - - - 143 3^5
Red "clay -- - 30 !Yer^ hard rock """"~ ~ ,1 i 366
Coarse sand 20 ! 75 \ flvßflvB
"* **"" 5 I
Red clay - - ■"* 5 ! oOi Hed and "blue cl9^ 6° 591
Fine Brown sand - 10 ! °0 ! Ws:lite' "blllO and red clr3r3r - 3.60 751
m-4 4. c





OR i ihf) \ Sti'Tpg --o/i -;■;;:('. O.TIO C-cl" . ~ 7*-' | 'IVS-J-"1-J- b>- Gj-cvJ _ _ _ - - f-^ t j. ,-.^. ; .. . „ of c?r-Q
Fines^d, - 10 j ioo| ff5 " " '" Vm *"! " r »?U" n1SV T»pH Si-Tin hilIP — "— — — h O TGravel and aand - -. -22 " 172 i ■■ y _ -x r \
Gla P ; 17): ; iSand, gravel, gas -ib 060
Sand 30 I 204 j j
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Table of Driller 1 lo;-.;s. Calhoun County— Continued
r TTriicknes
-
i)ej?thI p Thickness Depth
(feet) (febtj i (feet) (feet-)
Driller's lo;~-of. froll xl
(
; j Driller's log.of well 12~ContInued
I i | ■■'■".*■■■ "■
(?. K. Welder 0-rtier) j j Gravel,gas IS 75H
Soil 5 5 (I""
* "~ "~
Sand 10 15 I I Driller's log of ;7gll 15 j
y?aA --- 5! 20 I
Sand and gravel 255 275 j I(p. H. Weldor Oner)
Gravel -15 ?90 ! |Soil - ? \ 2
Blue clay -10 |300 ; j Red clay t 18 20
foarsG gravel 20 j 320 j j Sand ■ " 15 I 3^
Clay "- 2 ! ! IClay 10 %
Sand - - -.----IS I 3UO ; ! Sand 2^ I 70
Clay 10 j 350 i I White clay - -- A3 j 111
Sand .. _ _ _.. 10 I360 I I Sand 10 121
BroTO clay - ~- 56 j kIG \ j Clay -r ■ 14 | 135
Coarse sand 0~as ) 7 | k?3 ! j Sand 20 ! 155
Cl-y 20 I Üb-3 i IG-ood sand k$ 200Sand 2 j *P+s ! iWhite clay -- -_ _ k ■ | 2'OU
White clay IJ> \ kyX j Sand U£ j 252
Sand ------ - ----- b;h&* i Clay -- - - - _-.-___ 6 25S
T?hite clay -.-.- -- -'-- 16 .| U-3'o | | Ss.nd -~ - ~ - ___- _ - 27 20!5
Sand -- ~ .-_- - - 10 1 U9O | j Clay 5 290_ j j sand 12 I 302
DriUc^r's log of well12 ! iT/hite clay 23 i 3°5" " ~~" ~ ~ " ■"■ ; I Pine sP,nd - 15 I 3^6
V-l. n. ift-awi v iit..y , j ;:/mte, blue clay ----- 71 j 1411Brown sand --------- 10 | 10 | jSand ------- ___ - 7 I|lS
White sand 10 j 20 ! Brown clay -12
Yellow cloy - __._-___ )|Q 60
'
Send ------- ____ )in j ]|yo
Blue clay -- b0; 120 | j^hite and red clry .90 560
Sand 5- j 125 :|Send -- " ~ - -■- - 10 R7O
Wood 3 I12S I IWhl-to and blue clay S3 ■ §53
Blue and t/hite clay - : 52* 130 ; | Sand -- U | 66U
Blue clay '10 .220 j JBluc and clay I3H 70S
Hard rock 1 221 j |Sand ___ - - 6 1 SOUSand - ? 1 230 j Red clay „ _ uu j gusLi^ht blue dry 70 j 300 ; and a_^ „ _ _ 3^ SSoSo
Narrow streaJ.-p send and j j
Sa^a!:::::::::::15 U§ !J iHa^d blue clay 20 j J#o3 j I(F. H. Welder (tenor)Kara Fhite roeh 2 405 I JBro-T dirt JO 10
Streaks red clay and sand -47 H52 j Srnd ?0 i 30
Streal-s blue clay and srnd -5S ■ | 510 j Tellow dry - 30 ] &
Sand -IS I 525 j (coarse sand 16 J 76Very hard rod clay 5 |sjo j jHed clay „_ ?k 100
Sand
5
««trot;;n t;; co^oras water -2b | 55^ j | n̂ite clry 20 j 120
Red and bluo clry
----- 100 j 656 ; |g£ .n^ __L_ _ ______ ]_r j 135
Soft white cloy and rusty " j !freaks cley and sand - - - 20 \ 135
roClr 5 1 bol : |Sand r(ad thin peek - -- - 15 ifoPack sand - -------- 1^ | b/D j |sand ----- - - -- - 2^ 135
Soft white clay, hard blue fContinued ob next -oa.-^e) I
clay.- --------- 64 [ f-KJ j I "
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Tf:~ble of Driller' Lo r;g. Calhoun County-Continued
""Thickness De~rErT ! f" Thickness De;oth
__(fee-fc) (_f£et_)i I (fact) (feet)
Driller's lof: of qre-13 14-Continued i " -n -n i i - --, i" <-i '■■ | i Driller's lor; Qi.%ej.l -- rr 1^";1
(.?. H. Welder Oner) j jsand - -."- 10 ! U44
Blue clay 20 j 21;3 j jHard "blue clay I£s | 56":
Sand ~ - ---------- 10 j 22^! jsand ~~-.~------ 7 n7b
Blue clay 10 | 235 i jClay 2 37S
Sand ~-25i 200 j |^meine sand 5 ! 553
Blue clay -- - ------- 10 i 2JO j jSro^vn sand --- - -. "<" - 50 j 63^
White clay -_ - - 30 j 300 j jsoqd sand 10 | 6^3
Sand
__
„ _ _ 10 i 310 i plue clay - - - 23 \ 662
Lisht blue clay - "70 ! Vl-0 i [Fine sand 17 ;. Sss'
Eock „ "l ; :;]:j. I IClay r 12 1 697
Sand ...
_ _
9 j 3^o I jßne sand t5t 5 j 702.
li^ht "blue clay - 2h j i^l^e and red clay- 142 844
Soft yellow clry 10 j 3CS j l^ins sand
- 2 SUb
Sand I----!--- _--lR i Uof) ! i êd- cla^
------
-39 j s^s
Li^-ht blue clay - - - 36 j i+3o 1 ;G-ood sand - - - ~ U3 I 920
Hard blue clay -- - - ---. 30 ! M-60. i j
Soft "blue clay ----- -- 40 j ROO j i Driller's lor of well 16
Hard blue clr.y 50 | 550 ! j .
Slue and bro-rn clay - - - - %0 | 600 j |(?, H. Welder Owner)
Sand - - - - -20 \ b2O i {Soil -____. 2 2
Yellow clay.------Ipl j 66U j jClay 1" " j
Blue rnfl red, clay 4o \ 710 i jSand - , 50 | 70
Sand
- - - - 10 I 7?0 i eJ cl r̂ 10 30
Blue r.nd red clr.y h0 j 770 I |cls^ o0 140, t 7,'r ! IFine sand ~ ---'-"'-- 3 | 14CBlSe and red dry, show oil -So I CGO I 1 0004 sand Uo I ISS
Srnd and tfM ■' 21 i -f-Zl i JMised clay 1Q I9S
Priller'3 log of well 15 j j^f^f |
(P. H. .'elder Oroer) " ] ! |Gla^ 7 j 2^5
So^l___________. _ 9 p I ICfood sand - ______ ?o j 27^
v~a .!,.-. pt i if,! White clay l!r5 ! 320ixoci cxa.v — — -. — — — — — — — o " .!-■■.■ '■ ; "■ -^ ; -y
Fine sand - --------- 10 ; 20 ; j— -'--lexaj; --» - o _jdj)
Red clay ---------- ?0 | UO jßock - _______ p 355
Good sand --- ------- 35 j 75 Blue and Hnite clay - -- 50 Ul5
Red clay - - _______ 40 11§ ! jpire sand _- _ - 10 425
I'ine sand - - _______ 5 j 120 | [White clay ~ -- - - - 40 465
Soft red clay - ~ 30 lr)0lr)0 j JGood sand - _ 12 477
Good sand --- _-_-_,_, _ _. 38 I I'.G i jßlue clay _______ pg rjQ^
Clay -- --- ______ 5 I 193 j ISfylA --_.___-__ ]p I Ki'k
Good sand
-- - ------ 1R j rO3 j Clay -- _______ 53 F3P3
White and blue clay 20 j ??£ \ ;Good sand 45 56S
Good sand 2b 254 | Blue and white clay - - 110 bjß
Clay 7 I 261 j sFine sand 15 693
Good s-nd 17 "78 ! !Blue and vjhite clay 117 SlO
Fine sand and dry _ P | ?$n ; |Sand „_ g j gig
Hard sand 20 | 300 ! jClay 3 221
Lark clay 12 j 312 I [Sand 1 5 j 526
Mixed clrci" 73 i 3C5 j JBlue and red clay - - 2c 552
Sand
___ '
7 |3?Pj jSand -> _---___ ?2. \ Zjk
Dark clay 42 j 434 j |I i i
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Table of Driller's Lo/rs, Calhoun County— Continued
Thickness De-rbh. I 1
~
Thickness Depth
_J (feet) (feet) __ (feet)' (feet)
Part of driller's log of nell 19 Part of dl.mer f s lo.* of well iq~Cont,
Southwest Oil Corporation, P. H. Welder C D̂O zjrtlT^-^ZrT-^-^^,,
T .-, Hard sand and shale
- -
id 1914
Surface 35 35 £ V^i C: "■ ■ ~£ 5„,. -^. 1 -j^p 1"7;> Total -Oe-ov.-.! ------- bf;<!
Shale -- - --_-.--.-,- £ I.JS paro-of H.?iHo:;;M 10-^ a--'*- woll 20
Sand and gravel - - - 62 240 Southwest Oil Corporation, P. H.Sticky shale - - - 12 ?$? Weldep -,
Sand and boulders
- - -- - <;> ?..{? So-il*-~-------- U '4
Hard sand rock -i - - - - -2 277 Clay and Bhaie 26 . 30Shale and boulders ----- 1^ 294 SandSand soft and hard screaks - So °
Shale and boulders -- - - -58 lfjS Sand and streaks shale - fb l<*>
Sand and -boulders - 23 **6l Shale
"
Sticky shale 23 US*!- Sandy cloyor caliche - - 70 ?30
Sand ------- - - "-■ - 11 4S:S Sand ----------- SO 310
Shale and boulders - -- - 75 570 Sticky shale IS 3?S
Sand and hard streaks showing Sand and boulders
- - - 12 3^.i?as „„_„„„__-__ g f)~(8 Sticky shale and boulders. 25 3^5
Sticky shale end. "boulders
- 42 620 Sticky shale r- 73 k32
Gvraho - - S3 703 Sand shale end boulders ~ 30 k%&
Hard sand gas show
- 2) 726 Sandy shale 97 ■ .5^5
Pink gumbo ----- -- -r 104 S3O Sticky shale - ----- 43 o?'B
Sand and {-ravel
- - 63 Sand Ho
Sticky shale pink - -- - 47 9^f") Sticky shale - ----- - 59 735
Sticky shale,and lime -- - 22 3bP. Sand,hard and soft
Gumbo
------- --- IS QSO j streaks -- - - ----- 53 ~(&S
Sticky shale and lime 43 1023 Sticky shale and shell - y> S2l
Sand : 33 3.056 Sand S4 9^5
Shale " 12 1060 Sticky shale .casing seat 10 915
Sand 16 10C4 Sticky shale ~(8 993
Sticky shale 24 110S Shale and shells 77 1070
Shale' and lime ----- 14 1122 Sticky shale - 27 1097
Lime and shale
-----
IS ll'l-O SarLdy shale „ _ ._ „ lj. 3.101
Sand and boulders 42 Ile2 Sand,r7ater and orlor o 1109
gumbo 19 1201 |Sand 27 1136
Sandy shale ancl boulders
- 21 1222 Sticky shale.brown -- - 39 1175
fcanbo 12 123U I Gumbo 2S 1203
Shale
----------- 15^ 139 (-} I Spnd water, sulphur -- - 12 1215- - SO 1470 Sand ---------- 1257
Sand and boulders,hard
"
Sticky shale 21 127S
streaks 28 1^ S.rnd, water - - - 10 12SS
G^jnDo 32 1530 Sand _-- lH 1302
Zr^tl sand 12 l^i-2 Shale and shells - - - 2S 1330
G^noo -_- 170 1712 Gumbo 4 13J4
Guinl3o 13 1725 Sand 12 1340
t-a^ saELd ana shells 4S 1770 Shale _-_ ob 14^2
Grumbo yellaw 20 17^0 Sand -_- 4 1140
Hard shale ;ad sand -T
- - 22 181? water sand - ~ - 10 j 145b
g^ni-- shale ------- 53 1G65 j Sand and boulders - -- 5° I^l2Hard'sand - -- - S 157^ | Hard pack sand and rock - 17 1529..X. -
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Table of Drillers t "Logs Calhoun County -Continued
Thickness Depth To.ickne s s Depth
(feet) (feot) (feot) (feet)
Part of driller's log of well 20-^Cont; .. Driller's log~.f wel3 37-ContinuedSticky cl-.- le ----,l6 15115 — ~~—
Sticky shale o 1553 Sticky shale 192 2*loo
Sand - 20 1573 Shale and lime - - kO ?.hkO
Sand shale and boulders 9 1552 Sticky shale IUo 2^oo
Shale and boulders -65 I&+7 Sandy shale - - 50 2550
Sticky shale -73 1720 Sticky shale 50 2&0
Sand ~ 2 17?2 Broken rock 2S 262.S
Sandy shale - - - - 8 1730 Sticky shale 30 2bhS
Sand - 1.2 17H2 Sand and boulders 5 2663






Driller 's.log of well 36 Sandy shale and lime - - 35 2530__ . ,_ shale and shell - - - - 36 ?M0
(E. R. Adams Cimer) Sticky shale ----- 23S 3098
Yellow clay 55 55 Sand
- - - - 27 3125
Sand S 63 Sticky shale - 15 3-^0
YelloT? clay 13 76 Sandy shale and lime 50 3190
Sand 9 S5 Sticky shale 190 3350
Yellow clay 15 100 Sticky shale and lime - - *+5 3^-25
Sand --10 110 sticky shale - S5 3510Clay --: - ~ ~ USD Sandy shale and lime - - 65 3575Sand "- 40 030 sticky shale HO 3615
Sandy shale - * - - - - U0 3^55
Driller } b 10/y of well 37 Sticky shale 30 3655
'. , _■ ,".' ' ' Sand,boulders 10 3695Mills Bennett Production Company sticky shale and Ume _ _ 1?5 ?Qand Dyck Oil Conr;>any, E. E. Adams stick7shale _ 3ggs3 gg5Uuraber 1 Srndy" shale and lime - - 15 3900
Surface 50 50 Sandy lime, hard - .U 390H
Sand and gravel -------350 UoO Hard sand -- - - - - - 2k 392S
Sticky shale __- 50 115© Sticky shale ----- 2 3930
Sand and gravel
-
100 550 Shale - --- 30 3960
Sticky shale 31 SSI . Sand 55 UOl5
Sand and boulders 6l 942 Sand and boulders - - - 35 UOSO
Sticky shale 318 960 Sticky shale - - 35 UOSS
Sandy shale - _______ ?l 9CI Sandy shale and lime - - 15 UIOO
Shale 32 1013 i Sticky shale 36
Sand and boulders lU7 1160 Hard sandy lime 12 UIUS
Sticky shale. 20 11SO Sandy lime 2 Ulso
Sand and boulders - 35 1265 Shale 22 I\YJ2.l\YJ2.
Sticky shale 20 12.55 Sand ---_- 2k U196
Shale 116 1301 Shale __^__ 2H 1*220
Sand - -- 119 IH2O Sandy lim^ ------ S Up?S
Shale kG 1U66 Shale and lime - - - - H2 H2JO
Sand " -40 1506 Sticky shale - - 13 U2S3
Shale --279 1755 Sticky sh^le and lime - - 12 H395
Sand and boulders -~-- - - 50 1535 Hard lime '9 H4O!+
Shale 105 iqUO Shale and lime - 30 kkjk
Sand, and boulders - 30 1970 Sand IS HUS2Shale SO 2650 j sticky shale - 16. UU6S
Sticky shale and lime 100 2150 j Sand and shale 6 kHj^
Bock - broken ?7 21/7 (fcohtimieft on no:it wro)I'lard sand boulders - - -- - 31 220S " ,|!
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Driller's log of well 37-Continned Driller's lor of wellSticky shale with sand "
" ~ -' ~ "" ~~~^~
breaks - - 6 kkZO (Olivia C-in Coirroany Owner)
Sand*.lime and shell 62 HSU2 soil -- -------- 2 " 2
Sticky shale
- ~- k k^kG Clay,reddish with white
Sand - r 2S k^fk rocks lb IS
Hard sandy lime - --- - - 5 *+579 Pine sand ---*----- S 26
Sand 5 UhSU Rea ciay - _ - 6U gO
Sandy shale - - - 32 Üblo Bliie and red -cloy -> = - 10 100
Shale 30 USU6 !Pine gray sand - 5 105
Ho record 5 U651 Blue and red clay 10 115
Sandy shale - ~-- _ - 29 kboQ Pine gray sand i- - ~*- - 11 12b
Sticky shale
__ _
21 UjOl 1Clay,blue $k 160
Tough shale and lime ----- 36 H737 Sand, lime - - 37 197
Shale and lime " 23 U760 Clay bluish 31 22S
Sticky shale - - SS \ Hg^g Clay,6" rock at bottom - IS 2hG
Shale- -m -~ k?. 5290 G-rry and blue clay fine
Sandy shale 110 s^oo shells - 21 267
Sand and shell Uo SUU6 ■ Clay -^ 3? 305
Sandy shale k?_ Blue r^lay,Stic^ whi^fe-
Sand "- 543? . 5920 shell 20 325
Sand and shale 30 59 50 Clay,fine white stuff - 21 3U6
Hard sand and shale -
-- -
12 5962 Blue clay " 29 375
Hard sandy shale k 5966 Sand 20 395
Hard sand and shale ?U 5990 Sand, rock and shell - 6
' Uoi
Sticky shale -— - -- -- 3S bO2-S
Sand ~~ -- 9? 6120 Driller's log of wel] 57
Sandy shale ------- 52 6172 ' i
Hard sand,shale - ----- 10 6IS? (W# R< Sells Ovmer )
Sticky shale -, 2S 6210 j Qlay ~ - kO k0
Sand -~ -- 25 6?35 1 Pine sand ---■ ■ 20 60
Hard sandy shale ----.- 20 6255 ! (}ray day 2SS 3^g
Sandy shale " 13 626S pine white sand 12 360
Shale - -- - - 32 6300 Hard clay - -- - 92 j hs2
Hard sandy shale
- - - - - 2552 55 6325 s'arid - ~ - IS ' kIQ
Sand -- 59 63S'i
' :
Sand and slide - 26 6UIO Driller's log of well 60
Sandy shale - - - - - 111 6521 s
(L. Peterson One?)
Driller's log of well 51 Hed and blue clay » - 60 d0
Pine sand -------- 20 SO
(J. H-, Tucker Owner) clay - 35 115Shell 7 "7 jcoarse sand . 15 130
Sandy clay? Loose stuff 17R I^2 Clay,hard gray : 73 203
Gray hard clay
"
lo? 3! ':^ Coarse sand - - 15 21S
■-"..-■.'"—
— — — —
"-— J■-■■ I JJJ
. Driller 1 s log of well 5^- Driller's io.°; of well 62
(A. Swenson Owner) (it. Tl.T1 D'anistrom Owner)
Mixed clay 60 60 Sed and blue clay - -'- - So 60
Pine sand --------- 20 SO jPine sand -------- 20 80
2ou£:h gray-blue clay - - - - 273 I 353 (Continued on next page)
Sand -"- 12 I 365
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Table of Driller's Logs, .Calhoun County— Continued
Thickness Depth Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) (foet) (feet)
Driller
'
s lor; of rrell 62-Continued
Gray clay,white streaks,
blue and red clay, last Part of driller's lo~: of Fell gq-Contin-iod
s'^ray tough clay 2%k 36H GmAo ''
' ~ " 2S 1002
Whitish sand l6 3SO Sand and boulders 13 1020
Blue soft clay 15 395 Gianrt>o 12 1032
Mottled blue,red fir-d/.&e&n. clqy 63 %S Sand and Doulders 23 10|5
Whitish soft limey rock 10 46S &wab°
-- - bl -13b
Coarse water sand 12 UGO Sand and 25 llbl- , G-urabo --.--------- 35 1-99
Driller's log of well 65 Sand and ~oulders 79 127S. fo , =_ Gumbo 6b I3UU
/p ■? TOl _._ii, rwe^ Sand and- Moulders 26 1370




*>oulders So X '?B
. _.\.«..\ ltl t Gumbo
----------- 30 0.508}4" rock - " _ <n .ji-p,
...... " " -,r 77 - Gumbo -- - - ------ 25 J-5 -3Mixed clay yo $ro Sand &nd lDoulders 10 15p;3
£i — -22£__ Q^^c „ 32 1553
Sand, and "boulders ----- 3U Idls
■o^f^. ,nin«^ In, .-- pil 1Q Gl3in^0 ----" 20 !^39_.._ s ~ Sand, and boulders ----- 4 Ib4j>
The Texan Conroanv, Smith ITo. 1. ■ _ , ,, -, a iCCn„ _ _ - i, 5| Sand and boulders ----- 5 1669
ClTi - - ' 6"5 To^l 6500
Sand 20 . S3
Clay and gravel 50 133 , - --
Sand ----«- 25 15S
■ "Drfl^r''s-10/v of ttell 12^
Clay 10 I6S _
r.n,m-m-hn: " lh l^U (Abanaoned City Well, ?t. Lavr.ca)bru oo 10 104 Black oi-, c^ x- - - ;>3 o « ..-, _____ -ig 07
G^ido 10 2^3 k
-
Sana and boulders
----- j>Oj, _ * q




— „ — „—___— j-j j\j35 +J5 & t̂c _ nk }|Q3Q3Sand and boulders - 26 473 Sand (not good) - 10 503Gumbo -" DC Gtrnibo - - ?^ 756Sand and boulders 35 sjf Sand - 10 796G^HiTDo 19 557 &uin-bQ k gOlg01
o
a-d-"!^d!r!111II gg I3 Sand, coarse salt - ,73 ___7^^_
Sand and boulders - -- - - 53 73b f v
Gumbo ---«----
- 28 7dU Fart of anller f s log,of /well .134. 134
n , on «),« World Oil Conroany, L. 3. Ruth ITo.l.Gumbo 20 040 3ioCir _--"----__ '7 7Sand, and boulders 6 554 yellow clay - - ''§ 12
Gumbo ■- ■ 30 SS4 Qjaicksand 41
Sand and boulders 33 31! Yellow clay " 3
Guedo __.----- ~-.-■
- 31 940 Gray sann ---__-__- 14 70
Sand and boulders - -- - - 26 974 [Continued on ne.-t page )
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Table of Driller 3t3 t Logs, Calhoun County
— Continued
"Thickness "Depth "Thickness Denth
(feet) (feet ) (feet) (feet)
Part of driller's log, of well 134-Cont'd. part of drillp,r!,log of wel] i^-CcntM.Yellow clay "3 "73 "Olay,:,lt^'.j' "■ Ig6"'*— ~120~
Cray sand ~ 7 SO Sand and clay _
Hard gray sand and boulders -17 97 Clay ---- -- __ _ _ 108 252
Sandy red shale 3 100 San^ and ovl<leTS - -- - 20 302Eard graypack sand - iO HO Clay 50 352
Light red clay -- - 6 lib Sviid. ----------- Uo 392
G-ray sand --- -- - - ~-- lU 130 on ay ___________ r>7 Uis
Yellow clay ~ _-__ __„ b 136 SarA and boulders - -- - IUO 555
Water sand - ---_ __ - 3 144 Clay ------ - ___ 57 blp
Eard lime rock 1 145 Sand 10 022
Gray sand 5 156 Clay lU 636
Yellow clay k ihH clay and boulders 6U 700
Gray sand - - - 6 l§o Clay 133 533
Yellow clay and "boulders - - 13 173 Sand and boulders - - - 879
Shell - - 3 176 Clay and boulders 20 &99
Yellow guirfbo and boulders -- 17 193 Sand and boulders - -- - 46 9^5
Yellow gumbo 17 210 Clay 107 10S2
Blue shale and crystal Gumbo and clay
------ 6 10^3
gypsum " U 2Jk Gumbo h 1063
Blue shB.le 10 22k s^nd 15 IO7S
Gray gumbo k 223 G-umbo ----- 103 1181
Gray shale --- -■ « 12 2^!-0 Sand and boulders -- - - 12 1193
Yellow gunbo 15 2^5 Gumbo 77 1270
Boulders and yellow gumbo - 17 272 (hjmho 3:cA lime " l}° ]yso
Gray lime and shale 3 275 G^&o 40 1420
Gray s-umbo ------ - - 20 29^ G-um"bo and lime ----- 60 14S0
Gray shale 7 302 (Juntoa and boulders „ lU IU9II
G-ray guntoo - li 316 Sand and clay kl ISUI
Gray shale and fine sand - ko 36U Sand and boulders - -- - 20 1561
Gray gumbo 4 36S Gumbo 20 ISSI
Gr?.y shale : - 2 370 S£vi-d and clay -- - -- - 13 159U
Water sand - 7 377 Sand and gumbo ----- Ho 163U
Water sand and shells 7 38U Gumbo ____ g 16k2
Yellow gumbo -__-_--. 13 397 Gumbo and lime
- - -- - 15 1657
Yellow gunbo and boulders - 10 N407N407 Gumbo and sand
-----
8' 1665
Sandy shale 11 418 Sand and boulders 5S 1723
Gravel " 10 42S Gumbo 2Z 1751
Gray shale - ____^__ 5 U33 Sand ~- ---.-- 31 1752
Yellow gumbo 3 436 Sand and clay -- ~ IS ISCO
Sandy shale. yellow 4 4^-0 Sand 55 1555
Yellow gumbo 10 k'yj Gumbo and lime - 3S 1893
Yellow shale and soft" lime Sand 2b 1919
reek 2.0 47S Gumbo 30 1949
Yellow gumbo , 11 459 Sand -- 32 I9SI
Soft sandy lime rock S 497 Gumbo - 22 2003
Yellow gumbo 30 527 Gumbo and sand - - - - g 2011
Soft lime rock k 531 Gumbo 17 202S
Total de-oth - 5005 Gumbo and sand - 41 2009____ .
' Part'of driller^ log of- well IU6 X b̂e and lime ~ ." n?5.. _—^— — — — «„: LU-i-i'—'\J *^ — — — ■_. — — _j i_ 1 Z..C '\J
*v m n v n "! w 'v« i (Continued on next page)The -exas Company, J. C. Thomas Number 1.
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Table of Driller's Lc^s Co-unty
—
Continued
Thickness Depth - Thickness Depth
(feet) (fee-t) (feet) . (feet)
Part of driller { s log of well 146~Cont'd. Driller's 10-"- of "ffel3 I^7Sand, shale and "boulders - - 57 2^0"* "": ------
GueiTdo - - _ _ oi p33c (J- J. Welder Owner), q-,r^ ___________ go SOSp-^H _ ________ _ _ n P7ln nemo. - - - - ou*-T ... Zt ;;;: Sand and clay streaks - - 20 100Gumdo ana lime - - - - - - 21 2302 _.,-, ~ -,n ",-,«,
c. , 1Q White clay .
- 10 110
Sand .
- 19 2361 Sand _ „_ 2o 130G^bo - - 22 2403 Blue cl _ ?0 . pQOpQ0Sand and boulders JO 24/3 yery flarV latevi?] -- - II1} 215GiJjnbo t f3 2510 Sand _ _ _ _'_-_ _ _ _ 10Sand and boulders k$ 2f>6l ppjpk blue elfl_, ______ ry-, 2go2g0
C-ijjnTDc - ~ 13 25?4 Blue sand „-~ _-_,_ £5 c95Sand and boulders - - - - 1? 2591 Hard blue clay ____-. 25 520
G-^iibo
______
10 26C1 Ooarse -biue Sand - - - - 2!4 344
Hock -_-. .____ 3 Pdo4 Hard blue cla7
_ _ _ ___
log k^p
auribo and lime
----- 15 2b3-9 r-r., yellow clay - - S U6b
wbhdo -«■
-
-i.^- :..y<- Hard red sand ------- 5 +on
Sana and shale
- - - ~ - 13 2651 Coarse red sand 12 H77
Cruinbc 20 2671 1 '
—
Shale and sand
----- 45 2j16 Driller's log of ell191
Sand ------ - -- - 2o 2742
Gumbo and sand
----- 29 2771 (J# J# Welder Owner)
G-umbo
---------
S 2779 Soil ----------- 2 2
ocxua - - x..., '-/,.-■' C±ay ----------- 10 12
Grxuaoc *>,-.-.-■ - 4? 2541 Sand _, __ 3g R0
Snale and gumoo - o- cLj\jcl fhite clay -- - - 13 !o^
Go^oo 23 2925 Sand __^_ ,„_ i 64
Shale and sand - - 3o 2cjbl Eed and vellOw clay - - ~ 26 90
G-u^Go ___-- 1Q 2950 Sand „■■_;.._,, _ _ _ 10 100
Gumbo and shale - - 72 3052 Hed and yeilow ciay _ 40 140
Sand and shale
------ 21 3073 Caliche -----I- -.- 1 141
Sand 1.5 30SS Soft yellcw clay _ „ _ _ xq 160
Gumbo -" -r
- - -
« 14 3102 Sand _ --_ 10 170
Shale and gumbo
----- 2o 3130 Eed and blue clay _ _ _ _ kg' 220
Sand _-- 1b 314b Sand 20 2110
Sticky shale




- 12 3XJ4 Sand 10 Pgg
Gh-nbo _-- 22 ;;196 Hard t3_Uq clay _ . _ 7p 320
Gand Id 3212 Sand and a£ _ _1; 3^4
Stic"-:r shale
- 6l 3273 '
Gumbo 17 3290 Driller's log; rrf well 192
Sticky shale ------ 13 3303
Shale
--------- 32 3335 (j. j. Welder Owner)
Sticky shale ------ 3U 3309 Soil _„_ 2 2
Sticky white sliale,strer>:s Clay ---____---. S 10
hard shale -------- -14S 3517 Sand ---------- 20 "50
Sticky shale 9]9]
- ?61l Yeilow clay "5 35Sand ------------- 12 3°23 sand ---------- 10 4n
Sand, shale and lime 36 3659 _,ark red clay
Sticky shale and lime - - - 14 3^73 Yellow cla" ------- 45 9h~
Sticky shale -- - -- oj 37^0 sand --_"_-_---- 5 100
Sand ~- 37 3777 Yellow clay --" 9^ 19 h
Sticky shale __- 50 3527 Gand^~ -.---, r:r ": \ 20 215
Total depth " - 5556 Continued on nex, =par;«)
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Table of Drillersl> £ogs, Calhoun County-Continued,




Driller's lop: of well 19?-Continued. Driller's log of well 266
Red and blue clay - ' 35 250 _/, , ~7T " ~~'Z ,
-m i
'
hr- oor- Black soil
------
4 UBlue clay -------- 45 395
Shell and mud ------ 5 300 Sandy clay ------ g 1?
Wood ---- ______ 2 302 Pine, grain red sand - 22 3-1-
Hard blue clay 6 30S Sandy clay 22 h6
Red sand ■ 17 325
'
Sand ' J '3 S3
! : ' Sandy clay S4
'
IS3
]/riller :s log of well 194 Sandy clay and shell
- 53 P36, _ , ___ Sticks7" shale ----- R:) pop;
(J. J. Welder Crmer) bclilCl-< ' 2- -5c;7
Sand




~ " 15 353;
pn
;!_*_'_. 20 105 sticky shale
—- - 2 361
■TT /"i i i-2 Total depth - - - - - ~6lRed and yellow clay - - 47 lg Casing cord: To^~o footSand ------- - - lbO 10-inch,■'blank nirih cen^kted in -plocr--;Eec ..nd yellow clay - - h2 212 ?2^ tc -gl feet,'s|-inch blank pipe;'Sand " - 18 ?yO 291 to pQ feetj nch screen;
Soft yellow and brown 320 to -^ feet? sJ_inch_inch pi?e;clay 30 260 331 to 3)^.1 feet.si-inch screen;Blue and yellow clay - - 50 3^o 3^ to 356|--o .-t/^inch screen;Sand and gravel -- - - 1( 3? ,■' to 3^g fegt| set ni-opie an(j Valve,
Driller ;o; o log of well ?.Qg
(?.-" 31, Austin Ovmer}
Stiff red clay IUO IUO
Sand salt 20 100




- - - - 15 230
Clay,Artesian sand 256 USb
Artesian sand - - - - - 70 55b
Driller's log of xtoll 214




- ------- 30 40
Tough -yello-7 clay - - - - 153 193
Fresh sand 17 210
Ho record 33^ 51'^
Artesian s?.nd - ----- 27 571
Driller's log ofxrell 220
(H. F, Munsch o"'ner)
Sand with streaks blue
clnv
- - U3 U3
Yellow clay 70 11.3
Blue clay with shells - 17 130
Sand 20 150
40
Logs of test wells drilled by W. P. A. labor in Calhoun County, Texas
7[,-Lievness B^ti~i f Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) j I (feet) (feec)...
I |
_l£_JLJ__2 I Well 302— Continued
nieared land, no grass or "brush, side of | soft red clay - 10 51
county road, _§- miles southeast of Sea- j j Caliche and "boulders 2. 53drift', Altitude, 10.1 feet. j j Caliche and sand colliders - 3 i 5^
Light-gray sand -----*"* U h- j W;-: ter level ih feet "below ground level
Lisht-^ray clay and sand 1 ") I 36 hours after hole completed.
Gray sand and clay
----- 11 Is> j TariTlaryTariTIary q, iqUq.
Red" sand 3° H '"■'* ■■■"■"-
G-rov sarid --,
- 3 33 Well ?03
G-ray clay & shell
-- ----- i ;.:"■:- | Q-rass 1 foot high, side of county
Light-Dlue clay-
_ _ _ - - 5 V:y j ro^.d. 2-|- miles east of Seadrift,
Li^it-hlue clay rrd.~ sliell-
- 3 I Altitude, 12-.-2 fee.t.
Blue clay-
----- ----- 3 | Surface s-^nd ------- h| k
Blue clay and shell
----- o 5- |Clay and srnd - - ----- i 9
lied clay ---------? 9.5 |Yellow sand ------- 3 S
See p. RS for chemical analyses of . | Sand and caliche ----- 1 Q
sairrples "taken at 17, ?> 35, '^5 an:3- 5° [ I TelioT? sand ------- 1 10
feet. Water level Z feet bale;? ground White sand 6 l6
level, 36 "■ours after hole cosroleu-ecL, Yellcvj sand - - - - 10 ;?6
February 6, IgUO. : ! Clay,shell and sand - - - U 30s - - - - j Yellow sand and -bouldero - 1 31
TTell 301 j Gray sand 1 32
Cleared la d, no .^fss or hrush} si-^e of Slue clay
_____ — 1 33
county road, 1^- miles southeast of Sea- Blue clay and shell -- — 2 35
drift. Altitude, G.O feet. Brown sand ------- 1 36
G-ray sand
:Brown clay 3 39
Red sand h? _ B G-ray clay 1 kO
Dark-gray s:uid - ----- 3 -- G-ray clay and caliche - - 10 5-'
Li^ht-^ray s^nd
------ 2 13 | Red sand and shell -- - - 5 55
Hed sand
---------
H { -Hard caliche ------- 1 56
Sand and "boulders
----- 2 13 Sand .caliche and " shell - - 1 57
Hed' sand
---- ----- 7 2o See p.58 for chs-'ic 1analyses of
Hard red clay
------
0 3^ :samples collected at 26, 33 > an^-
li/sht-Dlue clay 13 ;h5 52 feet. Water level lk feet below
Blue clay p:id.. shell
-- - - 4 l]s ■ ground level 36 hours after hole
Caliche boulders
-----
2 pi ] completed,
Fine-grained- gray sand - - 7 5% January IU, 19^0. /
See p. 5?; for che-ica! analyses of
"
s mples taken at 51, 96 and 58 feet. j ! Jell 304
Hater level S feet below ground level, j Grass 1 foot hi^ru sice of county
~/o hours after hole completed, | road, 3 miles east of Seadrift.
January IQHO. L_ Altitude. 9.7 feet.'" ~~~ '"
Black soil k I U
Well 302 Oray sand k S
Grass 1 foot hirh, side of county road, .Yellow sand --_--_-_ 12 20





ill sGray5 ray cl r̂ " 5 3SLark-colored soil ----- 1 1 Sandy gray clay ----- 1 37
Lark- -ray -and-
------ 5 6 Hard"blue clay t h
G-ray sand .5 9 Gray cia57 p U3
Hed sand -
--------
13 22 felue clay _____„ o 14.5
Hed clay
__ - 3 25 ] fero,^ ci_a7_„__. _ U Uq
Hard 3rellow cl-;y
----- 7 3^ j (Continued on next rja^e)
Hard gray clay
- 3 41 |
i
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Logs of W. P. A. test in Calhour± Count:/
—
Continued
Thickness fj^rth | Thickness Depth
(feet) (font) j , (feot) (feet)_____ _ -
Well 30U--Continued j Well_ 306--Continued
Sec p. fjg for chemical analyses of j j see p. r:g for chemical "analyses of sara-
snaple collected at 36 feet. Water level j | ples~ collected at 23, 30, 35, 39, kj ?;.ad.
16 feet "below ground 1eve1.36 hours after I; 53 foot. Water level 10 feet below 1
hole completed. January 14, 19^0, : | | ground level. 36 hours after hole
! I completed, February 2, IQ4O




Tall gras-s, side of county road,3-*: miles ! j Well 307
east of Seadr-ift. Altitude, 13.6 feot. |Brush 2 feet high, roots 2 feet below
Surface sand
-------- 3 j ]> j surface, C. B?rton track.. H miles
Clay and sand . 1 4 j j east of Seadrift. Altitude. 14.2 feet.
Gray clay -- ------- 1 5 j i Yellow sand -------- 2 i 2
Clay and caliche 3 S | Gray sand 1 3
White sr.nd ---------1 9 j White clay and caliche - - 1 j 4
Hard -hite clay 1 10 ||Yellow clay and cliche Q 12
Yellow sand --------3 13 \ Fine-grainr-c! yellow nana. - . 7 19
Clay and caliche -~ - 3 16 jj Brown"sand 9 2o
Yellow sand -------- o 22 I i Ifine-r/^raine'4 "bro'-ri sa":d o 3^
(jrlc-.-.V OOilU
_ — _ — — _
Q jjyj , j J^Q,X ij_ i.'iUO Cic,,; —_ — __._ _Q '-y^
Brown clay -------- 3 33 j Pine-grained -^ray n:<-nd - - 11 j
Brown s'-.nd -------- h 37 | See p. rq for chemical analyses of
Gray clay - - ------ 7 )|lj. j samples collected at 17, pg, 37,
Gray clay and caliche - - - 2 4b ! and 5^ feet. Water level 13 feet be-
clay and caliche — - H HO | low-ground level, 36 hours rfter hole
Gray sand and caliche
_ - - 1+ nU ■ [completed. July PI. igUQ.
Yellow sand --------1 j55 I
Gray sand --? ! §0 jj Well 3Qg
See p., r^g for chenical ana^ses of | j Cleared land, no "brush or /;;r-ss. side
samples collected at 32, U6, s^-- 55 "JIA ! o:i? county read. 5 east of
bO feet. Water level 14- feet 'below ground j 'Seadrift, Altitude. 12.9 feet,
level, 36 hours after hole conroleted. j j Dark-colored soil ----- 1 1
Jeoruary 1, I9UO. j j Darkr-olue clcy ------3 k
I IHed clay.and caliche
- - - 3 7
Well 306 I Sine-grained red sand - - - 3 10
Tall ccrass, side of county road,U miles j Corrse-grained red sand - - 2 12
east of Seadrift. Altitude, 12.3 .feet* j IB^own srnd ?3 35
Black soil 2 ] 2 jjHard blue clay 9 HU
u-ray clay -------- 3 ! 5 |jBlue clay and caliche - -- 2 46
White sand
-------- U 9 j Blue clay,wet ------ -5 51
Yellow sand 8 j 17 I Slue clay and sand ---- 1 | 52
Brown sand -------- 3+ 21 j See p.r.q for clwiicrl analyses of
Yellow Sc?,nd ------- 2 23 I samples collected at 13, 19. 21, 35,
Brorm sand - 1 2U | 50, and 57 feet. W; ter level q
Gray sand - ______ 2 2o feet belcw grc^.d 1eve1,36 hours rfter
Hard brown clay




Hard blue clay - 3 35 | Well 309
Gray s.°nd ------- 2 37 i Tall frass, side of eo-nty road, 1̂-
Gray clay -»jid caliche - - 3 !i0 miles east of Seadrift. Altitude. 12.7
Eard blue clay ----- 12 yl \ feet. ,
Eed clay -------- 1 53 I Surface sand ------- 6 6
Yellow sand ------ 3. 56 | Gray sand - _______ V 5gi
( Contimie='" on next pa.^e )
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Thickness Depth . Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) (feet) (feet)
-Well 309— Continued Well 311— Continued
Brown sand
— — = --_- = 4 25 " Fine-grained white sand -- 4 7
Brown sand and shell
- -
r 6 31 Brown sand
-- -
-f.-
- - - 3 10
Brown clay ---—-"-..-- 4 35 Coarse-grained gray sand - 4 14
Fine-grained brown sand
- -
5 40 Fine-grained black sand
--
11 25
Hard blue clay ------ 12 52 Black sand and shell -- - 5 30
Brown clay -------- 3 55 Gray sand - - -,-.-- 6 36
Red clay --------,- 7 62 Brown clay
--------
5 41
Brown sand -------- 2 64 Brown sand ------- - & 47
Brown clay
--------
2 66 Blue clay and caliche -- - 8 55
Brown clay and caliche
- - 2 68 Gray clay and caliche -- - 4 59
Gray clay
---------
4 72 Blue clay ---------5 64
Hard brown clay -.----- 1 73 Brown sand and clay - -7 71
Gray clay --------- 2 75 Brown clay -.'-.-- 3 ' 74
See p0 59 for chemical analyses of See p0 60 for chemical analyses of
samples collected at 21, 26, 325 39S 45 samples collected at 15, 325 40, 645
55 5 59* 635 665 72 and 75 feet. Water and 31 feet. Water level 6 feet below
level 5 feet below ground level 36 hours ground level 36 hours after hole com-
after hole completed, February 10<, 1940° pletedo February 22, 1940°
i
Well 310 Well 312
Scattered low brush side of county road5 Cleared land5 no grass or brush, side
5 miles east of Seadrifto Altitude 11O9 feet oof county road5 6 miles east of Seadrift.
Gray clay and caliche - 2 2 Altitude5 10 olfeeto i
White clay -------- 6 8 Sandy gray clay 3 3
Blue clay -■---.-■---- 3 -11 Yellow sand.-.- ■ 5 -8
Fine-grained brown sand - - 23 34 Gray sand -!■— . - - - - 3 11
Hard brown clay
------






- -'-'-" 1 37 Gra^ sand and shell 9 25
Soft brown clay -- - -.-"- 2 39 Brown sand -------- 4 29
Fine-grained brown sand
-— . 5 "■■■ . - 44 Gray sand -------- 3 32
Clay and shell ----'--",2 46 Brown sand ------- 3 35.
Gray sand and shell -— — - -1 47 Brown clay ------- 6 41
Gray sand ------- - - 13 60 Blue clay -------- 4 45
Light blue clay
------ 2 62 Gray play -------- 4 49
Gray sand -—.--—---- _ 3 65 Brown clay ------- 9 58
Blue clay ----.-.. . -\+ 3 68 Brown sand ------- 4 62
Gray sand and clay
-.— .- .- 3 71 Brown sand and caliche - 5 67
Gray sand --.--■- -;-.-',- 1 72 Gray clay and caliche - - 3 70
See p 0 59 for chemical analyses of White sand and caliche 3
'
73
samples collected at 10, 285 36 5 395 485 See p0 60 for chemical analyses of
55, 602 625 645 68 and 72 feet»' Water
'
samples coliectsd at 8, 16, 325 375 45 5
level 6 feet below ground level 36 hours 5O5 55$ 57s 623 67 and 72 feet, Water
after hole completed.„ February 13 9 1940o | level 3 feet below ground level,, 36
hours after hole completed, February 29,194
Well 311
Tall grass, side of county road^ 5i miles Well 313
east of Seadrifto Altitude, 12O6 feeto Brush l|feet high5 'side of county road5 6
Surface sand --'---■—'■- 3 3 miles east of Seadrifto Altitude^ 11.0 feet
(Continued on next page)
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Lors of W. F. A. ti-sst 'Tells in Calho'an County
— Continued
Thickness Depth i ' Thicknes.s Depth
(feet) (fec-t) 1 (feet) (feet)
■ I
— —
gell^.?l3--Continued | j n 7.15.-Continued7/hite sand ~-- - - S j G . «L-6 _ .
Dark-brown sand
----- 3 11 Bro^n sandy clay shell - - U 50
Gray sand 7 lo jGray send and caliche 6 j56
Gray s.-- nd and shell - - - 6 ?M jQor.rse-^rained :;y sand -_ - 1 j37
Brown sand a-id s-'ell --- 20 1 kk \ jFine-grained ~ray sand --- - 2 i :^j
Brown elay.\'oi ------ 2 Hb j j Sandy coarse-grained blue clr.y 1 i 60
Brown cl;.^ did sand - - - U : hO ! 1 See p^6O-6l f°r chemical rnr.lvses of
Hard li^ht-blile clay -- - 5 SR j |samples collected at 20, 35 " 5^
■Rl--ie flaY -- - - - - 7 -" 6? and 6l feet. Water levels 5 feet
G-rny clay -------- 7 1 S^ i !"below ground level, US hours after
Gray sand -------- U 73 ■ Ihole coirspleted. March 2J> IQ^-Q«
See p. GO for cl:^ "ical analyses of
samples 'collected at 1% ?k. 30, ]- fM. j | ?ell 310
-I-S and '^° feet. r/aterr/ater level 6 feot 1 jBrush U feet hi.^h, roots 3 feet
below 1eve1.36 hours after hole j j below surfaces side of county road,
co?rroleted. February ?J, I9UO, | j7:miles southeast of Seodrift.. , jAltitude, 6.2 feet.
7'ell 7IU !&ray sand ~-— _______ 3 j 3
Cleared land, no frass or brush, Scoot | White sand ------ 1 U
Taylor tract,;fmiles east of Sea- Gra7 sand ' 1 5
drift. Altitude-. 10.3 feet. I Brown sand ?. 7
"Dark---- sand 1 1 I |Gra^ sand 10 ;J
White s'^nd -------- 1 > X I |Fine-Drained brown sand -- - - 1 lc
Gray sand -, 1 5 I park-blue sand 5 ~7
Yellow clay and send -- - 1 6 j Fine-.grained rray sand - - - k ~j>l
Gray sand -------- 8 lH I sand and shell - - - - 2 33
Dark—s-rav s,>,a - -10 i ?U 1 !&r r̂ s '"nd ? 3?
Sr.ndy brown clay - --- Is '-i-2 1 jSandy brown clpy, v'rot - -- 15 50
Blue clay ---- ---13 55 ;gee pt g^ for che-nicrl rnfdyses of
Blue clay and caliche k 59 Isamples -collected at 2]4;2]4; 3-i-, Uo, U5
Srown clay --------10 69 iand RO feet. Water level 9 fe?t below
Brown s-uid -------- U i 73 ground level, h£ hours after hole
l3ee p. GO'for chemical analyses of | completed, March 23. I9UO.
sables collected at ik, 2b, 36, 6Q !
' "
and 73 feet. Weter level U feet : Well 317
below ground level, 24 hours after hole Inrush 3 feet hi^h, Toots 2^ feet
completed. July 25, 1940. "below surface, side of county road.7-| miles east of Seadrift.
Well JAltitude, ~[,6 feet.
Brush l\ feot high, roots 2 feet White surface sand
----- ? 2
below surface, side of county road, 8 Coarse-grained fX''f sand
- - 3 5
miles southeast of Seadrift. Brown srnd, wet
- - - 3 g
Altitude. Ji,7 feet. j^ray sand, wet 5 13
Fine-Drained -rry sand -- 5 3 ICoarse-grained dark-gray sand-. 5 3_g
Fine-grained brown sand,wet--!- 9 jGray sand and shell ----- 11 29
Gray sand, 'jet ------ 6 15 Dark-blue sand and shell - - 2 31
Dark-blue sand and shell - 5 | 20 Gray send and shell -- - -Ik U5
Li^ht-brovni sand 7 27 Brown sand and shell - - ■' - 5 50
Dark-blu« sand --S 35 Sandy brown clay - - S 53
Gray s -nd and shell k 39 Sandy gray clay - - - - - 3 61
'Black s-'-iid and sholl - -- 7 ) -^ iKard blue clay ----- 2 63
■'■-■. (Continued on next- -ir-:--e)
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Lo-t of !7. F. A, test wells in Calhoun County-
- Continued
"Tv.jcvn(T^~ De rth j ]
'
Thiclm&sr Depth
""(fep't)"" (feot);j I U^lL—il22lL^
m
, . ] ;I
Tell 317— Continued »,, 7in n ....____ — *— ! _ r ; Well $19— -Continued
q ~.,; ,r ripnT and o~"Hc*e -6 ' "^ ! I ard mellow clay o -64Sand/ OTci 3» cpiicn :o:o O. aray clay v j 75Coarse-^'Mned grav^cnd- - 2 Gray sand --- 3 ! 7SSee p, Si for chemical anises of j $1 for chenical r2laivSBS ofsamples collected at 13 ~7 41 53. | | sarapl.es collected at 10, Is, PC 2?,60. 07 and 74 feot Water level J |-. ?\£ 6l g fcot> epfeet belw -round level 4g hours after | (
—
y £ level>lighole_connleted, Jferch g,l, 19^0 hours hole coin;ieted, Mr.rch
1 , 10, 19U0. fc
vJell !
Brush 1foot high, roots 2 feet 'ielo- j
_
7^r
suriace, C.Suienoerg cracx, (z(z raixus ; _ , „ o','+ V- rintn P fpptp .. ■ »«. > U.ii. * i I ±>rasxi c. xeex m^ii, ioox.s <rr. iefctier.st of Seaariit. Altitude, 0.l . « 4. " Ntn t 4. +." ! below surface, Scott Isylor tract,feeu * . f " , I 6f miles east of Sec-drift. Altitude.Fine-grained whito- sand 3 I ii !w o ," , o r.- 1 11.cf reet,Gray sand 2 t 5 ggnd _ _ x .;
Brown sand.
- 2 7 . White sand _ „ _ U g
G-ray sand
---------
f In- j T_. . , .u-^u -^ -<-ij- 1 1 1 Jiaer-grained white sana,
Brown sane.
--- ---- - lv Pq. !
7 [ g
Soft Drown day.-ot J. |5 (k^ flis I-- - -— -17 I?5sand - -Po j G.ray sand and sheli 5 30Solt broun c_^ - j . Coarse-grained gray sand - h 35Hard blue clay ---- - -- 1 | 90 |&r sand and J | 37Fine grained prpy sand^nd | j Gray sand -- 6 | U3U3caiic-ie - - - 01^^ , Brov7n cla7>rret _„_.._ g 51Hard blue clay 4 | o. « slue _ _ g
Sand and claret 1 b9 | Soft clpy d crliche v 6l
Bro-m cloy j | 73 ] Gray sand r.---- 11 7^
urio:^ 00,,.— 1 , , sancLy5 ancLy orown clay -- - - 2 1 7-See P* Si for choteical analyses of- j for e,1i,,1 ?n^s fl ofsamples collected ai16, P5» 35? j | SBniT)ieCollected at 6, 2.6, Jl, 37,
50- sb, b0 s /3 anc. 7o feot. .^torJ.evelS }Kg" Q± tq pn.d 70 feet, vTaterr feet "oelo^ '■.-.-oiind. levelHg ho^s . ? I:"" _' r' , i " ' '=""*'' -i ),&
VfteT- hole -o\->!-tod, ". arcJi PD. 1-^O. level 5 feet below ground level, 4-S
.r^i--.." — t .i_^_— S j hours after hole completed.! ! March 9, 1940.7rell_lii 'l i "
Brush 1 foot hi°;h, roots 2. feet \
"below surface, 0. Stienoerg tract, Well -^?1
7 miles^east of Seadrift. Altitude, Brush 1^ feet hi^h, roots lj- feet,9.0 feet, _ _ _. _. below surface, side of county rood,
White sand
-------- k j 4 ib|miles east of Seadrift. Altitude,
Sandy white clay
---- 2 o I 13,3 feet.
Sandy white silt i2Fine-grained f:ray sand -5 5
TPlrre— bronn sand - — 5 13 ta* . , ?. ,a^iii^uu..K. o _^ Fine-grained white sand,
Fine-grained firry sand - -10 o j -Q^ k g
sand """,? {'^ ILi^ht--ra^r sand 7 16Oray snd anc. shell -- - 41 jDark-gray sand - 21 j37
3ro^n sa^vi -*--.-
-- — - b 47 J ;i-^Tr s -rir" -./- r- ;~ ] ! -zg
Sandy bro^n clay
----- 7 54 i3rovrn ci_~-r --.^ E"-.b13 -■- -11 49
Tferd Dlue clay
- - k I 55.-'5s.-' I Biue cia3r " .. - S 57
(Continued on nen:t pa^e)
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Logs of I.?. A, test --oils in Calhoun Comity
—
Continued
(thickness Depth Thickfie ss Depth
(feet) (feet) , (fert) (feet)__ j__
MLiaL^p^tinued | ; .
Red clay and caliche,wet - -10 i 67 L.. . .^±LJ~Z„ . ' , r ix Tall grass, side of county road,Sanay red clay ,6 i 73 g| miies eagt of Seadrift.See p. ,2 for cher.ical analyses of | Altitude> g#U feetsamples collected ,t P3, 37. b7 Yellow c&llcho ...55and 73 feet. Water level 5 feet iFine- -rained yellow sand - - 6 11oelow ground level, 4o hours after IBrowned -------- 2^hole completed. Anril 101 19^0., j jSro n̂ clay g hk
Blue clay 6 50?ell 3?2 Brown and "bine clay S 58Tall grass, side of county road, 7 Blue clay ------ - - - 9 J gymiles east of Seadrift. Altitude, See p> g for cheinicaianalyses14,8 feet* * of samples collected at Ib. 26,
Pine-grained white sand 4 4 ?nd k^feet. Water level 5 feetGray sand, clay and caliche -k j 8 "below' ground level, US hours
Fine-Drained Try sand 5 }3 after hole completed.
Dark-gray sand md shell - ?5 41 -a £-* ,
Brown clay U }i5.^n 7O!
_
Hard Drbrm clay - k k° W1 ,,mss? sidi
'
of county rocd.Blue clay and caliche 7 pb | g.L miles east of Seadrift.
Blue clay o 62 | Altitude, 13.0 feet.Blue and brcm clry o bS Grfiy aand _\ 1 j x
Sandj hrown clay- b i 7U j s£nd _ 2 j 3See p. DP for cher.iical analyses 01 Lirfit-Krav clay U 7samples collected at 13, 29. ±0, 45, j ±A . I\_ o |6-6Q and 7U feet Water-level 7 ! J^'sand ?' gfeet below ground level, 30 hours | j?] '? . _ , lg
afxer nole com-oletea. April 14, I^4';. j Dar^-rrav s-^rd
___ o |??_ JDark-^ray sand and shell - - 1 ! pcMl-El i IGray sand -10 \Tall grass side of county road, |Gray srnd and shell --- - 1 ■"| 39/t mixes easi or Seadrift. - Gray sand _ x |u0Altitude,13.1 feet. jSa,ndy Drown clay - - -'- -10 50Light-gray sand 5 | 3 jsi^e clay 4 5UBed clay and ssnd.wot 7 12 jBlue clay and Cftliche 2 |k
White sand - 5 | 17 |Blue clr^ 5 j6lGray sand ,roots 1 }IS , o ± , gDaife-.^oy sand n, shell - _ 5 j ?3 |Bron;sand _.1 _ q |?1
u-r^y sana - Jy .-v | Sec g2g2 f chemical sinplvsesGray sana and shell - - - 4 0 Qf B^leg collocted at )% o^ kp.Brown sand and shell - - - 8 46 g" er lovol fQQt
Hard blue c-ay
-- - -
-"■ 5 , 9- jbelow ground level, I+B hours afterue a r̂ r â caliche K
r
55 hole competed. April ?6. I9UO,Blue ciay ----- ----- 5 °0 s ::
Eed clay - - - 3 63 j -.' ,-,
Sandy red clay - - - - - y 7^ n a t,- . 1 -o"-^---^^ . ,' . v . I ' {Grass and brush 2 feet hi^h,"
rrn
~ -
". i x> side of county road, 9J- milesSee to. 6? for chemical analyses of I . ««,.«■. *->it\ -i. - . ;.„'■. ,n,n (east 01 Seadrift. Altitude,samples collected at 18, 29, 38, 41, 1F- 0 f .b-', b9 and 72 feet, Water level \~. . , . ... . 1, " ii" ' ' ,-»,«, jfine-grained white sand - - - 4 4feet below ground level, 40 hours j \Yqllow\ Yq11ow clay ? gafter hole conpleted, April 21. I°HO. J I U /";< ' \1 — *-! ■" x (Continued on next pajre)
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Lor.s of W. P. A. test in Calhoun County
— Continued
___._. _ _ _ -_, | Thickness Depth
(feet) (feotl, | (feet) (feet)
Well 326— Continued, ¥e ll -??tl— Continued
Fine
3
sand ij 1§ -Brown clay and gravel 3 22
Pine-grained dark-colored I !Bro>7n cl^ 6 i 28
sand -6 I 19 ! 3roTOl sand 5 3j
Brown sand,very fine 10 ii ?9 glue clay,wet
- - - ?-3 1 '5°
Coarsegrainedbro-n .and - 5 37 p. <3 for chenical. 01-„.,_ fl „ c Up samples collected at. 6, 14,15, ?4,?^Wn °:~ id ci ?S > ?3' 39= 44, SO and 55 feet,±srown clay - 3 j Water level Ij. fee t >>elcw rrairid level.tjlue Cla7 -_--■■- j ?k hours after hole completed.Sanav gray clay ~ 2 b3 '_ }
Gray sand
-------- P.. j 09 t-~ " „ , ..— *
Fine-grained ztp:j sand.- ~ 3 t 00
See -o. 62 for chemicrl analyses of E^^i^i-il^ _ 3■; n , , . n _ on ,c mrn Powder Horn Eancii tract, 1Q:. milesMBoie8 ooileotea at 13. 29. 3*. 60. east o:f Seadrift AUiUe fits feet.6? a.nd b5 feet. Water level 8 feet ' , -,
below ground level. hows-after 7 and
"""* ! " !, _ -, , , .. n ir> Red clay - ---^.-----t) ' 9holejsoHplstea, Hag.2i_iaigi. j srey sand,,,et 9 | IS
wn,707 j Brown sand
- - ------
_■ 5 j ?;■
m --, .^ii^>-L 1 Brown clay ,ret B \ 11J-all grass, side of counuy road, " , _ n _,: .f ' ; p c , .«. Brown sand and s '.ell 2 3310 miles east of Seadrift. - ■ r
.,., . A, c? j? *. Brown sand and clay -- - - 4 ■ "> /Altitude. 14.8 feet. „ ,. no - o Q, .7.7 S Hard blue clr.y - - - - - - 2Dark-araF sand -------3.3 , w r s s __ % i c \ Hard blue clay - - - - - - b fGray sano. -------- ? ° 1 „ -. -, -," -. I i,g
-_ .1 , , c J -n Soit brown clay
----- - 1 4b
rl^r1^ 'rl: I Brown clay.^et' M 50Dark^gray sand 4 | lj m^ _ g
Gray sand - - 3 |-^ Gra,r sand nnd cl „ _ _ _ 5 I 6lDark-gray sand - 3 21 1 Blue q ' 2 63Gray sand ana shell -- - 2 O | Gra.r sand _ _ „ „ k | 6?
Gray sand ~ b .^ |See d. 63 for chewical analyses ofGray sand and shell-- - 2 31 samples collected at IU, 21|, 32. 50.u-ray sand -1- j O j 1 gQ< g^ and g7g7 feet> ater levelBrown clay.wet - » 2 J.. ?M ll^l 1^ feet ':)S^o^ 7°^ level, 36 hours
nd-j-u uxuc v-cv I _ after hole completed. July 10, l-;40.
Blue clay and caliche 4 b4 h ■ 1 ; ■





-. | Cleared land, no £rasi or brush.See p.. S3 ior chemical analyses of powder Horn Hanch tract, 1^ milescollected at 21.30.^1. | Last of Seadrift. Altitude. S.Pand 67 feet. Water level 4.5 feet 'feet,
below ground 1eve1,36 hours after White s*nd I
hole completed, hay S< 1^r"'' \ 1 * " j_■._, — - ■■- 1 clay and caliche ------ p : 7
well 32b jYellow clay P. ; _n
Eoae of Ponder Horn leke,Powder l5ray srn(1'-7et 9 i le
Horn Hanoh tract. 10i.miles east < Pl^P1^"11 Brul „ i ',<;
of Seadrift. Altitude, 5.2 feet. |^°" clay f j 30==-=-^ .. - -7 Brown sand - -- - -- - - ! ■■■■ile "Ll°" c.-r " 7 ~ - i \ I Soft brown clay.wet - Q ! hpFine-grained yellow sand - - 4 / ■ r <?„. ' "'
to o iHard blue clay
------ 6 4oFine-brorna sand and gravel - J St,-, , , J . nr ! r),_ _ ■ . , - ■ , i Blue and brown clay 16 j o4Sandy brovn clay md gravel -2 11 L, , _ "J ,
3 i I ,r Gray sand , 3 i b/Brown sand, and rock - «- - 5 1° in t-7 t n i„ _ 1 " v in ' -See p.b^ for chemical analysesYellow sand -------- 3 ! iH ■ "■; , s( Continued on next pare)
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Lo/rs of v7. P. A. test wellc in Calhoun County— Continued
„______ i
, , rnMcvness T)epth
(foet)-(feot) I ' (feet) (feet)
7/ell ?3Q— Continued n „■ „ ..
of samples collected at 1?, 20,28, " Tell ft-
32,61 and 67 feet. Water, level 6 Altitude, 15.6 feet.
feet "below -round level. kS hours White sand - - - 4 4
after hole co-Toleted. June 2b,1940. Yellow clay ------- 3 7
j Sandy "blue clay
----- 3 1 10
Well 331 : Pine-grained gray sand - - 3 j 13
Brush 1 foot high, roots 1-| feet Pine-grained white amd and
"below surface, Powder Horn Banch shell ---r.------- 4 I 17
tract, 10v "riles east of Seadrift. Ijpine-grained brown sand - - 5 fO
Altitude, 3»7 feet. Fine-grained lighti-brown
Fine-grained white- sand - - 3 J sand and shell ------ 4 \ 2.6
Light-brown sand
----- 3 ■ 11 Brown sand -------- -11 j 31
Fine-Drained gray sand
- - 8 19 LighWbrown sand -- - - - 3 j
White sand
------- -
4 23 Brown clay - - t- - - - - - 10 SC"
Brown sand 9 [ 3? Hard "blue clay 5 55
Brown clay,wet
------ g> ■ 40 , Sandy gray clay ----- 7 j 62
Brown sand
--------
7 47 Jine-grained white sand - - 2 \ 64
Blue clay ----»--- 7 5^ | See p.6-4 for chemicrl analyses
Hard bro^n clay -----' 5 59 of samples collected at 11. 12,
Brown cloy
- -' 3 j 21, 22, 31, UO", 57, 63 and 65
Gray sand -,------ 5 ! 67 j feet. Water level 3 fee t below
See p. '"t-.Qli. for chemical analyses , ground level ?U, hours after hole
of samples collected at 23, 3^>, 51. completed, June 19, 19UO.
63 and 67 feet. Water level J feet
■hpio-r P-round level. US hours after Well
hole oorrplated. June 2h, 1940. I Cleared land, no grass or brush.
W. L. Moody tract, 10 miles east
Well 332 of Seadrift. Altitude, 13,2 feet.
Brush 2 feet high, roots 2 feet Gray sand
--------- 1 ] 1
"below surface, powder Horn Ranch | White sand
-- ------ 2 j 3
tract, 10v miles east of Seadrift. Brown sand,wet ------3 ! 6
Altitude, "1H.2 feet. , j Li^t-brown sand,wet - - - 12 IS
Gray sand 1 jl 1 j Gray sand j 22
White sand
-------- U 5| Brown send and clay "" - - 3
Sandy red clay - 7 1^- &?&ir sand and shell - - -13 j 3^
Gray sand S 20 j Brown clay
- - 1- 39
Brown clay
-- - ----- 1 j2l J Gray sand and shell --- - 1 kO
Gray sand and shell S | 29 Gray sand 7 j
Hard blue clay
- - --- - 17 ! U6 j . Gray sand and shell -- - 1 4S
Brown clay
-------- k s°! ! Brown clay,wet --- ___6 j
Hard blue pnd brown clay
- 14 64 j j Blue clay,wet ------2
Yellow sand
-------
3 ! "I I 1 Blue clay and shell - - -- 1 j 57
See p. r-hr-h for chemical analyses of j Blue clay ------- -- 2 jo9j o9
samples collected at 3S, 59, 6U, and I j Blue clay and caliche - -- 2 j 6l
67 feet. ¥ater level 4 feet below J Gray sand and clay - - -- 1 j 6-2
ground', level, 36 hours after hole j Blue and broT.ii clay - -- - 2 1 64
completed. June 19 . 1940. j j Gray sand 2 66~~~ — — — j g^^ q^ chemicrl analyses of
Well 333 ! samples collected at 12, IS, 22, 29,
Brush 2 feet high, roots 2 feet 3s. 47, 62 and 6b feet. Water
below surface, Powder Horn .Hanch level k feet below ground level, 36
tract. 10- miles east of Seadrift, hours after hole completed. May 22.I 1940.
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Lor--:s of W. P. A. test Trells in Calhoun County— .Continued
Thickness Depth j j Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) j | (feet)' (feet)
"i f "
- ■ ,.-f11 33!jj- ,. . I | WellBrush j feet high, roots 3 feet *
below surface, W . L Moody tract, j Gray sand -2 49
10 miles east of Seadrift. j Brown clr-y and shell - - - 6 55
Altitude, 10.0 feet. j Blue clay 4 J9
Pine-grained white sand U j 4 Brown clay and caliche 1 60
Gray clay and caliche 2 j 6' | Elue clay --3 63
Gr- y sand and caliche
-- - U I X 0! Brown clay 10 73
fine-grained white sand
--
4 \ lU ] Bark-gray sand 1 /4
Fine-grained light-gray ■ " Blue clay
~ " 1 15
sand _ - 2 16 I Gra7 SSIld ' -1;I s-°s-°
Broirci sand 2 IS 1 See p, 65 for chemical analyses of
Dark-gray s^rd and shell -15 33 j 1 samples collected at 13, 2b, 30, 35,Dar^gray sand ?*.? *. 1 4 37 j I U°' S > 73 and 75 feet. Water level




- -6 55 i j
Hard blue clay
- 9 SH ! I fellj^
S<mdy blue clay 5 ( 69 "1 ' Cleared land, no grass or brush,
Fine-sraiiied sand -- - 3 ! 72 | W- L- Mood5r tract, 10| miles east
See pV-efc for°chemical analyses of j of Seadrift, Altitude, 5.1 feet,samples collected at 11, 27, 5 \ Fine-grained brown sand -- 2 | 250,"56, 70 and 72 feet. Water level |Sandy gray clay 1 | 3
6 feet below ground level, 72 hom-s I | lte cl^ "* 7~ " " ? i .;
after hole completed. May 27, l k̂Q. 1 I ne-gramed blue sand
- - 4 xO
■
—
[ 1 Pine— grained "gray sand
- - 3 3-3
Wei 1 7"6 I Dark-gray sand ------ 6 S 19
Brush ? feet high.^roots % foot Coarse-gray shell
- - .- - U 23
below surface, W, L. Moody tract, j Lignt-brown sand b 29
10 niles east of Seadrift. , | ark colored sand and'




Light-gr.ay sand 6 I 6 shell f?- s«id
-- - - j
Gray sand,wet - 1 ! 7 I finegrained bro^n sand
--. j m-7
Brown sand 6 13 I BroT7n clay '" 3 5
°
Dark-gray sand - 1 \ 20 \ j?^c and shell " " ~ 2 §2
Bark-gray sand r,nd shell
- 11 ! 31 | I ue clay ~ --10; 62
See pi fr for chemical analyses of | 1 grained white send
-- 2 \ 6k
sables collected at 20 and 31 feet. ISee ?' for,;cheniccl analyses of
_ lni,. water level 1 loot, below rrouiid level
_i_— tz^j.— _^_l^! i ! 1 -zfo hours after hole completed.
ffell 337 IJune U, IQ^O,
Cleared land, no grass or brush,
W. L. Moody tract. 10f- miles east { ! lliLJli
of Seadrift. Altitude, 6.7 feet. j^"11 pass' side of co^^ road,
Gray Sand 5 I 5 +I?:1!S eff* ° f S;adrift'
T3
' , fj q Altitude, 1U.9 feet,Brown cx^y ana sand . - - 11 91 ..<,.
Gray sand,Tret. U 13 I | dark colored |
Gray sand and shell 17 30 L nd "'""," 7 ° I 2
Gray dry r,nd shell 2 32 I " 1^ -- - 2 | 8_ ; -, - n to V>i iFine-grained li^b.t-orovjnG-ray sand and sue11 - - - - id 44 =■ -_
3 ,
-
-? )n I sand ~-~------- Q 17Gray sand and clay - — - - 1 1 *+ / ' " . _ - N '( Continued on next page)
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.Lo'-'-g of W. p. A. tost "'ells in Calhoun County— Continued
IT'1'?1'? ?cVr6sfi D©"o th. i -h'nc^Tif^r-' De/vt* ".
(feet) (feet) j j (feet) (feet)
Well 339— Continued | -Al\ ,,n „ . . ,-,.. , ,— r—rr^- --r-T- " cli 33+33+l— Continued ,smite sand and shell -- - 3 j .-'0 j . " -r-— -— ■ ~-— ! >-
Fine-Gained brown sand
- - $ \ ?Q [Dark-gray sand 13 |" 37
3rorr]l3rorr]1 gan(g
______ _ _ 7 I v'o jDark-gray sand and shell - - Q j 46
Fine-grained brovm sand -~2 | jU Brown clay , 2\ kS
Dark-brown sand
------
9 % I IGray sand and shell - -. - - 2 I 50
Brown clay,wet -
--------
1+ Uj I JBrown clay 6 j §6
Brown clay --6 ! | jSlue clay - 1; ibO
Blue clay - 6 I 53 J jGra3r3r sand 1 I 6lHard blue clay ------ 6 I 65 1 Blue and brov^n clay - -- - 3 ! 6U
lTra^ °;;na 2 1 «J« J I (Gray sana 2 icbSee p. 65 for chemical analyses of Brown and blue clay - 6 ! 72
samples collected at 12, 32, krj. 00, Gpay sanci„ _„ ___ 1 j7366, and 70 feet. Water level 5 feet See p. g^ OI? "clißiiical. analyses of
below ground level. 36 hours after samples collected at 12> 22, 25> 35>
hole colleteel. Ey 17, 19^0, |US, 60, 64 and. 72 feet. Water level
1 6 feet below ground level, 2U hours
Well 3Up I jafter hole completed. June 12J-9LJ-O»
Tail grass, side of county road, ! I
ll|miles east of Seadrift. , Well 3H2
Altitude, 15.1 feet, j Grass 1 foot high, 2 feet below
Dark-gray sand ------ 1 1 j surface, side of county road, I3J;
"White sand ------- 2 3; piles east of Seadrift. Altitude,
Dark-gray sand and clay - - 1 | k j [12*6 feet. j
Brown and yellow clay -~ - 3 : 7 ! iFine-grained white sand - - 3(3
Sandy brown clay,vret « 1 j 3 j jLight-brown sand -,---- j j 6G-ray" sand U 12 j jBrown sand 9[ 15
Dark-grey sand - k l6 jLight-brown sand - - - - - 13 i 20
Gray sand and shell 11 27 J park-^gray sand-- 2 i 3°
Gray sa.nd --" -~- g 35 I JDark-gray silt 5 [35
Gray sand and shell ~ - - 1 | 36 j Fine-grained brown sand - - 10
Brown clay
- - 1 | jFine-graiiied gray sand - - 5 ! 50
Brown .sand. 6 ( kj> Brown clay 6 ;5o
Bro^n clay,wet 1 j kk Blue cl8v' 2 [58
Brown sand - 2 U6 Sandy blue clay 5 I 63
Brown clay 10 56 Fine-grained gray sand U i 67
Hard fclue clay 8
'
SU See p. 66 for chemical analyses of
Gray sand -- - ---. - 3 ' 67 (samples collected at 21, JO, ]40, 55» 'See%. for chemical analyses of j |6b, 6U and 67 feet. Water level 5
samples "collected at IS, 3U. I+l, 6U i fe3t
"cl°^ ground level, 3b hours
and" 67 feet, Water level 1 feet jafter hole completed. June 1?. 1940.
below ground level. 36 hours after s
hole com-oleted. Hay 15, I9UO. | I Well 343~" I 'Brush 1 foot high, roots 1 foot
TTell 31+1 j jbelovr surface, side of county road,
Brush 1 foot high, roots k feet j |l^miles east of Seadrift. Altitude,
below surface, side of county road, j j!0»2 feet, I "
12i miles east of Seadrift. Altitude, jLight-gray sand U i 412^6 feet. , j JGray and yellow sand «- - 1+ g
Dark-gray sand 1 j 1 j |Gr^ salld " 6 lU
White sand ~~~~~~~~~6 7 JGray sand and shell
- - U IS
Light-gray sand,wet -- - - 5 12 I Blue sand and shell - - - 7 25
Dark-gray sand - 11 23 JBrown sand - - 2 27
Brown clay 1 24 1 ! ( Continued on next page)
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Lo~s off. P. A. test wells in Calhoun Cotmty--Continued
Thickness Depth. j j Thickness Depth
(feet) (feet) J j (feet) (feet)
Well 3U5---Continued
Sandy brown clay ~r ! T"~T 28 Well 345
Dark-gray sand
- - 17 J U5 |City of Seadrift tract, 2f- niles
Brown clay --____ 11 I 56 j southeast of Seadrift. Altitude,
Hard "blue dry
-
5 6l N-3»3 feet. I
Blue clay,wet - 1 1 62 Sandy /-ray soil 2 2
See p. £b for chemical analyses of Red and yellow clay - ----- H I 6
samples collected at 8. IU, 25? and Yellow argillaceous sand - - 5 11
62 feet. Water level k feet belot? Pine-grained brown sand 5 -^
ground level, 2*4 hours after hole Brown sand, some shells - I 17
completed* July 16, I9UO. §pjidy clay with concretions - 1 j IS. , Jine-grained brown sand and
Well 3UU shells . 5 J ?_3
Brush 1 foot hi,~h, roots 1-^- feet Brown send end concretions - 2 I 25
below surface, side of county road,". Brownish-gray sr-nd "* ~■- - -2 27
15 miles east of Seadrift. Altitude, Dark brownish-gray sand g 35
10.9 feet. „ . Bark brownish-gray sand and
White sand -------- 2j 2 shells- ---^----~-_l 7.5
Brown sand 2 I k Blue clay ---^ 3 39-Sandy yellow dry 6 j 10 Blue clay and shells 13^1 "7Vmii'te sr-d end shell - - 9 19 §reen and brown clay and " | ' '
Gbarse. dark-caliche and | | | shells, some lignite I 6?
shell h 23 I Sticky blue clay - - -.- - b I 68
Blue sand and shell 2 25 Sandy blue clay - 3 I 71Brown sand 7 32 |— (7ater at 72 feet) |
T.io-'ht-.'K-rr.mi „
_ _ _i ] Jl7 jßro^nish-colored sand,fine and.
-o' la
, ug ! clayey 2 |?3ijro^n vi,v : .0 [Blue-gray clayey sand - - 2 175Brown sand 2 US Blue-gray sand 3| ?S
Brown clay ------- !{. j 5?. : Coarse-grained s--" d, shells ,
See p. Sb for chemical analyses of I S?-^ !?^ !'!" , ! p !samples collected at S, IP, 29, 39 k^clo^ II-II-I II"'" 1 I ?iand US feet. Water level k feet below ! £~o~ o .^ f-7^f-7^ :^Z-*",-i -." .0-^ I
ground level, pU hours after hole bf'U&nple .collie tod r"t W feet. "S!
completed. July 16, 1.9U0. fciter level 10.3 fiot bolo^
~
!
p:-oinic\ level, °H :hou:.*B ?>,fte'? hole
" " ponpleted. ..jimo 30. iy-S.
♥
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Results of field tests of samples collected and tested in June, July and August,
1934 by the United States Geological Survey.
Farts per million
Well Hard- Bicar- Chlo- ?rell Hard- Bicar- Chlo- Well Hard- Bicar- Chlo-
No. ness ornate ride No. ness bonate ride No. ness bonate ride
1 340 456 255 67 25 484
'
124 133 720 308 2,145
2 370 423 120 68 15 448 65 134
3 90 364 342 69 40 456 322 146
4 90 378 368 70 15 360 74 147 320 330 1.010
5 - . - 71 20 ' 420 151 143 300 410 785
6 45 380 310 72 25 434 68 149 900 290 2,350
7 . 85 408 358 73 40 456
'
73 150 290 442 690
8
"
85 298 372 74 151 600 312 1,235
9 120 576 425 75 30 372 54 152 850 370 1.630
10 65 376 388 76 90 378 820 153 140 532 955
11 240 232 1,090 86 270 390 290 154 410 444 1,360
12 ~
-
87 340 448 50 155 320 328- 1,590
13
-
88 370 462 204 156 900 440 2,260
14 75 378 482 89 - 157 360 370 1,540
15' 80 373 425 90 600 452 540 158 950 364 1,390
16 ■
- -
91 700 448 600 159 750 344 2;430
17
'"
95 37 6 425 92 600 424 450 160 160 536 722
18 ■' 95 386 455 93 380 400 242 161 160 484 890
19 \- - - 94 420 312 700 171 1,500 2,035 2,035
20 95 770 428 420 172 600 364 770
■21" 840 394 365 96 1,000 356 930 173 900 348 1,210, 26 321 492 310 97 900 392 760 174 1,500 356 2,590, 27" 600 440 715 93 460 " 326 860. 175 900 468 1,155
28 950 408 1,100 99 360 364 650 176 700 374 900
29 1,000 -304 1,520 100 1,000 214 2,380 177 300 404 875
30 . 180 436 252 101 450 360 815 178 800 462 865
31" 310 404 310 102 490 324 1,090 179 200 554 595
32 750 .388 1,350 103 550 320 735 180 340 463 82b
33
'
900 396 960 111 550 468 920 181 1,400 320 2,460
34 ,700 328 1,070 112 ,220 406 320 182 500 296 1,245
35 1,100 352 1,175 113 130 460 206 183 400 324 995
36 370 362 2,055 114 900 356 1,110 184 410 332 515
37 - - - 115 540 484 '030 185 150 378 445
38 290 500 . 460 116 430 368 258 186 170 148 46
39 1,100 324 1,135 117 350 483 135 187 500 308 1,440
51 130 380 1,070 118 220 423 310 188 90 158 45
52 95 376 900 lig' 130 482 198 189 1,500 252 3,100
53 .40 416 470 120 850 418 1,330 ISO 260 384 180
54 15 504 167 121 600 268 1,045 191
-
55 -15 390 113 122 340 480 310 192 1,000 208 2,940
56 25 454 51 123 350 354 610 193
-
57 20 336 61 124 390 314 1,135 194 900 230 3,730. . 58 530 312 540 125 - 195 -
59 ; : - - 126 - 196 -
.^6O ;75 484 280 127 360 336 1,620 206 450 422 1,975
■61 15 392 50 " 128 370 580 l!lS0 207 140 478 1,655
62' 10 ' 464 198 129 290 422
'
930 208 320 416 2,395
63 . - - - 130 600 324 1,350 209 600 336 4,795
64
'
10 400 137 131 „. _ .210 390 500 1,050
65 ' 15 401 150 152 - - (Continued on nest page)
' 66^ V 20 -. 470 - 95
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Results of field tests of samples collected and tested in June, July and August,




Tell Hard- Bicar- Chlo- Well Hard- Blear- Chlo- Well Hard- Bicar- Chlo-
IMo« ness bonate ride No. ness bonate ride No. ness bonate ride
211 80 51 1,150 218 800. 286 1,695 225 420 360 3,500
y
212 85 576 1,040 219 150 576 980 226 320 446 2,110
213 ■
- - - 220 210 370 395 227 220 400 2,080
214 130 446 1,565 221 140 526 875 228 150 444 1.765





-r 223 800 302 2,650 230 800 348 1,560
217
- -
224 450 340 1,620
5
3
Analyzed at The University of Texas under the direction of Dr. E. P.. Schocb, Director of the Bureau of IndustrialSemfstry, and E. W. Lohr, Chemist, U. S, Department of the Interior, Geological Survey; by D. F Hiddell C^mistrand Martin Wieland, Jack Ramsey, and J. H, Raby, Assistant Chemists. Nitrate and fluoride determined by E. ,. Lohr.Results are in parts per million. Well numbj5rsj3£rj?e^^^^ in table of well records^ _
,
" Depth' Date of Total' Gal- Magne- Sodium md Bicar- Sul- Ohio- Ni- Fluor- TotalWell Owner of collection dissolved ciurr. slum p-vtassium bonate ohate rids trate ide hardness
■ " well " solids (Ca) (Mr) (W K) (KC0 3 ): (S0 4 ) (Cl) (N0 3 ) . (F) as CaC0 3"(ft.) (calo.) (calc.) (calc.J
x H> T> Marshall 65 Apr/14, 1940' 852~~ ~T03 20 202 390 45 290 b/ 337
2 J. G. Cook 56 do. 627 108 20 109 403 32 160 b/ - 352
3 P. H, Welder 7 40 do. 858 18 10 316 366 3 330 b/ 1.1 8621 J. F* Clark 45 May 14, 1940 764 101 23 167 476 39 200 b/ 34922 R. B.. Roof 70 Mar. 19, 1940 640 84 20 142 464 34 132 b/ - 29223 Humble Oil & 1,082 Apr. 14, 1.940 899 59 6 289 360 " 37 330 b/ 1.1 174Refining Co.24 J. W. McEamey Est. 200^ Apr. 15, 1940 840 61 22 238 415 64 250 b/ 0.8 244c/ 25 C. S. Boyd 65 May 21, 1940 461 102 10 68 403 10 7 3 b/ 0.3 296~ 26 IV. S. McKamey Est. 80 Apr.. 15, 1940 985 110 27 233 439 78 320 b/ 0.4 38731 J. W. McKamey 250 do. - - - - - 1,050 b/ -38 Six Mile School 21 Apr. 11,. 1940 675 43 12 213 512 37 110 b/ 1.3 15840 S. H. Hengst 24 May 21,. 1940 1,191 85 23 351 549 80 380 b/ 1.1 30941 J. Pecena 30 do. 1,431 133 29 373 451 146 520 b/ - 45342 W. T. Cervenka 40 do. 1,493 250 7 6 189 409 226 550 b/ - 93743 W. 'F. Holloman 24 Apr. 11, 1940 1,556 - - 342 84 7 40 b/44 Texas Natural 45 do. 5, .052 - - 329 439 2,660 b/ -Gas Co.45 City of Port Lavaca 244 Apr. 5,. 1940 753 39 14 247 47 6 28 190 b/ 0.9 15346 Frank Gerryk 35 May 20 y 1940 2,585 184 53 726 384 213 1,220 b/ - 67847 'T- E.. Cook 26 do. 2,693 264 78 641 439 244 1,250 b/ - 98348 Mrs. B. Wilson 30 do. 1,878 110 58 540 305 10 1,010 b/ - 511c/ 49 -fi Y. Bouquet 29 Apr. 5, 1940 7,638 622 230 1,885 317 955 3,790 b/ 2,502~ 50 W. F. Holloman 300/ do. 1,827 94 47 553 378 37 910 V/ 42954 Arvid-Swenson 365 Apr. 9,1940 731 8 8 283 476 3 190 b/ - 5055 Olivia Gin Co. 401 do. 526 6 9 200 378 12 112 |/ 1.4 5056 W. R. Sells 262 do. 474 8 8.' 182 451 5 50 b/ - 50do. 470 do. 398 9 6 147 329 14 59 b/ - 4959 Gustof Swenson 380 do.- 503 7 5 194 390 IS 80 b/ 1.2 39c/Analyses of selected wells are given In~~ milligrams equivalents per liter on page 67a/ Sulphate less than 10 parts per million.b/ Nitrate less than 20 part.s per million.
Partial analyses of water from wells in Calhoun, County, Texas
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Partial analyses of water from wells in Calhoun Gounty, Texas—Continued
■ ■■ ;
Results are in. parts per millionDepth Total Sodium andWell Owner of Date of dissolved Cal- Magne— potassium Bicar- Sul- Ohio- Ni- Fluor- Totalwell collection solids cium &pM (Na + K) bonate phate ride trate ide hardnes(ft.) (calc) (Ca) (kg) (calG. ) (HCO«) (SO,-) (Cl) (NOj (F) as GaCCT
■
3 4 '3 (calcj61 Rose, Sample &Drushel 345 Apr, 9 5 1940 450 8 2 173 384 20 54 _/ - 2662 R o To Damstrom 480 do o 733 8 4 288 451 11 200 ■_/ - 3763 C o J o Damstrom 380 do. 576 4 6 225 390 15 132 b/ 3464 V o E. Damstrom 370 do, 585 6 7 225 397 12 140 ._/ - 4565 Co Eo Dilworth 392 do. 56I - 403 15 134 b/ -70 Carancahus Club 512 Apr, 10, 1940 489 4 4 193 354 13 100 ._/ 0 o 8 2771 G o F. Stovall 620 doc 621 2 9 243 415 8 156 b/ 4072 El Campo Colony 566 do. 509 ■ 1 5 205 427 16 70 ■_/ 1.5 2373 Mrs 0 Charles Schicke 560 do, 527 10 9 198" 451 12 77 W - 6075 B.I, Trull 330 do; 423 7 6 160 372 16 50 b/ 4477 C e Peterson 500+ Apr. 9, 1940 1,157 1 13 449 403 6 490 b/ 1,2 53_c/78 Guy Cavallin 248~ do o 1,071 10 8 416 458 1 410 _/ 2.2 557.9 do. 80 do. 952 71 56 212 403 117 295 1/ 0.3 41080 ¥. R. Sells 400+ do. 522 2 4 209 372 "10 114 _/ 2281 A. A. Swenson 390- 525 9 5 201 390 17 100 b/ 1,0 4382 Eo Wilson 390 Apr. 9 S 1940 535 14 3 158 390 18 150 b/ "'- 4783 E, Bo Thompson 200+ May 20, 1940 1,057 62 27 318 378 14 450 b/ - 26784 JoVoKoenig Estate 270+ Apr* 5 $ 1940 1,678 94 42 503 317 13 870 b/ ' - 40685 Mrs. A. Carter 305- do. 1 5 364 58 27 443 403 27 610 b/ 0.7 25786 Green Lake Loan &Security Co. 70 Mar, 19, 1940 491 45 16 124 263 34 134 _/ 0.3 18087 do. 75 Apr. 16, 1940 430 49 12 110 403 10 51 _/ - 17392 C. L. Fredericks 75 Mar* 19, 1940 1,3-6 164 41 269 433 209 420 b/ 58093 Green Lake Loan &Security Co. 35 Apr. 24, 1940 751 126 25 129 366 41 250 b/ - 41597 Jo J» Welder 62 Apr. 19, 1940 - - ' — - - - 770 b/99 Doyle Moreman 265 do. - - » 700 b/104 Calhoun County 226 Mar. 11, 1940 1,789 178 65 402 390 186 760 b/ 0.2 715105 John Tillery 51 do. 2,205 204 65 528 421 299 900 b/ 780106 H. T. Sonneman 115 do. 2,238 191 70 550 390 268 960 b/ 763c/l07 John Pilgram 210 do o . 1,450 114 45 382 238 32 76O b/ 0.-3 468c/ Analyses of selected wells are given in milligramsequivalents per liter on page 67 »a/ Sulphate less than 10 parts per million „b/ Nitrate less than 20 parts per million.
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Partial analyses of water from wells in Calhoun, County- Continued
w
;
li^H^- til are n P a Ft s per ml 11 ion .Depth Dat* of Total Cal- Magne- Sodium and Bicar- Su.l- Chlo- N1-- Fluor- , TotalWell Owner of collection dissolved cium slum Potassium bonate phate.riae trate v vie hardness'well solids 'tCa;>; '" (Mg) (Na / K) (KC0 3 ) (S0 4 ) (Cl) (NC 3 ) (F)as'CaCOg(ft.) I^ILLSjJ. (cole.) __m (calc.)108. :W. F. Henie 212 " Mar. 14,1940 l.,~253 110 39 320 329 47 57 5 b/ .- 434109 A.E. McDonald . 92 Mar. 19,1940 2,130 - 439 322 840 b/ -110 C. Fox 80 do. 3,333 369 132 617 451 i;013 980 b/ - 1,467111 Alex Livingston 20 Apr. 24, 1940 . - „ - - - - "1,000 b/Est.112 Charles Brett 220 Apr. 11, 1940 846 55 21 253 378' 11 320 b/ - 223113 L. J.. Foster 240 do. 730 5C 16 223 421 3 230 b/ 0.7 190114 A. B. McDonald 60 do. - - - - -lil^O" b/116 A. J. Martin 48 Apr. 24, 1940 766 137 " 23 120 323 72 255 b/ - 439117.. A. y. Smith 30^ do. 611 106- 25 93 445 39 92 b/ 0v7 365118 L."J. Foster 201 Apr. .11,. 1940 873 54. 18 269 427 22 300 b/ - 211119 Mrs. E.Runk : 203 do.. - - - - 460 b/ . -&/ 122 W.' a.. Hefner 51 Apr. 19, 1940 1,020 90 28 267 476 9C 310 b/ 0.7 342135 J. M. Martin 50 do. 578 88 20 109 378 51 124 b/ - 302136 R. C. Woods 44 do. 962 69 23 276 390 51 350 b/ 1.0 269137 Green Lake Loan 70 do. 6.10 102 25 98 293 31 210 b/ - 355and Security Co.138 G. A. Krause 60 Mar. 19, 1940 659 105 22 1~3 458 34 150 b/ - 354139 L. R. Coward 70 Mar. 14, 1940 932 43 15 307 500 71 250 b/ - 169140 H. Thomas 360 Apr.. 8, 1940 1,112 39 23 369 354 26 480 b/ 0-.-7 194141 E, Hamilton 70 do. 2,254 - - 287 244 1,070 b/142 C. D. Fenner 60^ Mar. 21, 194C 3 r 416 333 118 778 293' 303 l r 740 b/ - 1,318143 C. V. Hartman 300^ do. 1,508 70 30 481 427 47 670 b/ - 296144 W. D., Stevens 370 Apr. 8, 1940 2,690 - - 268 10 1,-570 b/
■
1.45 ,C. V. Hartman 300/ do. 1,55? 41 39 515 360 57 730 b/ - 264162 W, D. Stevens 35^ Apr. 8, 1940 5,265 376 180 1,360 238 312 2,920 b/ 0.3 1,681163 D. W* Luckisy 360 dc. . "■ 2,230 - 220 12 1^300 ly164 Robert
r
Street er 70 do. 3,912 - - 195 10 2,390 n b'/165 0. F. Roemer '330 Mar. 21, 1940 2,562 - - 275 16 1,480 F/ 0.4166 D. C. Corner 300 do. 2,337 17 2 71 630 281 16 1,310 b/ - 7 24JL6JL. °jlJjl fojaner 335 do. 2,000 120 54 580 329 34 1,050 b/ - 524c/ Analy: es of selected wells are given in milligramsequivalents per liter on page 67a./ Sulphate leas than 10 -parts' per : mi 11 ion.V Nitrate less than 20 parts per million.
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Partial analyses of water from wells in Calhoun County —Continued
. i _i Results are in parts per millionDepth Total Sodium andWell Owner of Date of dissolved Cal~ Magne- potassium Sicar- Sul- Chlo- Ni- Fluor- Totalwell collection solids cium slum (Na + K.) Donate fate ride trate ide hardnes( ft ") (calc.) (Ca) (I,lg) (calc. ) (KJO3) (SO 4 )(C1) (NO3) (F) as CaCC
, ,
(calc.)16S Dr. P. Roemer ' 75" Mar. 20, 1940 2,561 171 67 724 305 49 1,400 b/~~ T 701169 0. P. Roemer 70 do. 1,932 - - 354 55 1,000 b/170 O.RJ)ow6r.acziyk 275 do. 1,830 114 47 531 317 32 950 b/ - 479/171 Y/. D. Stevens 29 Mar. 11, 1940 3,103 446 99 557 433 336 1,400 b/ - 1,521177 L % R. Johnson 75 Mar. 20, 1940 2,301 - - 366 827 850 b/ .183 City of Seadrift 36O+ May 6, 1933 - - - 989 b/185 Missouri Pacific R.R. 201" Feb. 6, 1940 1,092 35 18 374 372 32 450 b/ 0.3 161139 J. J. Welder 265 Mar. 8, 1940 4,720 290 157 1,306 250 I4 2,330 b/ - 1,372190 do, 92 Feb. 20, 1940 936 112 45 202 268 40 455 b/ 0.4 463192 do. 325 Mar. 8, 1940 4,327 326 I76 1,273 207 15 2,930 b/ - 1,539196 do, 325 do. 5,460 211 119 1,743 231 9 3,240 b/ - 1,019197 do # 30 do. 930- 65 24 290 403 23 330 b/ - 260193 do. 31 do. 561 53 15 147 226 7 228 b/ 0.3 194199 do. 85 do. 194 23 9 41 140 9 43 b/ 0.4 96200 City of Seadrift 36 Nov. 13, 1933 534 - - 152 326 32 136b/ - 162200 do, 86 Feb. 24, 1940 516 }1 17 152 317 24 134 b/ - 145201 A. E. Nulliers 22 — 1,303 218 30 241 421 42 570 b/ - 669c/202 A. Howea 360 Feb. 24, 1940 1,299 76 29 393 348 30 600 b/ 0.5 303203 George Bindewald 300+ Mar. 6, 1940 1,522 92 43 436 317 75 720 b/ 0.5 406204 J. P» Hardy . 46 Mar. 8, 1940 2,207 136 99 472 334 531 730 b/ - 871205 E. P. Hardman 46 do. 3,371 431 128 604 360 661 1,370 b/ 0.1 1,604207 San Antonio Loan &Trust Co. 550 Mar. 5, 1940 3,084 40 20 1,156 132 1 1,630 b/ - 132209 do. 709 do. 2,301 17 10 889 512 1 1,130 b/ 1.3 86211 do. 56O do. 2,125 17 10 321 56I 1 1,000 b/ - 36212 do* 530 do. 7,617 130 67 2,763 317 1 4,500 b/ - 601214 do. 571 do. 2,904 26 15 1,106 439 1 1,540 b/ - 129215 City of Port 0» Connor 630 Feb. 3,1940 2,871 35 16 1,082 421 11,530 b/ 1.4 155220 M. F. Munsch ' 150 do. 940 70 31 259 384 1 390 b/ - 304
.
224 W. L. Moody 449 Mar. 4, 1940 2,826 34 49 956 329 5 1,570 b/ 0.4 410225 do. 625 do. 5,311 135 70 1,348 360 1 3,030 b/ 0.5 623c/ Analyses of selected wells are given in milligramequivalents per liter on page 67.a/ Sulphate less than 10 parts per million.d/ Nitrate less than 20 parts per million.
Partial analyses of water from wells- in Calho.\atx C<^m£y"~Cah-tinuedResults are in parts per million,Depth Date Total Cal- Magne- Sodium and Blear- Sul- Chlo- Ni- Fluor- Totalof of dissolved ex urn Stum Potassium bonate phate ride trate ide hardnessWell OwnBr, well "collection solids (Ca) (Mg) (Na / K) (HCO,) (SOj (Cl) (NO*) (F) as CaC03(ft.J (calc) L2*±£j I ! (calc.)226 WJ X. Moody ~~"456£ Mar. " % 1940 "3,579' 59 " 32 1,307 366 1 2,000 b/~ - 280227 San Antonio 540 " Mar. 5,1940 3,603 41 26 1,346 384 1 2,000 b/ ~ ' 211Loan and Trust Co.228 Sfc.L, Moody 530 Mar. 4,1940 3,427 44 23 1,279 403 3 1,880 ' b/ - 204229 do. 535 do. 3,074 40 20 1,0.50 433 1 1,650 b/ - 182230- do. 20 Feb. 19,1940 2,983 160 117 812 403 190' 1,500 b/ 0.4 879231 San Antonio 25 Mar* 5,1940 1,336 90 51 351 342 71 600 b/ 0.3 437Loan and Trust Co .233 Dan Bremer 240 Feb. 19,1940 1,228 22 18 448 586 47 405 b/ - 126234 E f A,. Munsch 230 dc»-. 1,308 26 18 47-4 561 34 480 b/ 0.7 142235 Sidney Albreeht 140 . " Feb. 23,1940 1,039 50 27 327 415 1 430 b/ 0.4 237236 Thomas Regan ! 150 Mar, 4,1940 974 45 29 301 354 5 420 b/ 0.4 233237 San Antonio 22 Mar, 5,1940 522 45 10 146 220 10 200 To/ 0.4 156Loan and Trust Co.238 dp. 1,180 Feb.. 14,1940 32,213 1,008 781 10;579 281 1 19,900 b/ - 5,730239 do.. 25 do. 873 - - -- 281 20 393 b/240 do... 25 do. 729 87 2 5 153 232 71 27 5 b/ - 320241 W. X.Moody 22 Feb. 19,1940 551 - 232 40 195 b/242 San Antonio .25 Feb. 24,1940 372 30 19 77 201 11 136 b/ 202Loan and Trust Co.243- G.. Durham 25 Feb. 7,1940 1,575 119 51 415 403 97 690 b/ 0.2 506
g/
244 J. J. Dalehite 21 Jan. 24,1940 358 65 8 63 201 17 106 b/ 0.1 195245 do. 22 Jan. 30, 1940 206 42 9 25 122 13 58 b/ - 141246 A. L. Chauder 22 Feb. 7.',.1940 1,366 7 5 42 394 354 91 590 ty - 361247 J. J. Welder 7 5 Mar. 8,1940 949 48 20 295 220 28 450 b/ - 202248 J. J. Dalehite 24 Jan. 30,1940 784 14.5 28 113 232 24 360 by - 477249 M. E. Lee 22 Jan.. 7,1940 2,464 288 21 630 549 115 1,140 b_/ - 808250 L. Woolridge 70 Mar. 6 t 1940 948 106 50 186 299 49 410 b/ - 471251 A. B. Clark 25 do. 3,109 278 135 670 305 516 l r 360 b/ - 1,248252 Cfoff Est. 24 Jan, 31,1946 1,837 219 7 9 369 384 36 930 b/ 0.4 8742553 Thomas Dowdy 65 Mar. 6,1940 3,185 258 130 7 45 268 340 1,580 b/ 0.1 1,180254 City of Seadrift 312 Fftb. 24,1940 1,860 100 44 564 329 20 970 b/ 0.4 432of Analyses of selected wells are given in milligramsequivalents per liter on page 67a/ Sulphate'. less thsin 10 parts per million.b/ Nitrate less than 20 parts per million.
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Partial analyses of water from wells in Calho\m, County-ContinuedResults are in parts per million.
: __. —^ —al Cal^ Magne- " Sodium, and Bicar- Sul- Chlo- Ni- " %^""hlrdne-sof of dissolved cium slum Potassium bonate phate ride trate ideOwner W^Ll,. collection solids (Ca) (Mg) (Ma , K) <HC0 3 ) (S0 4 ) (OX) (N0 3 ) (F) C 3(ft.) (calc.) (caic.) . . {C *t°' ]255 Clarence Barton 6T T&r. 5,1940^2^47 284 121 '584 305 488 1,220 |7 1,210256 A. MaFay 54 Mar. 8,1940 2,016 15? 67 498 317 318 820 b/ - 66bP57 t F. Holloman 64 do. 2,043 170 72 494. 360 260 870 b/ 719258 T. A. McDonald 78 do. 3,743 44* 160 687 305 610 1,690 b/ - 1,774259' G. L. Smith 54 Mar.19,1940 3,711 390 148 719 305 964 1,340 b/ 1,582
"
260 Mrs. S.McCown 50 Mar.20,1940 3,218 273" 131 682 403 964 970 b/ - 1,220c/ 261 Paul Boone 78 do. 3,630 404 142 734 238 423 1,810 W 1,592~ 252 Charles Durham 10 Mar. 8,1.938 l.,060 - - 372 25 460 b/ -263 Walter Viles — June 9,1938 1,008 - - - 342 37 310 H4 -264 do. 20 do. 513 - - - 268 17 172 y _265 W. S. Brownell 21 June 8,1938 248 - 183 14 50 b/266 City of Seadri f t 32? Apr.24,1936 2,386 132 55 . 614 330 53 1,112 b/ - . 553266 'do. 356 May 2,1936 2,471 129 51 658 320 57 1,164 b/ - 534266 do. 361 "Junfc 17,1936 2,442 142 54 632 341 49 1,148 b/ - 575300 W. P. A. Test 17 Jan. 31 ,1940 199 - 110 16 55 b/ -300 do. 23 do. 267 42 6 53 134 17 82 b/ - 128300 do. 35 Febj 1,1940 410 85 8 65 281 14 100 b/ - 245300 do. 45 Feb. 2,1940 365 — - 232 9 104 b/300 do. 50 Feb. 5,1940 356 42 15 73 134 20 140 b/ 0.4 169301 do.. 51 . Jan. 29, 1940 1,334 208 72 152 354 463 265 b/ 0.5 814301 do. 56 Jan. 30,1940 1,183 --- - - 268 362 288 b/301 do. 58 do. 1,181 142 54 200 287 354 290 b/ - 579303 do. 26 Jan. 10, 1940 1,327 — - 378 61 595 b/303 do. 33 Jan. 11 ,1940 1,668 121 60 435 348 81 800 b/ 0.1 552303 do. 48 Jan. 13, 1940 902 45 25 ? n 0 207 45 415 b/ - 215303 do. 52 944 85 22 252 372' 57 345 b/ ~ 304304 do. 36 Jan. 13, 1940 576 7t 27 116 329 39 162 b_/ 0.1 2870/ 305 do. 32 Jan. 29, 1940 5,046 693 260 821 122 122 3,090 b/ - 2,800305 do. 46 Jan. 30, 1940 1,545 — - - 171 31 870 b/305 .do. 51 ' do. . 1,292 17 2 68 222 281 32 660 b/ - 712305 do. 55 Jan. 31, 1940 1,276 - 287 39 630 b/ 0.3305 do. 60 do. 1,-287 155 62 247 281 45 640 b/ - 643306 do. 23 Jan. 29, 1940 7 45 105 24 143 146 41 360 b/ - 360c/ Analyses of selected wells are given in milligramsequivalents per liter on page 57a//suljbhatfe l©ss than. 10 'parts per 'million...b/ Nitrate less than 30 parts per million.
Partial analyses of water from wells in Calhoun.;. Bounty-ContinuedResults. are in parts per million.—~ ~~ Depth" " Date . Total Cal-" '" Magne- Sodium md Bicar-" Sul- CBlIo- Nl-ur Flour- Totalof of dissolved cium slum Potassium bonate phate ride trate ide hardnessWell Owner well collection solids (Ca) (Mg) (Na- / K) (fiCOj (S0 4 ) (Cl) (N0 3 l (*) as CaCo 3(ft.) (calc.) L£ai£J__J \^£jlL306 W . P . I, Test 30 J^c /^>40 1,055" - - ~~ 268 37 500 b/ -c/ 306 do. 35 do; 1,120 162 35 215 2bl 39 530 W 0.3 552~ 306 do, 39 Jan..31,194Q 1,204 - - 256 39 600 b/306 do 4? do, 959 143 39 165 183 21 500 b/ 519306 do. 53 Feb. 1,1940 943 136 44 159 189 21 490 b/ 522307 ' do, 17 July 16,19,40 699. 67 34 165 500 22 165 b/ 306307 do. 28 do, 830 98 33 182 451 25 270 b/ 38130 7 do. 37 July 19,1940 1,079 116 53 223 293 35 509 b/ 508307 do. 53 July 20,1940 835 - - 268 20 37 5 b/307 do. 58 do. 881 127 41 153 275 17 408 r.-b/ 0.6 485308 do. 13 , Feb. 14, 19 40 335 79 10 36 281 20 48 b/ - 241308 do. 19 do. 583 gg 20 154 415 23 130 b/ - ■ 212308 do. 21 Feb. 15,1940 "591 - - 372 25 150 b/308 do. 35 do. 4,772 430 156 . 1,150 537 362 2,410 b/ - 1,716308 do. 50 Feb. 19,1940 3,071 329 107 684 226 79 1,750 b/ 1,261 y308 do. 52 Feb. 20,1940 2,529 - - 128 33 1,520 b/308 do. 57 do. 2,504 302 103 498 159 43 1,480 b/ - 1,179 'q/ 309 do. 21 ■ Feb. 2,1940 1,004 66 26 289 293 43 435 b/ - 271309 do. 26 do. 937 - - 311 20 418 b/309 do. "?2 do. . 1,-246 - - 27 5 25 630 b/309 do. 39 'Feb. 5,1940 1,426 174 60 278 165 63 770 b/ - 682309 do. 45 Feb. 6,1940 1,401 - - 183 33 770 b/309 do.. 55 do. 1,.299 - - 165 16 730 b/309 do. 59 Feb. 7,1940 1,281 - - 140 17 730 b/309 do.. 63 do. 1,300 - - - 159 20 7 30 b/309 do. 66 -Feb. 8,1940 1,239 - - 146 17 700 b/ -309 do. 72 Feb. 9,1940 1,350 211 7C .197 134 16 790 b/ 0.5 013
' 309 do. 7 5 do.. l r 283 184 68 202 146 17 740 b/ 7 42310 V. ■do, : 10 Feb. 2,1940 6,474 633 245 1,456 354 346 3,620 b/ - 2,591310 do. 28 Feb. 6,1940 6 r 577 - - 262 362 3,740 b/310 dO. r 36 do. 7,446 - - 384 386 4,210 b/310 do. 39 do. 4,770 436 149 1,151 183 264 2,680 b/ - 1,702310 do. 48 Feb. 7,1940 6,382 - - 244 323 3,660 b/310 do, 55 Feb. 8,1940 6 ? 099 655 "184 1,377 171 299 3,500 b/ - 2,393c/ Analyses of selected wells are given in milli^r'iaisequivalents per liter on page 67a/ Sulphate less than 10 parts per million.b/ Nitrate less than 20 parts per million.
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Partial analyses of water from wells in Calhoun, County-Continued
_
Result s are ' in part s per million.Depth Date "Total "~Cal- ~Magne~ Sodium-and Bicar- Sul- Chlo- Ni- Flour- TotalWell Owner of " of " dissolved -cium sium Potassium bonate phate ride trate ide hardnesswell . collection solids (Ca) (Mg) .. (Na/ K) (H00 3 ) (S0 4 ) (Cl) (N0 3 ) (F) as CaC0 3(ft.) (calc.) . (calc.) " (calc.)310 V. P. A. Test 60 F«b. "271940 6,110 ~ - - 165 276 3,570 b/ =310 do. 62 do. 6,048 .574 169 1,474 305 291 3 y 390 t>/ - 2',129310 do. 64 F€b. 9,1940 6,473 - 207 370 3,695 W -310 do. 68 do. 7,069 -. - 311 394 4,000 b/ -c/ 310 do. 72 Feb. 12,1940 7,553 880 2£5 1,631 293 433 4,240 b/ - 3,124311 do. 15 Feb. .14, 1940 432 - 116 94 130 b/ -311 do. 32 Feb.. 15, 1940 296 37 9 66 165 17 85 b/ -" 131311 do. 40 do.. 332 35 8 85 183 17 96 b/ - 120311 do. 64 Feb. 20, 1940 542 -' - 299 33 160 b/ -311 do. 71 Feb. 21, 1940 534 29 9 174 293 14 162 \b/ 2.4 111312 do. 8 Feb. 23, 1940 2,925 112 76 917 866 .244 1,150 b/ - 592312 do. 16 do... 1,154 73 29 334 366 75 463 Jb/ — 304312 do. 32 - 1,248 -. - - 360 43 570 b/ -312 do. 37 Feb. 24, 1940 1,325 _ _ - 281 55 650 b/ -312 do, 45 Feb. 26, 1940 1,294 88 42 351 171 39 690 b/ - 391312 do. 50 ".*"" .do. 1,223 — - -"". 201 18 660 b/ ■ -312: do. 55 do. 1,002 56 32 288 201 14 510 bj 1.3 27 5c/ 312 < do. 57 Feb. 27, 1940 979 70 27 . 2 r ?2 189 17 500 b/ - 287312 do. 62 do. 921 ~ - 220 15 460 b/ -312 do. 67' Feb. 28, 1940 865 - .- - 220 20 420 b/ -312 do. 72 do. " 801 39 16 256 268 16 340 b/ 1.6 .164313 do. 19 ; Feb .21,1940 548 62 20 . ' 121 238 43 185 b/ - 237313 do. 24 Feb. 23, 1940 442 - - 244 16 140 ' b_/ -313 do. 30 do. 479 — - - 262 10 160 b/ -313 dcSv 44 Feb. 24, 1940 713 62 28 171 287 25 280 b./ - 272313 do. 48 do. 956 81 29 252 342 26 400 b/ 0.4 323313 ' do- 69 Feb.26,1940 996 73 31 ■ 271 220 13 500 b/ .-. 309314 do. 14 July 15,1940 725 51 28 , 186 268 96 232 b/ - 242314 do, 26 do. 831 62 24 228 238 25 375 b/ - 255314 do.. 36 ■ July 16,1940 1,039 _. - _ 311 37 468 Jb/314 do. 69 July 22,1940 974 - - 226 18 488 b/ ■" -c/ 314 do. 73 July 24,1940 939 63" 27 266 183 12 480 b/ l-.l 266315 do.- 20 Mar. 20, 1940 2,155 96 28 691 342 189 980 b/ - 356315' do. 35 Mar. 21, 1940 1,584 64 37 499 378 ..84 710 Id/ 0.1 313c/ Analyses of selected wells are given in milligramsequivalents per liter on page 67a/ Sulphate less than 1.0 parts per million.b/ Nitrate less than SO parts per million.
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Partial analyses of water fron: wells in Calhoun, County-ContinuedResults are in parts^ per ail lion,~~ ' Depth Date Total Gal- Magne- Sodium :md Blear- Sul~ Ohio- Ni- Fluor- Totalof of dissolved cium slum Potassium bonate phate ride trate ide 'hardnessWell Owner well collection solids (0a) (Mg) (Na / E) (HC0 3 ) (S0 4 ) (Cl) (N0§-) (F) as CaC0 3
( f t . ) (calc.) (calc. ) (calc.)315 W. p. A. Test 46 Mar. 22, 1940 " .2., 1-84 . - "- 360 119 1,100 h/ z315 *do. 56 Mar. 25 ,1940 3,107 - - 268 17 2 1,690 b/315 do. 63 do.. 3,143 203 7 5 C93 390 147 1,620 b/ - 816316 do. 24 Mar. 19, 1940 1,661 42 28 57 4 366 12 820 b/ - 222 .316 dc. 34 do. 13,111 429 388 4,040 610 701 7,250 b/ '2,670316 do. 40 Mar. 20, 1940 18,685 - - 781 1,200 10,450 b/316 do. 45 do. 21,746 936 573 6,529 805 1,456 11,850 b/ 4,694316 do. 50 Mar. 21, 1940 21,646 934 594 6,443 738 .1,612 11,700 "£/ - 4,77 6317 do. 13 Mar. 12, 1940 955 50 29 281 293 61 390 b/ - 243317 do. 27 do. 847 73 25 223 317 30 340 b/ - 285317 do. 41 Mar.14,1940 1,263 102 35 336 287 49 600 b/ - .402317 do,, 53 Mar. 15, 1940 1,7 46 155 45. 452 348 85 840 b/ 57 3317 do. 60 do. 2,067 205 55 502 262 .116 1,060 b/ 0.2 739317 do. 67 Mar.18,.1940 1,834 - 207 93 98C b/317 do. 7 4 Mar ..19, 1940 1,776 201 55 393 195 81 950 b/ - 729318 do. 16 Mar. 8,1940 1,920 36 42 652 220 57 1,020 b/ - 261318 do. 25 do.. 1,450 88 40 426 451 24 650 b/ .-" 385318 do. 35 Mar. 11, 1940 1,666 82 51 494 397 64 780 b/ - 417318 do. 43 do.. 2,212 141 7 2 613 494 93 1,050 b/ - 649c/ 318 do.. 50 Mar.12,1940 2,504 198 78 650 403 130 1,250 b/ 0.3 815318 do. 56 do. 2,548 251 7 9 606 381 104 1,370 b/ - 954318 do. 60 Mar. 14,1940 2,449 "— - - 268 116 1,320 b/318 do.- 7 3 Mar. 15, 1940 1,858 230 81 360 207 35 1*050 b/ - 905318 do. 76 Mar.18,.1940 , 1,795 214 82 349 146 28 1,050 b/ - 870319 do. ■" 10 Mar. 4,1940 '4,149 - - 311 253 2,260 \! ~319 do. 15 do. 3,856 23,3 101 1,122 384 201 2,030 Jo/ - 947319 do. 20 do. 3,67 9 - - 458 207 1,925 b/ -319 do. 27 Mar. 5,1940 5,351 287 144 1,557 409 272 2,.89O b/ - 1,309319 do. 37 do. 7,062 444 204 1,953 451 409 3,830 b/ - 1,951319 do. 46 Mar. 6,1940 '7,273 535 235 l r 878 275 460 4,030 ' ¥/ - 2,305319 do. 61 Mar. 7,1940 5,373 506 233 1,190 146 172 3,200 *JZj - 2,224c/ 319 do. 7 6 Mar. 8,1940 4,345 441 208 908 250 85 2,580 " b / 0.4 1,958320 do. 6 Feb. 29, 1940 480 31 9 135 85 83 180 b/ 116320 do. £6 do. 1,326 90 33 388 '525 32 525- b/ - 360c/ Analyses of selected wells are given In milligramsequivalents per liter on page 67a/ Sulphate less than 10 parts per million.b/ Nitrate less than 20 parts per million.
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Partial analyses of water from wells in Calhoun, County- Continued_^________ Results are in parts per million.Depth. Date " " Total Cal- Magne- Sodium ear*- Sul- Chlo- Ni- Filler- TbtaTof of dissolved cium sium Potassium bo'nate phate ride trate ide hardnessWell Owner well collection solids (Ca). (Mg) (Na / E) (H00 3 * (SO4) (01) (N0 3 ) (?) *s CaCc ;5(ft.) t£5i°J (calc.) ( calc . )320 W. P. A. ' 31 " Mar.- 4,1940 1,588 122 34 451 463 43 710 Jb/ » 446""320 do. 37 do. 1,699 - - 464 59 790 b/320 do. 58 Mar. 5,1940 2,080 - 366 75 l,.O7O b/320 do. 64 Mar. 6,1940 1,912 - 317 51 1,010 b/ -.320 do.. 69 do. 1,-849 - 311 43 980 b/ -320 do. 72 Mar. 7,1940 1,911 133 62 518 293 43 1,010 b/ 1.4 588321 do. . :.. 23 Mar. .22 ,1940 436 52 11 102 201 26 146 b/ - 177321 do. 37 Mar. 26, 1940 778 63 15 222 275 18 325 b/ - 219321 do... 39 do. 925 - 360 14 390 V321 do. 67 Apr. 3,1940 . 936 . 72 27 255 250 17 440 b/ 0.8 292321 do. 73 Apr. 8,1940 914 --..-■ 244 18' 440 W ~322 do. 13 Apr. 3,1940 726 114 19 138 354 51 225 b/ - 362322 do. 29 do. 1,533 - 561 51 640 b/322 do. 40 Apr. 4,1940 2,587 192 73 697 " 439 139 1,270 b/ - 780322 do» 45 Apr.. 8,1940 2,479 - . - - 311 135 1,300 _b/c/ 322 do. 62 Apr. 10, 1940 1,452 114 54 368 244 35 7 60 b/ 509322 do. 69 Apr. 11, 1940 1,537 - - - 262 39 810 b/322 do* 74 Apr. 13, 1940 1,127 64 37 321 256 35 540 b/ 0.7 313323 do. 18 Apr. 10, 1940 371 39 15 86 183 5 136 b/ - 159323 do. 29 do. 379 - - 220 10 118 b/ ~ 379323 do- 38 Apr. 11, .1940 430 42 15 108 220 5 152 b/ ~ 164323 do* 41 do. 477 - - 244 8 170 b/323 d °* 63 Apr .0.6, 1940 502 31 12 151 189 5 210 b/ - 128323 do.- 69 ."do. 508 - - 220 11 200 b/323 do. 72 Apr. 19, 1940 527 18 16 172 232 6 202 b/ 1.0 110324 do. 16 ' Apr. 15,1940 1,594 73 38 48-9 549 184 '540 h/ - 339324 do. 26 Apr. 16, 1940 7,018 504 289 1,717 329 586 3,760 b/ - 2,4480/ 324 do. 46 Apr. 19, .940 8,204 490 264 2,279 329 199 4,810 b/ - 2,307325 do. 7 do.. 476 43 32 103 397 17 86 b/ ~ 240325 do. 22 Apr. 20, 1940 407 - - -572 5 61 b/325 do. 42 Apr. 22 ,1940 922 95 32 222 403 15 360 b/ - 370325 do. 61 Apr. 23, 1940 1,437 - 281 68 710 b/325 do. 65 Apr.24,1940 1,457 115 49 374 244 68 730 b/ 0.5 4-90326 do.. 13 do. 297 51 12 47 195 12 7 6 b/ 178c/ analyses of selected, wells are given in milligramsequivalents per liter on page 67a/ Sulphate less than 10 parts per million.b/ Nitrate less than 20 parts per million.
Partial, analyses of water from wells in Calhoun County- ContinuedResults are in parts p e r m i llio n .Depth Date Total Cal- Ivlagne- Sodium and Bicar- Su2> Ohio- Nl- Fluor Totalifell Owner of of dissolved cium siura. potassium bonate p-hate ride trate ide hardnesswell collection solids (Ca) (Mg) (Na / Y) (HCO 5 ) (S0 4 ) (el) (N0 3 ) (F) as CaCC^326 ,W. P. A. Test 29 Apr. 24, 1940 "290 ' ~- : ~~ "195- "Jg ~r —;326 do - 38 Apr. 25, 1940 371 46 11 83 207 12 114 b/ ~ 162326 do. 60 May 6, 1940 675 35 12 211 207 31 280 b~/ - 138326 do. 62 do.. 668 - - 268 29 260 b/326 do. 68 May 8,1940 693 43 12 214 293 27 250 b/ 1.1 158327 do. 21 Apr. 25, 1940 432 70 15 67 232 16 141 b/ - 259327 . do. 30 Apr. 26, 1940 483 - - 238 15 170 b~/327 do. 41 May 6, 1940 618 55 22 154 140 20 300 ¥/ - 224327 do. 64 May 7, 1940 1,178 104 33 304 220 27 600 b/ 0.5 396327 do. 67 May 8, 1940 1,130 - - 207 30 585 ¥/328 do. 8 .Tune 24, 1940 26,731 880 1,052 7,734 500 2,144 14,675 b/ - 6^525328 do. 14 June 25, 1940 44,904 ~ - 427 3,352 25,450 b/323 do. 19 do. 63,798 - - 427 3,937 37,000 b/328 do. 24 do. 79,261 - - - 390 4-, 716 46,200 b/
_e/
328 do. 28 July 3, 1940 84,168 1,912 3.483 25,166 195 4,911 48,600 b/ - 19,100 1328 do. 33 do. 84,280 — - 329 4,872 49,300 b/ - -c328 do.. 39 July 5, 1940 68 r 880 - - 354 3,703 40,500 ''£/ - - ° :328 do. 44 do. 61,520 - 287 2,962 36,500 b/ - '328 do. 50 July 6^ 1940 39,0.18 - 268 1,4-42 23,500 b/328 do. 55 July 8,. 1940 38,875 2' r 789 1,481 9,850 220 1,247 23,400 b/ - 13,062329 do. 14 June 24 r 1940 11,756 391 401 3,517 244 702 6,625 b/ - 2,628c/ 329 do. 24 June 25, 1940 31,912 - - 378 3,235 17,27 5 b/ -329 do. 32 do. 37,568 1,.571 1,681 10,113 354 4,054 20,07 5 b/ - 10,838329 do. 50 July 3, 1940 18,127 1,415 7.02 4,411 226 1,013 10,475 b/ - 1,422329 do. 55 July 5, 1940 13,195 1,1.01 521 3,147 220 468 7,850 b/ - 4,896329 do. 60 July 6, 1940 12,346 ~ - 220 390 7,425 b/329 do. 65 July 8, 1940 8,791 726 366 2,090 195 188 5,325 b_/ - 3,321329 do. 67 July 9, 1940 9,437 - - 171 214 5,750 b/330 do. 12 June 19, 1940 2,268 85 42 737 464 136 1,040 b/ - 386330 do. 20 do. 1,981 - - 348 121 975 b/330 do. 28 - 1,097 81 25 307 226 58 515 b/ - 306330 do. 32 June 20, 1940 1,142 - - 354 33 515 b/330 do. 51 June 22, 1940 659 - -299 16 250 b/
_c/
330 do. 67 June 24, 1940 616 22 14 205 27 5 11 228 b/ 0.9 114331 do. 23 June 19, 1940 401 ~ - -207 12 137 b/c/ Analyses of selected wells are given in milligrams— equivalents per liter on page 57-a/ Bulphate less x than-10 parts per million.try Frctate less than SO parts per million.
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Partial analyses of water from wells in Calhoun, County- Con tinned
■
Results are in parts per million*. ;
: Depth Date ' Total Cal- Magne- Sodium and Bicar- Sul- Chlo- Ni- Fluor- ' TotalWell Owner of of dissolved cium slum Potassium bonate phateiride trate ide hardnesswell collection solids t (Ca) (Mg) (Na J K) (HC0 3 ) (S0 4 ) (Cl) (NO3) (F) ?sff c ft3( f t . ) (_6a lc.) (calc.) L?. AL0 - >"~331 W, P. A. Test 23 June 19, 1940 401 - ~ 20 7 12 137 hj -331 do. 36 do. 495 42 12 138 220 8 187 hf - 152331 .do.. 51 June 20, 1940 589 - - 214 5 260 W -331 do. 63 June 22, 1940 57 3 - - - 299 13 198 b/ -331 do.. 67 do. 606 42 17 176 305 14 206 b_/ 1.0 175332 do. 38 June 14, 1940 4,051 - 305 265 2,190 ][/ -332 do. '59 do.. 4,530 448 220 938 348 278 2,475 b/ - 2,026332 do. 64 June 18, 1940 4,507 - - 354 288 2,435 b/ -332 do. 67 do. 4,522 443 22<2 937 329 278 2,480 b/ 0.4 2,022333 do. 11 June 11, 1940 914 88 33 211 256 106 35G b_/ 0.2 355333 do. 12 June. 12,. 1940 1,535 73 27 495 537 66 610 b_/ - 292oj 333 do. 21 do. 933 107 27 239 342 22 420 b/ - 377333 do,. 22 do. 476 - - - 207 24 174 h/ -333 d£«. 31 do.. 513 69 12 114 232 22 182 b/ - 222333 do. 40 do. 597 - 293 16 214 b_/ - . -333 do.. 57 June 14,. 1940 702 83 41 127 177 20 344 b/ - 375333 do. 63 do. 703 96 36 122 207 18 326 b/ 0.6 387333 do. 65 June 18, 1940 693 - 183 17 332 Jb/ -334 do. 12 May 16, 1940 692 78 . 3? 119 171 164 210 W - 348334 do. 18 do. 577 - - 159 117 180 b/ -334 do. 22 do. 400 59 15 72 189 29 128 b/ - 209334 do. 29 May 18, 1940 615 98 20 99 226 129 158 b/ - 327c/ 334 do.- 38 do. 688 76 30 150 317 26 250 b/ 0.2 313334 do. 47 May 20, 1940 857 100 25 193 281 71 330 b/ - 350334 do. 62 May 21, 1940 1,563 198 45 331 244 59 810 b_/ - 683334 do. 66 do. 1,941 24-4 58 409 .232 7 6 1,040' b/ - 846335 do. 11 May 18, 1940 13,728 762 489 3,714 299 1,116 12,500 b/ - 3,910335 do. 27 do. 17,-850 - - 439 1,195 10,100 b/ -335 do. 40 May 20, 1940 20,479 ~" 403 1,195 11,800 b/ -335 do. 45 May 21, 1940 21,854 1,118 61.9 6,313 262 1,175 13,500 b/ - 5,342335 do. 50 do. 18,770 - - 390 1,155 10,750 b/ -335 do. 56 do. 16,812 1,083 504 4,579 317 890 9,600 b/ 4,782335 do. 70 May 22, 1940 11,317 - - ■- 238 2PS 6,850 V -c/ Analyses of selected wells are given in milligramsequivalents per liter on page 57a./ Sulphate less than 10 parts per million*b/ Nitrate less than 20 parts per million.
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Partial analyses of water from wells in Calhoun, County-ContinuedResults are in parts per million,Depth Date Total Cal- Magne- Sodium 3.nd Bicar- Sul- Ohio- Nt- Fluor- TotalWell Owner of of dissolved cium slum Potassium bonate phate ride: t rate ide hardnesswell collection solids (Ca) (Mg) (Na, / K) (HCO) (SO4.) (Cl) (NOg) ( F ) as CaC0 3(ftQ (calc.) ' (calc. ) f \ (calc. )335 W-- F. A* Test 72 June 24, 1940 10,113 684 295 " 2,765 886 208 6,050- b/ - 2,922336 do. 20 May 22, 1940 76 18 108' 256 22 190 h/ ~ 266336 do.. 31 May 24, 1940 1,378 70 36 416 268 22 700 b/ 0.2 322337 do. 13 do. 709 43 25 201 281 28 280 b/ 210337 do. 26 do.. 2,565 165 73 719 329 86 1,360 b/ - 715337 do. 30 May 25, 1940 5,7 45 37 4 214 1,492 293 378 3,140 b_/ - 1,817337 do. 35 do. 6,412 - - 378 443 3,500 b/ -337 do. 40 do- 7,7 54 - - 403 548 4,250 h/ ~337 do. 48 do. 7,576 622 294 1,814 342 468 4,210 b/ - 2,761337 do. 73 May 28, 1940 6,030 - - 159 157 3,630 b/c/ 337 do. 75 do- 5,900 721 290 1,076 171 179 3,550 g/ 0.2 2,994338 do. 14 May 25, 1940 84,684 - - 214 4,230 50,200 F/ -338 do. 19 do. 113,633 - - 232 5,444 67 r 600 b/338 do.- 24 do, 120,264 2,770 4,715 36,363 244 6,461 69,800 b/ - 2,631338 do. 29 do. 120,833 - - .220 7,442 70,400 b/338 do. 34 do. 130,070 - - 214 8,225 75,600 b/ -338 do. 40 May 27 f 1940 132,548 - - 183 8,225 77,200 b/338 . do. 50 do. 103,705 - 220 5,288 61,400 b/338 do. 58 May 28, 1940 53,760 - - 195 960 33,400 b/338 do- 61 June 3, 1940 46,582 - -18 783 29,000 b/338 do. 64 do. 50,043 -3.,.967 1,-483 13,010 : 183 685 30,800 b/ - 16,014339 do. 12 May 8, 1940 802 128 35 . 141. 573 16 200 b/ ', 461339 do. 32 May 9, 1940 753 83 31 167 342 27 275 h/ - 334c/ 339 do, 49 May 13, 1940 11,899 1,372 436 2,450 171 653 6,900 b/ - 5,224339 do. 60 May 14, 1940 3,920 505 148 762 98 47 2,410 b/ - 1,871339 do.- 66. do. 2,907 407 124 511 146 33 1,7 60 b/ - 1,526339 do. 70 May 16, 1940 2,946 424 136 -489 122 27 1,810 b/ - 1,619340 do. 18 May 10, 1940 1,643 93 39 483 378 142 700 b/ - 394340 do. 34 do. 7,658 470 268 2,067 555 390 4,190 b"/ - 2,275340 do. 41 May 13, 1940 8,403 - - 268 400 4,870 b/ -340 do. '64 May 14, 1940 3,851 "- - - 140 43 2,350 b/340 do. 67 do. 4,293 640 138 77 5 116 49 2,630 b/ - 2,170341 do. 12 June 4, 1940 7 40 29 27 216 159 80 310 b/ ~ 182e/ Analyses of selected, wells are given In milligramsequivalents per liter on page 67a/ Sulphate less than 10 parts per million.b/ Nitrate less than 20 parts per million.
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Partial analyses of water from wells in Calhoun* County-ContinuedResults are in parts per million.■Depth Date Total Cal- Magne- Sodium and Bicar- Sul- Chlo- Ni- ~Fluor- TotalWell Owner of of dissolved cium slum Potassium bonate phate ride trate ide hardnesswell collection solids (0a) (Mg) [Na / K) (HCO3) "(S0'4) (&) (1%) (F) as CaC0 3
( ft . ) (calc.) (calc.) (calc.)
341 rf. P. A. Test 22 June' 4, 1940 403 68 13 72 262 1? i04 W -. -223341 do. 25 ".;■ do. 472 - 262 16 150 to/ -341 do. 35 June 5y 1940 576 - 329 17 180 b/ -341 do. 48 June j 6, 1940 1,949 198 56 475 549 90 860 b/ ~ 724341 do. 60 June 7, 1940 2,002 230 71 431 311 67 1,050 fc/ - 869341 do. 64 do. 1,957 - 329 59 1,025 b/ -c/ 341 do... 72 June 11, 1940 1,803 192 65 405 317 55 930 b/ 0.4 750342 do. 21 June 5,. 1940 738 57 23 198 268 18 305 b/ - 238342 do. 30 do. 862 " - - 238 18 410 b/ -342 do. 40 do. 941 68 23 267 250 19 440 b/ - 264342 do* 55 June 6, 1940 " 1,987 203 59 468 214 82 1,070 b/ - 752342 do. 60 June 7, 1940 2,002 - 177 63 1,130 b/ -342 do. 64 do. 2,110 ~ - 214 7 4 1,170 V ~342 do, 67 Jun* 11, 1940 1,980 214 65 443 134 62 1,130 W 0-.2 805343 do. 8 - 3,294 108 76 1,043 628 390 1,368 b/ - 582343 do. 14 July 9, 1940 2,277 «- 525 156 1,040 b/ -343 do. . 25 July 10, 1940 2,645 184 71 728 403 154 1,310 b/ - 754c/ 343 do. 62 July 15, 1940 3,402 351 120 770 171 67 2,010 b/ 0.2 1,369344 do. 8 July 10,." 1940 "10,040 411 370 2', 821 366 1,208 5,050 b/ - 2,548344 do. 19 do. 2,103 108 60 621 427 109 995 b/ - 517-344 do. 29 do. 2,057 - - 354 97 l r 042 W - . -344 dow 39 July 12, 1940 3,258 260 117 806 207 183 1,790 b/ 1,132344 do. 48 July 15, 1940 - - - 171 109 2,100 b/345 do. 81 July 7, X940 525 37 19 146 328 24 136 b/ 1.0 170oj Analyses of .selected wells are given in milligramsequivalents per liter on page 67a/ Sulphate less than 10 parts per million.b/ Nitrate less than 20 parts per million.
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Cneni cil -inalyses —ContinuedResult s are in milligram -qulvalents pe?; l^ter.. .Depth Date Total Cal- ; agne- Sodium nnd ".icar- iul Ohio- Iluor- "i- Totaltfell O^iier of of hardness eium slum ?^t";s"-.1ura bonate phvite ride ioe trats dissolvedyell collection as GaC0 3 (Ca) (M3) (Bte / K) ( ?T C0g) (30^! (Ci) (I) ("0^) scliis(ft..) J c i i ±£-L' i ca i5t-) J c "-ii£*J25~C. ~:\ Boyd '" "65" -ay" ' gi, 1940 5-92 " 5~10 0788"""" ""' 2.*92 ; '~ *6;60 O.'gl 2,06 ~6~.03"~ -" "" "" 17.74"49 E. Y. Boquet 29 Apr* 5, 1940 50.04 31.12 18. 92 81.94 5.20 19.89 106.89 -- 263-9678 Guy Cavallin 248 Apr, .9, 1940 1.10 0.48 0.62 18.10 7.50 0.02 11.56 0.12 - 38.40107 John Pilgram 210 Mar. 11, 1940 9.36 5.68 3.68 16.63 3.90 0.66 2.1.43 0.02 --. 51.98122 W.. A., Shofner 51 Apr. 19, 1940 6.84 4*52 2.32 11.61 7.80 1.87 8.74 0.04 - 36.90171 v,.. D. Stevens 29 Mar. 11,. 1940 30.42 22.30 8*12 24.20 7.10 8.04 39.48 -- - 109-24202 Ax Howes 360 Feb. 24^ 1940 6.16 3.80 2.36 17.08 5.70 0.62 16.92 0.03 - 46.48215 City of Port 630 Feb.. 23, 1940 3.10 1..76 1.34 47.04 6.90 0.02 43.15 0.07 - 100.28O'Connor244 J. JV Dalehite 21 -Jan. 24, 1940 3.90 3-26 0.64 2.74 3^30 0.35 2.99 0.01 - 13.24261 Paul Boone 78 Mar.. 20 r 1940 31.84 20.18 11.66 31.93 3.90 8.82 51.05 - ~ 127.54305 V; P. A. Test 32 Jan. 29, 1940 56.00 34.64 21.36 35.69 2.00 2.54 87.15 - - 183.38306 do. 35 Jan. 30,. 1940 11.04 8.12 2.92 9.35 4.60 0.82 14.95 0.02 - 40.78309 do. 21 Feb. 2, 1940 5.42 3.28 2.14 13.57 4.80 0.90 12.27 - - 35.98310 do, 72 Feb* 12, 1940 62.48 43.98 18.50 70.92 4.80 9.02 119.58 - 266^80312 do. 57 Feb. . 27 *." 194.0 5.74 3.48 2.26 11.81 3*10 0..35 14.10 - - 35.10314 do. 73 July 24, 1940 5.32 3.14 2.18 11.53 3.00 0-25 13.54 0.06 - 33.70318 do. 50 Mar. 12, 1940 16..30 9,88 6.42 28 26 6.60 2.71 35.25 0.02 - 89-12319 do. 76 Mar. 8,. 1940 39.16 22.06 17.10 39.46 4.10 1.76 72.-76 0.02 - 157.24322 do. 62 Apr. 10, 1940 10.18 5.70 4*48 16.00 4.00 0.73 21.43 - 0.02 52.36324 do. 46 Apr. 19, 1940 46.14 24.-52 21.62 99.07 5.40 4.15 135.66 - - 290.42328 do.- 28 July 3, 1940 382.00 95.60 286.40 1094.18 3.20 102.31 370.67 - - 2952.36329 do. 24 June 25, 1940 -' ~ - - 6.20 67.40 487.21 -330 do. 67 ■ June 24.,. 1940 2.28 1.10 1.18 8.93 4.50 0-83 6.43 0.05 - 22.42333 do. 21 June 12, 1940 7.54 5.34 2.20 10.37 5.60 0.46 11.85 - - 35.-S2334 do.- " 38 May 18, 1940 6.26 3.82 2.44 6.53 5.20 0.54 7.05 0.01 - 25.58337 do. 75 May 28, 1940 59.88 36.-04 23.84 46.78 2.80 3.74 100.12 0.01 - 213.32339 do. 49 May 13, 1940 104.48 65.58 35.90 106.52 2.80 13.60 194.60 - - 422.-00341 do. 72 June 11, 1940 15.00 9.62 5.38 17.59 5-20 1.14 26.23 0.02 - 65.-18343 do. 62 July 15, 1940 27.38 17.54 9.84 33.49 2.80 1.38 56.69 0.01 - 121.74
Map ofCalhoun County, Texas,showing water wells listed
